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1 Introduction 
The purpose of this study has been to provide and augment information needed to support 
development of environmental risk assessments, Environmental Impact Statements, review of 
contingency plans, and oil-spill response for offshore gas and oil leasing. 

The MMS OCS Oil-Weathering Model ( O W )  is a heavily used tool in the environmental 
assessment process for MMS. In the Alaska OCS Region, numerous estimates of oil-spill fate and 
behavior are derived from the OWM. The model provides analysts with a common, quantitative set 
of spill scenarios. The OWM is used to estimate whether State and Federal water quality standards 
and criteria would be exceeded by a spill, over what area, and for how long. The model calculates the 
area covered by a slick through time and the persistence of a slick. The model calculates how long 
the lighter, but most toxic components remain in the oil slick. The model is used to distinguish the 
effects of larger and smaller spills, for example between the effects of an average tanker spill versus 
an average pipeline spill. The in situ viscosity and degree of emulsification provided by the model 
are used in assessing the mitigation by and effectiveness of oil spill countermeasures such as 
mechanical recovery, dispersants, and in situ burning. 

In the Gulf of Mexico Region, the OWM is more frequently used in environmental assessments to 
evaluate oil-spill contingency plans and the reliability of associated oil-spill models. The OWM is 
critical to the latter evaluation because, unlike most oil-spill models, the OWM incorporates specific 
chemistry of individual crude oils and petroleum products. 

SINTEF Applied Chemistry completed the Phase I review "Revision of MMS Offshore Continental 
Shelf Oil-Weathering Model: Evaluation," OCS Study MMS 98-003 1 for MMS. 

The primary objectives of Phases I1 and 111 of this study have been: 
1) to adapt the SINTEF Oil Weathering Model ( O W )  to MMS needs, 
2) to expand the OWM oil library to include oils of interest to MMS, and 
3) to develop and collate data sets identified in Phase I from experimental oil spills for validation 

testing of algorithms and weathering models. 

2 Teleconference 
The teleconference to kick off the project took place in October, 1999. Participants were: 

MMS Alaska: Dick Prentki, Caryn Smith 
MMS Gulf of Mexico: Gail Rainey, George Guillen, and Darice Breeding 
MMS Herndon: Betty Estey 
SINTEF: Mark Reed, Per Daling, Janne Resby 

The meeting started with a brief overview of the project, and a discussion of the trade-offs between 
performing more detailed weathering analyses for fewer oils or less detailed analyses for a layer 
variety of oils. 

There were 4,73 1 producing oil wells in the GOMR as of Dec 1998 from multiple reservoirs, and 
over 26,000 miles of offshore pipeline, carrying oil mixed from production at approximately 4,000 
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platforms. The question of how to select one or two oils to study was raised. SINTEF suggested that 
one could either choose oils that are typical of a large number of others, or select those which are or 
will be shipped in largest quantities. In general, MMS does not have crude assay data on oils, so that 
comparison of oil types is difficult. It was decided to carry out limited weathering studies (no meso- 
scale runs) for 2 GOM oils. The GOMR may work with industry in developing a final determination. 

It was asked whether SINTEF can use weathering data developed by others (e.g. Environment 
Canada) in the OWM. The answer was a reserved yes, given knowledge about what methods are 
used, how the results fiom those methods compare with those from SINTEF's, and given the possible 
necessity of additional information to fill any gaps. For example, the methodology for emulsification 
testing is very sensitive to energy input, and the kinetics of this process are key in determining both 
spill lifetime and the window of opportunity for dispersant application. 

Minimum inputs to the SINTEF O W  are True Boiling Point curve, density, viscosity at some 
reference temperature, and pour point of the fresh crude. Beyond that, the actual weathering data 
becomes important for reliable predictions. 

The Alaskan oils are much more limited in number. Priority oils are Liberty and North Star, but they 
were not available at the start of the project in the quantity needed (20 liters for bench scale, 10 liters 
for dispersant testing, 20 liters for meso-scale testing). One Cook Inlet oil was also to be selected. 

After some discussion, it was agreed that 10°C would be a reasonable test temperature for the North 
Slope oils. The representative temperature for the Gulf of Mexico oils was eventually set at 25 C. 

Each of the project tasks was then discussed in some detail, resulting in a set of action items at the 
conclusion of the teleconference. 

3 Delivery and Training in the Use of the SINTEF Oil Weathering Model 
The SINTEF Oil Weathering Model Version 1.6 was delivered to MMS at project start in 1999, and 
served as the basis for the training course in February 2000. The OWM Version 1.8 was delivered in 
April 2000, followed by Version 2.0 in April 2001. 
The training workshop took place on February 8-9,2000, at MMS facilities in Denver, Colorado. A 
number of desired changes and improvements were noted during the workshop, and subsequently 
incorporated into Versions 1.8 and 2.0 of the O W .  
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4 Weathering Studies 

4.1 Introduction 
In Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) studies and when planning the most effective response, it 
is important to have reliable predictions of how specific oil properties will change during an oil spill 
event. The efficiency of various oil spill combat methods (e. g. mechanical, dispersion andlor 
burning) depends greatly on the physical-chemical properties of the oil at the time of action. 

The weathering behaviours of Alaskan and Gulf of Mexico crude oils were investigated at SINTEF. 
The results of the weathering studies were incorporated into the SINTEF O W  weathering library, 
and supplied to MMS with the O W  and Oil Database Editor. 

4.2 Oils investigated 
The following six crude oils were received and investigated in the laboratory at SINTEF : 

Alpine Composite 
Endicott 
Milne Point Unit 
North Star 
High Island Composite 
Neptune Field Conlposite 

The Neptune Field and High Island oils are Gulf of Mexico oils, the rest are Alaskan oils. Gulf of 
Mexico oils were tested at 23OC and Alaskan oils at 10°C. 

Endicott, Alpine Composite, Neptune Field Composite and North Star were analysed following the 
SINTEF standardised weathering methodology. Due to too high water contents, Milne Point Unit and 
High Island Composite were not analysed using standard procedures. Meso-scale flume test were 
performed of the High Island Composite in order to establish a dataset for the O W .  The water 
content of Milne Point Unit was too high for perfomlance of weathering analysis. 

4.3 Brief summary of the oils weathering properties 
A brief summary of the oil and weathering properties of the crude oils is given below. For further 
details about oil properties see Table 4-1 and for discussion of weathering behaviour related to oil 
spill response see Leirvik et al., 2002. 

Alaskan crude oils : 

Alpine Composite is a paraff~nic crude oil, with a density of 0,834 gImL. The Alpine Conlposite 
contains a relatively large amount of lower molecular weight compounds and approximately 25% of 
its original volume will be evaporated 24 hours after the spill at both summer and winter 
temperatures. Alpine Composite will form w/o-emulsions with a maximum water content of 80 % at 
both winter and summer temperatures, yielding approximately five times the original spill volume. 
The w/o-emulsion formed after one day of weathering at sea is stable. 
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Endicott is an asphaltenic crude oil, with a density of 0,9 13 g/ml with a relatively low evaporative 
fraction. Endicott will form wlo-emulsions with a maximum water content of approximately 60 % at 
winter temperatures and 65 % at summer temperatures, more than doubling the original spill volume. 
The wlo-emulsions formed are very stable. 

Milne Point Unit oil is a heavy naphthenic, biodegraded crude oil with an approximate density of 
0.95 g/ml. The oil seems to be highly biodegraded (i.e. no paraffinic components are present in the 
Gas Chromatogram). The emulsion is extremely stable and can only be dehydrated at high 
temperatures and with the addition of a high dosage of demulsifier (approximately 10%). 

North Star oil is a light paraffinic crude oil, with a density of 0.816 g/mL. The North Star oil 
contains a relatively large amount of lower molecular weight compounds and approximately 30 % of 
its original volume will evaporate 24 hours after the spill at both summer and winter temperatures. 
North Star also forms stable emulsions. 

Gulf of Mexico crude oils : 

High Island is a naphthenic, biodegraded crude oil, with a density of approximately 0.85 g/mL. The 
High Island oil contains a medium amount of lower molecular weight compounds; over 20 % of its 
original volume will evaporate 24 hours after the spill at both sunlrner and winter temperatures. 
Results from the meso scale flume study show that High Island oil forms unstable emulsions with low 
viscosity. Maximum water content is high at 70%, but observations from the meso scale flume show 
that emulsions dehydrate almost completely within an hour when left at rest (e.g. in a recovery 
storage tank). 

Neptune Field Composite is a paraffinic crude oil, with a density of 0,869 g/mL. The Neptune Field 
Composite contains a relatively large amount of lower molecular weight compounds and over 30 % 
of its original volume will be evaporated 24 hours after the spill at both summer and winter 
temperatures. The experimental results showed that the Neptune Field Composite did not form stable 
wlo-emulsions. One normally would expect that a crude oil with a wax and asphalthene content 
similar to the Neptune Field Composite will form stable wlo-emulsions. SINTEF suspects that 
production/process chemicals are present in the oil sample thereby reducing the wlo-emulsion 
process. This suspicion is supported by the un-normal low interfacial tension value measured for the 
fiesh crude (6 rnN1m). 

A comparison of the evaporation and emulsion viscosity of the Alaska and Gulf of Mexico oils is 
shown in Figure 4-1, Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3, Figure 4-4 respectively. The evaporation of the 
Alaska oils is very different, fiom approximately 20 to 50% after 5 days at 10°C and 10 m/s wind. 
The emulsion viscosities of these oils vary from approximately 8000 to 40000 cP under the same 
conditions. The two Gulf of Mexico oils has evaporation and emulsion viscosity in the same range at 
20°C and 10 m/s wind, however, the development is some different. 



Table 4-1: A summary of the physical and chemical variables for Endicott, the Alpine Composite and the Neptune Field Composite, The High Island 
Composite and the North Star. The viscosities for Endicott, the Alpine Composite, the North Star, the Neptune Field Composite and the High Island 
Composite and the were measured at 10 O, 10 O , 10 O, 23 OC and 23 OC respectively. 
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Figure 4-1 : Evaporation ofthe Alaska oils. 
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Figure 4-2 : Viscosity of emulsion of the Alaska oils. 
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Figure 4-3 :Evaporation of the Gulfof Mexico oils. 
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Figure 4-4 : Emulsion viscosity of the Gulf of Mexico oils. 



5 Oil Weathering Model Version 3.0 

Version 3.0 of the OWM was delivered at the end of June, 2004. In addition to numerous 
improvements in the user interface, this version includes the following improvements over 2.0: 

possibility for surface and subsurface releases; 
internal computation of initial film thickness, based on release rate and duration; 
New spreading algorithm supporting both surface and underwater releases, with improved 
stability and better detection of erroneous input values; 
New oil type query filters in both OWM and the Oil Database Editor, allowing filtering on 
ranges of values for API gravity, specific density, and pour point; 
Capability to addldelete Data Source, Geographical Area, and Product in the Editor as 
documented in the User Manual how to achieve this during editing of oil information; 
New *.TX2 data results file for easy EXCEL import; 
Enabled multi-selection capability in temperature and wind lists, and made Add and Delete 
buttons more dynamic to facilitate clearing the entire list at once; 
Revised User's Manual for Version 3.0. 

The spreading mechanisms for instantaneous releases and continuous releases are different. 
Instantaneous releases will spread radially, while oil released continuously will spread laterally (i.e. 
cross-current). This difference in spreading behaviour will affect other weathering properties e.g. 
evaporation and natural dispersion. Version 2.0 of the model only accounts for lateral spreading (i.e. 
all releases are treated as continuous), but in Version 3.0, the spreading of instantaneous and 
continuous spills is treated differently. Also, a calculation of the surface spreading for sub surface 
releases in shallow to moderate water depths (depth less than e.g. 300 m) is included. This calculation 
requires input of gas-to-oil ratio (GOR) and depth in addition to release rate. 

The spreading algorithms are documented in detail in Appendix D. 



lode1 Parameters 

Figure 5-1. New Model Parameter dialog in Version 3.0, allowing for underwater releases, and with 
initial thickness computed internally depending on release type, rate, and duration. 
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l+ rgure 3-2. New Uil Uatabase P'ilter queiy options include selected oil properties. 
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MMS has an unlimited internal use license for the model. 

6 Test Data Preparation 

6.1 Background and objectives 

In 1998 SINTEF Applied Chemistry completed the Phase I review "Revision of MMS Offshore 
Continental Shelf Oil-Weathering Model: Evaluation," OCS Study MMS 98-003 1 for MMS. This 
review recommended the compilation of oil spill data sets that would be suitable for model testing 
and validation. 

A framework for this task was described in the MMS OWM Phase I Technical Meeting held in 
Anchorage, in March, 1998 with two alternative approaches: 

One approach at that time was that SINTEF, in collaboration with organizations like Alun Lewis Oil 
Spill Consultant in UK, CEDRE in France, and NOOA in US should try to develop a joint industry 
program to address model sensitivity testing, preparation and archival of specified data sets, and 
testing of model algorithms. 

Many data sets of potential interest were identified in the Phase I Report (OCS Study MMS 98-0058). 
SINTEF investigated the possibility of developing a joint industry program developed to facilitate the 
data collation, but without success. We therefore agreed with MMS to proceed alone in this task with 
the limited budget fiom MMS allocated to address the two last scopes/goals: i.e. preparation of 
available oil spill data sets, and testing / validating these ground-truth data with the new version of 
the SINTEF OWM only. The data sets presented in this report can however, be used by any 
organizations /model operators in model algorithm testing / validation. 

6.2 Conclusions and recommendations from the Phase 1 report 

In the Phase I Report (OCS Study MMS 98-0058, chap. 5.1 .), criteria for an "ideal data set" fiom 
experimental oil releases at sea was specified with respect to: 

Environmental background data 
Oil characterization (original oil properties and changes as function of weathering) 
Documentation - Standardized methods for sampling and analysis 
Sampling frequency 
Replicate samples 

An overview of experimental oil releases was identified and preliminary evaluation of data sets was 
performed. None of the fiel'd trials satisfied the strict criteria for an "ideal data set", with respect to 
both methodology and data-documentation. We therefore selected best available data sets for 
calibration/validation of oil weathering models. Many of the older data sets from experimental trials 
had a limited potential for model calibration-/validation, because of varying quality of data due to 
lack of consistent procedures for sampling and analytical methodology. 
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Some recent field trials had better documented and suitable procedures for field sampling and 
analysis. The preliminary conclusion from this review was that data fiom recent field trials in the UK 
and Norway (see below) had a potential for calibratiodverification of oil weathering models, and an 
effort in collecting relevant data fiom these series was given priority. 

UK: Field trials in the North Sea fiom the period 1992-97: These experiments were conducted on a 
yearly basis with different objectives. The more recent experiments have well documented and 
suitable procedures for sampling and further analysis. These field trials cover several crude oil 
(Forties, Alaska North slope) and different bunker fuels. The weathering time ranges fiom only hours 
to several days and the weathering parameters include (emulsification, evaporation, natural 
dispersion, water soluble components, emulsion viscosity, emulsion stability, water droplets 
distribution in emulsion and others). Some of these UK sea trials also include extensive monitoring of 
dispersed oil concentrations versus time and also measurements of droplet sizes of the dispersed oil 
droplets. Some relevant data seemed to be available fiom AMOP publications by AEA Technology, 
but more extensive environmental data fiom the field test is needed to use them in model tests. 

Norway: Field trials in the North Sea and in the mar~inal ice zone of the Barents Sea fiom the period 
(1989-96): In Norway, field experiments have been conducted on an almost yearly basis since the late 
70's, but only some of the trials were considered to be relevant for our purpose. The SINTEF-89 and 
MIZ-93 trials produced data sets which can be used to compare weathering of the same crude oil type 
at a North Sea and an Arctic environment. These trials and the later NOFO trials (1 994195196) have 
used well-documented procedures for sampling and analysis. The weathering time ranges fiom one 
day up to seven days, and the weathering parameters include emulsification, evaporation, natural 
dispersion, water-soluble components, emulsion viscosity, and emulsion stability, among others. Data 
are available from SINTEF as reports and publications. 

6.3 Datasets collected 

In the period fiom December 2002 to July 2003, an effort was made to collect all relevant data fiom 
the recommended series of field trials. As a result, data-set fiom the following trials are presented in 
this report: 

Haltenbanken 1989 
MIZ-experiment (in ice) 1993 
NOFO-trial1994 
NOFO-trial 1995 
NOFO-trial 1996 (limited data) 
L K  trials 1997 (AEA-trials) 
Surface oil data fiom the Deep spill 2000 experiment 

The data-sets fiom the earlier field tests in the L K  are not included in this report. This is due to lack 
of available documentation of environmental data during the field tests. Lewis Oil Spill Consultant in 
L K  did an extensive search to obtain data reports fiom field various field trials in L K  at the library at 
MCA (Maritime and Coastal Agency in Southampton) without any success. 

Weathering data, wind speed, temperature and film thickness are presented fiom the trials. For the 
trials including dispersant treatment, only the weathering data before dispersant treatment is 
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presented in this report. 

The film thickness parameters used as input to the model for the predictions of the different trials, are 
based on the film thickness data measured in the individual trials. 

The full report is included as Appendix B: Development of Data Sets from Experimental Oil Spills 
for OWM Algorithm and Model Testing and Validation. 

7 Final Report, Publication, and Summary Slides 

The Final Report is a self-reference to this document. 

A publication with the working title "The MMS Oil Weathering Model: Further Developments and 
Applications" is in preparation. It is intended that the paper will be presented at the International 
Marine Environmental Modelling Seminar (IMEMS) to be held in Washington DC in October, 2004. 

A set of summary overheads has been prepared in Powerpoint format, and is include on the CD-ROM 
as an Appendix to this report. 

Separate documents on CD-ROM: 

Appendix A: Overheads Summarizing the Project 

Appendix B: Weathering Properties of Endicott, Milne Point Unit, High Island 
Composite, the Alpine Composite, the Neptune Field Composite, and North Star 
Oil Samples 

Appendix C: Development of Data Sets from Experimental Oil Spills for OWM 
Algorithm and Model Testing and Validation 

Appendix D: Users Manual for SINTEF OWM Version 3.0 

Appendix E: Manuscript submitted to Journal of Environmental Software and 
Modelling: "The MMSISINTEF Oil Weathering Model, Further Development and 
Applications" by R. Prentki, C. Smith, 0. Johansen, P. Daling, M. Moldestad, K. 
Skognes, and M. Reed. 
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Revision of the Offshore Co.ntinenta,l Shelf 
011 Weathering Model: Phases II and Ill 

for 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Minerals Management Service 

Anchorage, Alaska 

by 
SINTEF 

Division of Marine Environmental Technology 
Trondheim, Noway 

Presentation Overview 

Project Summary 
Oil weathering studies 
Data sets for model testing and validation 



Project Summary 

Primary Objectives 

1. Deliver and adapt the SINTEF Oil Weathering Model 
(OWM) to MMS needs; 

2. Expand the OWM oil library to include oils of interest to 
MMS; 

3. Develop and collate data sets identified in Phase I from 
experimental oil spills for validation testing of algorithms 
and OWM's. 

Delivery and Adaptation the 
SINTEF Oil Weathering Model 

Delivered the SINTEF OWM Windows 951NT 
Version 1 +, manuals (1 999) 
Training session, and license for Department of 
Interior-wide internal use 

rn Provided scheduled updates 
Version 2.0 (2001) 
Version 3.0 (2004) 



Delivery and Adaptation the 
SINTEF Oil Weathering Model 

Model improvements: 
W Windows of opportunity for dispersant spill 

response 
Updating of the oil database 
Improved spreading algorithms for surface and 
sub-surface releases 
Simplified export to spreadsheets 
Arctic conditions (sea ice) 
Undersea blowouts and pipeline spills 
Import tool for external wind files 

W Additional query options to filter oils from the 
data base 
Revised user's manual 

Expansion of OWM database to 
include oils of interest to MMS 

Weathering studies performed for crudes from 
Alaska and the Gulf of Mexico: 

Alaskan North Slope: 4 crude oils 
Gulf of Mexico: 2 crude oils 



Development of Data Sets from 
Experimental Oil Spills for Model 
Testing and Validation 

Haltenbanken 1989 
Barents Sea Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ-experiment 
in ice) 1993 
NOFO-trial 1994 
NOFO-trial 1995 
NOFO-trial 1996 (limited data) 
UK trials 1997 (AEA-trials) 
Surface oil data from the Deep spill 2000 
experiment 

Final Report, Technical Summary, 
and Journal Article 

Individual reports combined behind an Executive 
Summary in the Final Report. 

rn Final Report andTechnical Summary submitted in 
Draft and Final versions 

rn Bibliographic references supplied in Procite- 
importable format. 



Summary Weathering Properties 
Alaskan North Slope and Gulf of Mexico 
Oils 

Alaskan North Slope 
Alpine Composite 
Endicott 
Milne Point Unit (not tested, water content in the crude oil too high) 
North Star 

Gulf of Mexico 
High Island Composite 
Neptune Field Composite 

Knowledge about oil properties, fate and 
weathering behaviour is important for : 

Environmental Risk Analysis 

Contingency analysis and planning 

NEBA-analysis (Net Environmental Benefit Analysis) 
Weighing of advantages and disadvantages of alternative oil spill responses for all 
aspects of environmental effects, compared with 'no reswnse" 

Oil spill response operations 
s rapid and right decision-making during combat operations 



0 bjectives 

Alaskan and Gulf of Mexico crude oils tested in order to : 

investigated the weathering behaviour of the oils and 
discuss the properties related to respone 
expand the SINTEF OWM oil library to include the oils of 
interest to MMS 

Crude oils 

Mixture of thousands of 
components 
Relative corrlposition vary 
Physical properties of various 
crude oils are very different due 
to differences in cherrlical 
composition 
Crude oils rrray be accidentally 
spilt during production or 
transportation 

Paraffins 

Hydre 

Naphthenes 

Aromatics 

Resins 
Hydre 
carbons As~haltenes 



Oils at sea - weathering processes 

Bench-scale step-wise weathering 
study of Pn oil 

Ih I 

16 different weathering samples from a fresh crude oil 
Representing various weathering times at sea 



Temperature conditions 

Alaskan North Slope crude oils 
H Tested at 10°C 

Weathering predictions made at 0 and 10°C 

Gulf of Mexico crude oils 
H Tested at 23°C 

Weathering predictions made at 20 and 29°C 

Crude oil properties 

. . . . . .  
Materials and Chemistry , . . . . . 



North Star - emulsification studies 

High Island in the meso scale flume 

After 6 hours weathering After 72 hours weathering 

@ SINTEF 
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SINTEF Oil Weathering Model 
- 

Alaskan North Slope oils - evaporation 

Alaskan North Slope oils 
Property: Evaporation 
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Alaskan North Slope oils - emulsion 
viscosity 

Alaskan North Slope oils 
Property: Viscosity of Emulsion 
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Gulf of Mexico oils - evaporation 

Gulf of Mexico oils 
Property: Evaporation 
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Gulf of Mexico oils - emulsion viscosity 

Gulf of Mexico oils 
Property: Viscosity of Emulsion 

@ SINTEF 
W~nd Speed (mls) 10 
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Data sets for model testing and validation 

Haltenbanken 1989 
Barents Sea Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ-experiment 
in ice) 1993 

I NOFO-trial 1994 
I NOFO-trial I995 
I NOFO-trial 1996 (limited data) 

UK trials 1997 (AEA-trials) 
Surface oil data from the Deep spill 2000 
experiment 

7 . . . . . .  
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Haltenbanken 1989 

Full-scale experimental oil spill carried out to study several 
objectives: 
Evaluation of different types of oil spill drifters (Argos 
positioned buoys) versus oil drift 
Inter-calibration of different aerial surveillance systems 
Study of weathering processes of the Sture Blend crude 
(also here called Oseberg Blend) 
Study interactions between a drifting oil slick and sea 
birds 

Haltenbanken 1989 
Properly: Emulsion viscosity 
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Good data time series: 
Evaporation 
Emulsification 
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Barents Sea Marginal Ice Zone 1993 

0 bjectives 
The intention of the experimental oil spill in the marginal 
ice zone was to contribute further to existing knowledge 
about the behaviour of oil under Arctic conditions and to 
acquire knowledge about the specific conditions (wind, 
waves, ice conditions, drift and spreading) in the marginal 
ice zone. 

Barents Sea Marginal Ice Zone 1993 
w 

Propem: Emulsion viscosity .- : 0.C 
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NOFO Field Exercise 1994 

The main objectives of the field trials were: 
To verify laboratory studies on rate of weathering (evaporation, natural 
dispersion and emulsification) of Sture Blend crude oil and determine 
the extent of changes in these processes caused by the application of 
dispersant. 
To assess quantitatively the effectiveness of aerially applied 
dispersant by following the fate and weathering properties of two 
slicks of partially weathered North Sea crude oil (one treated and one 
control slick). 
To define the operational parameters required for practical dispersant 
treatment strategies. 
To provide a realistic training scenario for oil spill combat personnel. 

NOFO Field Exercise 1994 - - - 
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Dispersant applications 
resulted in decreased 
water content and 1 -  I viscosity of emulsion. 

Emulsion disappeared 
totally into the water 
column. 
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NOFO Exercise 1995 

Objectives (dispersant application and underwater releases) 
Study the behavior, rate of spreading and weathering (evaporation, 
emulsification, natural dispersion etc.) of crude oil slicks released both 
from surface and sub-surface (107 meters depth simulating sub-sea 
pipeline leakage). 
Provide input data to the SINTEF OWM, as the basis for further 
refinements of algorithms in the model. 
Assess the effectiveness of different methods of applying dispersant 
concentrates on oil slicks (from boat and helicopter). 
Study the capability of satellite-tracked drifting buoys to simulatb. the 
drift of surface and dispersed oil under various environmental 
conditions. 
Calibrate aerial remote sensing sensors (in aircraft, helicopter, and 
satellites) with ground truth data of the surface oil slicks. 
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A modern dispersant, correctly 
applied with a helicopter bucket or 
with spray arms from a ship, within 
the "window of opportunity' for 
dispersant use, is capable of 

ryzFg 1 dispersing thick oil completely, 
within 10-30 minutes. 
No significant emulsification of the 
oil in the underwater plume was 
observed. 
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NOFO Exercise 1996 

0 bjectives 
To determine how the weathering processes (evaporation, water-in-oil 
emulsification and natural dispersion) of Troll crude oil proceeded in 
the control (Charlie) and the treated slick (Hotel, treated by helicopter 
with the new "Response 3000" bucket) after dispersant application. 

H To determine how the surface slick resulting from the underwater 
release (designated Uniform) of Troll crude oil combined with gas 
(GOR of 1 :67), behaved. 

H The field trials in both 1995 and 1996 were performed in order to form 
basis for building up an operational and cost-effective dispersant 
response in Norway (for terminals, refineries, offshore oil fields etc.). 
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Troll crude oil emulsifed slowly and 
reached a maximum water content of 
approximately 60 vol.% and a viscosity of 
2000 cP (shear rate 10 s-I ) after 10 hours 
weathering at the sea surface. These 
measured values were lower than the 
predicted values due to unstable 
emulsions. The weather conditions were 
rather calm, with an average wind speed of 
about 4 to 5 m/s, and too low to cause 
breaking waves. The same situation 
occurred during the August 1995 trials 
when the Sierra slick was monitored on 
Day 2 (5 to 6 mls wind). 
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AEA field experiments UK 1997 

Purpose 
to measure changes in oil properties during weathering at 
sea, and 
to determine the period of time during which Corexit 9500 
can be considered as a viable response option for these 
oils: 

50 m3 Forties oil weathered for 2 days at sea prior to treatment with 
2.5m3 Corexit 9500 
20 m3 IFO-180 Heavy bunker fuel weathered for 4.5 hours at sea prior to 
treatment of 0.9 m3 Corexit 9500 followed by a 2nd treatment 23-25 hours 
at sea (2.0 m3 Corexit 9500) 
31 m3 Alaska North Slope (ANS) crude (designated "Alpha") weathered 
for 2.5 days at sea prior to treatment of 1.0 m3 Corexit 9500 

AEA field ex~eriments UK 1997 
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up to a viscosity of 20.000 cP on 
the ANS emulsions. 



Deep Spill JIP 2000 

Primary objectives 
to obtain data for verification and testing of numerical 
models for simulating accidental releases in deep waters; 
to test equipment for monitoring and surveillance of 
accidental releases in deep waters; 
to evaluate the safety aspect of accidental releases of gas 
and oil in deep waters. 

Deep Spill JIP 2000 

Experiments were conducted at 844 rn 
depth in the Helland Hansen region in 
the Norwegian Sea. 

60 m3 marine diesel and 60 m3 Sture 
blend together with 18 m3 liquefied 
natural gas (LNG) equivalent to 10 000 
m3 of gas at atmospheric pressure 
released from a discharge platForm 
lowered to the seabed 

. . . . . .  
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Data sets for model testing and validation: 
summary 

Input data and field measurements are supplied in the report for each 
field trial 
Wind data 
Distillation curves for oils 
Crude assay data 

H Oil weathering data 
Field measurements 

Emulsion 
Density 
Water content 
Viscosity 
Stability 

Surface film thickness 



Appendix B: Weathering Properties of Endicott, Milne Point Unit, 
High Island Composite, the Alpine Composite, the 
Neptune Field Composite, and North Star Oil Samples 
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1 Background 

SINTEF Applied Chemistry completed the Phase I review "Revision of MMS Offshore 
Continental Shelf Oil-Weathering Model: Evaluation." OCS Study MMS 98-0031 for MMS in 
1998. This review recommended: 

upgrading to an existing state-of-the-art Oil Weathering Model ( O W )  
additional improvcmnts needed to maintain state-of-the-art and IO meet needs of MMS u s m  
spill data sets that would be suitable for algorithm and model testing and validation. 

Based on these findings, MMS initiated the ongoing Phase I1 and 111 "Revision of the OCS Oil. 
Weathering Model", The main objectives of Phase I1 and 111 are: - to obtain and adapt the SINTEF O W  to MMS n e d ,  - to expand the SINTEF O W  oil library to include oils of interest to MMS 

In Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) studies and when planning the mod effective 
response it is important to have reliable predictions of how specific oils properties will change 
during a spill. The eficiency of various oil spill combat methods (e. g. mechanical, dispersion 
andlor burning) depends greatly on the physico-chemical properties of the oil at the time of action. 

In the litcramre, several approaches on how to predict oil propaties have been established. 
SINTEF has chosen a direct empirical approach and in addition to cmck oil data (Cmde Oil 
Assay), the SINTEF O W  uses experimenhl weathering data obtained from both bench and 
meso-scale laboratory weathering testing of the actual crude oil as input data. Experience and data 
generated from full-scale field studies during the past 25 years has provided the basis for a 
continuous evolution of the algorithms used in the model. In recent years comparisons of the 
predictions obtained from the SINTEF O W  with field data have shown the strength in the 
prediction quality (Fiocco el a/.. 1999 and Daling and Smm, 1999). 

SINTEF has performed weathering studies on the following six crude oils supplied by MMS: 
Endicott. Neptune Oilfield. Alpine Oilfield, High Island Oilfield, Milne Point Unit. and North 
Star. The Neptune Field and High Island oils are aulf of Mexico oils, the rest are Alaskan oils. 
The results of these weathering studies will be added to the O W  library for use by MMS in 
Environmental Impact Assessment studies and are presented in this final report. 

2 The weathering predlctlonr obtained from the SINTEF OWM 

The SINTEF O W  relates oil properties to a chosen set of conditions (oiUemulsion film 
thicklless, sea state and sea temperature) and predicts the change of an oils properties and 
behavior on the sea s u f c e .  The SINTEF O W  is schematically shorn in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram ofthe input data to the SIhTEF OWMand thepredlcted ourput oil 
properties. 

The predictions obtained from the SINTEF O W  an a useful tool in Environmental Impact 
Assessment studies and for determining the most effective response. In this report the predictions 
an presented over a time period of I5 minutes to 5 days after the oil spill has occumd. This 
c o v n  potential spill situations where the response time is short (e. g. close to terminals) to 
offshore spills w h m  the response time can be several days. 

2.1 FIX& and varlahle parametera uaed in the SINTEF OWM 

The spill scenario (e. g. sub-sea or surface blowouts, tanker spills, pipeline leakage etc.) and 
release rate chosen when using the SINTEF OWM is of importsnce. In this project a surface 
release at a rate of 1,33 metric tons per minute (i.e. 80 tons over one hour) waa chosen as the spill 
scenario. 
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2.1.2 Oil film thickness 

In the SINTEF OWM the oils are categorised into condensates, low emulsifying nudes, 
emulsifying crudes. heavy bunker fuels or refined distillates based on experimental results 
obtained in the bench-scale testing. A default for the initial oil and terminal wlc-emulsion film 
thickness is given for each categoryof oil in the model. 

From the experimental results of the bench-scale testing (see Appendix C) Endicott. High Island 
Composite. Alpine Composite and North Star are described as emulsifying crude oils whereas. the 
Neptune Field Composite. which did not form stable w/o-emulsions, is described as a low 
emulsifying crude oil. 

The spill conditions, oil categories and initial and terminal film thickness' are summarized in 
Table 2.1. 

Table 2. I :  The spill criteria chosen Jar Endicott, the Alpine Composite and the Neptune Fic,ld 
Composite c& oils in this project. 

2.1.3 Sea temperature 

The prevailing weather conditions greatly influence the weathering rate of oil on the sea surface. 
Two sets of predictions are given in this report. one at the average summer temperantre the other 
at the average winter temperature for the area of interest. The temperatures are chosen on 
background of climate statistics for the two regions and are given in table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2: The average szmmmer and winter sea remperanrres' lrsedfor Endi~:urt, rho Alpine 
Campsite, the Nept~rne Field Compusite. the High Islund composite, the Milne 
Point Unit and the Nurth Star cr?i[/~, oils in the SINTEF OWM. 

2.1.4 Wind speed 

- ~ ~~~ . 
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The relationship between the wind speed and the significant wave heights used in the prediction 
charts obtained from the SINTEF OWM are shown in Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3: The relationship betusen the u~indspe~iund rhr signi/icanr nJuw heights used in [he 
SINTEF 0 WM. 
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2.2 Input data for the SINTEF O\VM 

In the bench scale laboratory testing, a systematic stepwise procedure developed at SINTEF 
(Daling etul., 1990) is used to isolate and map the various weathering processes that take place 
when an oil is spilled on the sea surface. The experimental desibm for the bench scale studies is 
described in Appendix B and the results are presented in Appendix C. The input data to the 
SINTEF OWM is given in Appendix D. 

Beaufort 
w ~ n d  

5 
6-7 

The experimental weathering data obtained in the bench-scale testing are processed and used as 
input for the SMTEF OWM. The following oiVemulsion properties obtained in the bench-scale 
testing are used in the model: 

specific gravity 
pour point 
flash point 
viscosities of fresh and water-free residues (I5O0C+, 2OO0C+ and 250°C+) 
viscosities of the 50% and 75 % w/o-emulsions 
water uptake (maximum water content, stability and half-life-time) 
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The SMTEF OWM is described in more detail in Johansen. 1991 and in the users guide for the 
model. 

2.3 Weathering properties related to response 

The efficiency ofvarious oil spill combat methods (e. g. mechanical recovery, dispersion andlor 
burning) depends greatly on the physical and chemical pmpemes of the oil at the time of action. 
When planning the most effective response the predictions chans prov~de important information. 

2.3.1 Mechanical response 

Past experiences from Nowegian field bials have shown that the effectiveness of many 
mechanical clean up operations is reduced due to a high degree o f  leakage o f  the confined oil or 
wlwmulsion from the oil spill boom (especially in high current). This leakage is especially 
pmnounced i f  the viscosity of  the oil or the wlo-emulsion is lower than 1000 cP at a shear rate of  
10s" (Nordvik era/.. 1992). The lower viscosity limit for an optimal mechanical clean up 
operation has therefore been set to 1000 cP. 

The upper viscosity Limit for an optimal mechanical clean up operation depends on the type of 
skimmer used. For some disk-skimmers the collection capacity is reduced significantly at wlo- 
emulsion viscosities exceeding 10 000 cP (ITOPF. 1986). however ITOPF. 1986 does not state 
the shear rate. 

Recent tests performed by SMTEF using a weir skimmer show that the efficiency may be reduced 
for semi-solidified oils, i. e. oils with a large wax content and high pour point values, and for oils 
with viscosities between 15000 and 20000 cP (Leiwik d.a1.,2001). 

2.3.2 Chemical dispersion 

A dispersibility methodology, based on the viscosity increase due to weathering. was developed at 
SMTEF (Daling and S m m  1999) in order to determine the window of opportunity for the 
effective use ofdispersants for different oils. Chemical dispersibility testing was not included in 
this study. General l imi~s for dispersibility based on pour point values are given in table 2.4. 
These values are not valid for all oils and situations, and should only be regarded as guidelines. 

Table 2.4: The chrnrical disprrsibili~y rsed in the SINTEF OWMbasedonpourpoints. 
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2.4 How to use the prediction charts, an example 

I f  e.g. Endicon has drifted for a period of  time on the sea surface the prediction chans can be 
used to determine the remaining oil's chemical, physical and emulsifying propenies. Table 2.5 
shows examples for the following scenario: 

Drii? time: 24 hours 
Teniperawre: O"C/I 0°C 
Wind speed: I 0  rn/s 

Table 2.5: Wearhering properties far End~con obtuinedfrorn rhepred~ctron charts. 

Pmpcny 

I l \olUG 

3 000 CP 
Water content 50 % 58 " 3  

12 000 CP 9 000 CP 
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2.5 Predlctlon charta for Alaakan oUs 
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2.5.1 Predlctton charts and summary of the EndlcotI crude oU's weathering propertler at 
sea 

Are&lock: Alaskan North Slope 
Common field name: Endicott 
Well number: 133 G-12-00 

Endicott is a heavy cmde oil. with a density of 0,913 1 UmL. Endicott has a relative low content 
of lightor molecular weight compounds. and at I0 mls wind speed only 10 % of its original 
volume will be evaporated 24 houn after the spill at summer temperatures. 

Endicott will form wlo-emulsions with a maximum water content of approximately 60 % at winter 
temperature9 and 65 %at summer temperaturu doubling the original spill volume. The wlo- 
emulsions formed are very stable and in order to effectively dehydrate the wlo-emulsions when 
using an emulsioll breaker (e. g. Alcopol 0 60 %) a minimum dosage of 2000 ppm should be 
applied. 

After approximately three hours at winter tempaatures and half an hour at summer temperatures 
the Endicott wlo-emulsion will have a viscosity of over 1000 CP which is the recommended lower 
viscosity limit for an effective mechanical response. Viscosity of the Endicott emulsion will 
exceed 20 000 cP within 1-3 days at high wind speed. This might cause lowered efficiencies in a 
mechanical recovery operation using e.g, a weir or disk skimmer. At lower wind speeds this 
should not be a problem. 

Given the high viscosity of the Endicott emulsions, a limited time window for the use of 
dispersants could be expected. A dispwibility study should be performed on the Endicott oil in 
order to establish the time-frame in which the use ofdispemnts arc feasible, and to detmnine the 
optimal dosage of dispenants form effective chemical treatment operation. 

Due to the high viscosity of the Endicott emulsions a high "lifetime" should be expected for the 
slick on the son surface. At low wind speed8 natural dispenion is almost neglectable, and even at 
higher wind speeds the slick will endure for soveral days on the sea surface. 

The prediction charts for the weathering of the Endicott crude oil at sea are given in Figure 2.2 to 
Figure 2.7. The mass balance for Endicon at the mean summer and winter temperatures in the 
AlatLan North Slope region at different wind speeds (2.5, 10 and I5 m/s) am given in Figure 2.8 
to Figure 2.1 1. These figures illustrate the degree of natural dispersion at varying sea conditions. 
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Fisrre 2.2: The predicted evaprarive loss for Endicorr or strmtt~er (1057) and winrer ( O r )  mean 
temperahrres in Alavkan Narrh Slope region. 

Property: EVAPORATIVE LOSS 
Oil Type: ENDICOTT (2001) 
Descriptlon: TBP from SlNTEF 
Data Source: SlNTEF Applied Chsmlstty (2001). Weatherlng data 
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Properly: FIASH POINT FOR WATER-FREE OIL 
OIl Type: ENDICW (2001) 
Descriptlon: TBP from SINTEF 
Data Source: SINTEF Applled Chemistry (2001), Weatherlng dat 
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Figrrre 2.3: The Flavh point for a'atrr-fiee Endicotr or the mean summer (1057) and winter (OT)  
temperatrrresjor the Alaska North Slope region. 
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Pmpedy: POUR POINT FOR WATER-FREE OIL 
Oil T m :  ENDICOTT (2001) 
Description: TBP from SlNTEF 
Data Source: SINTEF Applled Chemistry (2W1). Weathering data 
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Figure 2.4: The predictedportrpuintfor water-free Endicott at dtrerent wind speeds at tire 
srrmmer (IODC) and winter ( O r )  mean temperatrtres in the Alavkan North Slope 
region. 
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Figure 2.5: The predicted l , b ~ o . ~ i h  for water-free Endicott,{ur dijkrent ndndspeeds at the 
srmrmer (10 OC) and winter (OT) mean temperatrtres rn the Alaskan .Worth Slope 
rc*gion. 



Figure 2.6: The predicted water content in the Endicott w/o-emulsions for different windspeeds at 
the summer (1097) and winter (0 97) mean temperatures in the Alaskan North 
Slope region. 

Flgure 2.7: Thepredicted vlscosiry of the Endicott w/o-emulsionsfir different windspeeds at the 
summer ( I0  97) and winter (0 T) mean temperatures in the Alaskan North Slope 
region. 



Pm#rty: M458 BALANCE 
011 Typ: ENDCQTT (2001) 
D..crlo(lon: TBP from 8INTCF 
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Flgure 2.8: The mass balancefir Endicotr at the mean winter temperature ( O T )  In the Alaskan 
North Slope reglon or wind speeds of 2 and 5 ids. 
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Figure 2.9: The mass balancefir Endicott at the mean winter temperature (0 T) in the Alaskan 
North Slope region at wlnd speed of 10 and IS ids. 
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Dmaciipllon: TOP from El-F 
Dab Sourca: S I N W  Appllad Chamlaw# (MI), Wu(h.fing &(I :\,, I 

Figurr 2.10: The mass boloncejur Endicott at the mean summer temperature ( / O r )  In the 
Alaskan North Slope region at wind speed o f2  and J m/s. 
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Figure 2.11: Thr mars balancefor Endlcolt at the mean summer temperature (10 T) In the 
Alaskan North Slope region at wind spreds o f l o  and IS m/s. 
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2.5.2 Predletlon eharta and summary of the Alplne Composite 011's wntherlag propertln at 
sea 

~rewblock: Alpine Central Production Facility 
Sample date: 07-23-2001 
Company name: Phillips 

Composite sample hom all ofthe producing wells at Alpine. 

The Alpine Composite is a paraffinic crude oil, with a density of 0.834 g/mL. The Alpine 
Composite contains a relatively large amount of Iowa molecular weight compounds and 
approximately 25% of its original volume will be evaporated 24 hours after the spill at both 
summer and winter tempcratums. 

The Alpine Composite contains approximately 4 Woh wax and less h n  0,l wt% asphaltenes. The 
fmsh oil has a pour point of -18°C and increases rapidly with weathering to approximately 10°C 
and 15°C at the mean winter and summer mean temperatures at a wind speed of 10 d s .  

Alpine Composite will form wlo-emulsions with e maximum water content of 80 % at both winter 
and summer temperatures, yielding approximately five times the original spill volume. The wlo- 
emulsion fonned after one day of weathering at sea is stable and in order to effectively dehydrate 
the wlo-emulsions when using the emulsion breaker Alcopol 0 60 % a minimum dosage of 2000 
ppm should be applied. 

After one day of weathering the Alpine Composite wlo-emulsions at winter and summer 
temperatures will have a viscosity of over 1000 cP and the viscosity will only exceed 10 000 cP 
after several days of weathering on the sea surface. High viscosity should not compromise the 
success off a mechanical recovery operation, for at least a week after the time of the release. 

The Alpine Composite will have a high degree of natural dispersion at high wind speeds. E.8. at 
I5 d s  wind speed the slick will be almost m o v e d  fmm the sea surface within a day. 

The prediction cham for the weathering of the Alpine Composite oil at sea me given in F i g m  
2.12 toFigure 2.17. 

The mass balance for the Alpine Composite at the mean summer and winter tempcrahlres in the 
Alaska Norlh Slope region at diffmnt wind speeds (2. 5.10 and 15 mls) are given in Figure 2.18 
to Figure 2.21. These figures illustrate the degree of natural dispersion at varying sea conditions. 
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Figure 2.12: The predicted evaporaiiw loss for the Alpine Composite oil at summer (10 LC) and 
winter (0 9 mean temperatures. 
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Figure 2.13: The Flash pointfor water-fiee Alpine Composite or the mean summer (IOOC) and 
winter (0 OC) temperatures for the Alaska North Slope region. 
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Figure 2.14: The ~>redictedporrrpointJur water-fiee Alpine Composite at dflerent u,indsper.ds at 
the summer ( I  O°C) and winter (0 OC) mean temperanrres. 

Property: POUR POINT FOR WATER-FREE OIL 
011 Type: ALPINE CPF 7123101 MMS 
Description: TBP from SINTEF 
Data Source: SINTEF Applied Chemistry (2001), Weathering data 
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Figure 2.17: The predicted viscosiry of the Alplne Composite w/o-emulslom for dlffe~ 

speeds a1 the summer (I0 T) and wlnrer (0 T) mean temperatures. 
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Flgure 2.18: The mass balance for Alpine Composite at rhe mean wlnter temperature ( O q  in the 
Alaskan North Slope reglun at wind speeds of 2 and 5 m/s. 
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Figure 2.19: The mass balancejor Alpine Composite at the mean winter lemperatrlre (0 93) in the 
Alaskan North Slope region ul wind speeds of1 0 and I5  m/r. 
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Figure 2.20: The mass balancefor Alplne Composite at the mean summer temperature (10 LT) in 
the Alaskan North Slope region at wlndspeeds of2 and 5 mh. 
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Figrrre 2.21: The mass balance for Alpine Composite at the mean summer temperalure (10 T) in 
the Alaskan North Slope region at windspeeds of 10 and I5 m/s. 

2.5.3 Summay of the Mllne Polnt Unlt OU'a weatberlng propeltla at  lea 

Aredblock: Aladtan North Slope 
Jerry cans marked: MPJ-01 CRUDE OL 

The Milne Point Unit oil sample were emulsified at amval. The emulsion were extremely stable 
and could not be bmken without the addition of an excess of emulsion breaker and heating. The 
laboratory evaporation of the oil, that fomw the fundament of the weathering studies, could not be 
performed on the emulsified oil. Predictions could therefore not be made fw the Milne Point Unit 
oil. 

The Milne Point Unit oil is a heavy nnphthcnic oil with an approximate density of 0.95B/ml. The 
oil seems to be highly biodegraded (i.e. no paraffinic components are present in the Oas 
Chromatogram sear in fig CS) The emulsion is extremely stable and can only be dehydrated at 
high tempmatuns and with the addition of a high dosage of demulsifier (approximately 10%). 
Dehydnticm of the omulsion in a mechanical recovery operation could therefore prove difficult. 
The water content of the arrived oil was 30-40%. 

Fmm previous studies at SMTEF, testing with a weir d t m e r  has showed poor recovery 
efficiency at viscosities above 20.000. A 30% emulsion of the "fresh" Milne Point Unit oil has a 
viscosity of appmximately 8000 cP at 10°C. A high degree of evaporation is not expected for the 
Milne Point Unit oil, but the viscosity will inmase with weathering on the sea surface (both 
evaporation and further emulsification), and high viscosities could cause problems in a 
machanical recovery operation for the Milne Point Unit oil, particularly at winter conditions. 

SINTEF mommend a non emulsified Milne Point oil is supplied if possible, and the weathering 
properties are further investigated. 
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2.5.4 P r t d l d o n  chnrh and summary of the North Star OU'8 weathcrlng propertics at  Bra 

Sample no : 1.08 
Client: BP Alaska 
Installation: Nonh Star 
Date: 5.602 
Bottle no.: n/a 
Well: NS-08 
Test: testl 
Time: 21:25 
Sample Nature: Atmospheric oil 
Sampling point: Separator Oil Line 
Sample bottle: Sgallon can 
Job no.: NAM 1076 

The Nonh Star oil is a light paraff~nic crude oil, with a density of 0.81 55 g/mL. The Nonh Star oil 
contains a relatively large amount of lower molecular weight compounds and approximately 30 % 
of its original volume will evaporate 24 hours after the spill at both summer and winter 
temperatures. The wax content of the Nonh Star oil is 5.9 wt%. The pour point for tbe Nonh Star 
oil is v n y  low for a paraff~nic crude at -3gQC for the h s h  crude. 

A viscosity of 1000 cP is considend to be a lower limit for efficient mechanical oil recovery. This 
is due to leakage under the oil booms at lower viscosities (Nowik et.al. 1992). The Nonh Star oil 
will have viscosities below this limit initially and in a span of time highly dependent on wind and 
temperature (e.g. 2 hours for O°C and 1 5 d s  wind speed, and 2 &yo for 10°C and 2 d s  wind 
speed). During mechanical combat operations loss of oil could be expecled within this time- 
frsme. 

No laboratory study is performed to assess the window of opportunity for the use of chemical 
dispersants. The natural dispersion, however, will be of significance at high wind speeds. At both 
summer and winter remperatwes and IS mis wind speed the oil slidt is expected to vanish fmm 
the sea surface within a day due to natural dispersion. At lower wind speeds the oil could be 
persistent on the sea surface for several days. 

The prediction chans for the weathering of the Nonh Star oil at sea an given in Figure 2.22 to 
Flgure 2.27. The maps balance for the Nonh Star oil at the mean summer and winter temperatures 
in the Alaska Nonh Slope region at different wind speeds (2.5, 10 and IS d s )  are given in 
Figure 2.28 to Figure 2.31. 
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Ul k r l @ o n :  Typ: NORTH O A R  

Figure 2.22: Thepredlctedevoporative lossfor the North Star 011 at the mean summer ( lo@) and 
wlnter (0 LC) temperaturesfor the Alarko North Slope region. 
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Props*: VISCOSITY FOR WATER-FREE OIL 
011 Type: NORM STAR 
Dexrintian: 

- wrd Spasd (WS) 15 --- wnd Speea (ws): 10 
W d  Speea (dl). 5 

..-..- wnd Spasd Id,). 2 

-... 
Data s L u ~ :  SlNTEF Applied Chemirtly (2001). Weatherlng dat 

~nuanermna a ~m ma- 20 mn 
R&~SB rate I a m c  I ~ L ~ W W I ~  

g !  

~.dmspnm 

I Sea surface temperature: 10 .C 

P r o w  FIASH POINT FOR WATER-FREE OIL 
OII Type: NORTH STAR 
DescripHon 
Data Source: SlNTEF Applled Chedr t ly  (2001). Weatherlng dat 

Inll~mwmrul a1 fdm rnm2.m~ 2l W 1  1 
RBI- rate 1 33 m w  1 d m " l s  

Figrtre 2.23: The predicted vi.~cosify Jor n*ater-free North Star oil at the mean summer ( I 0  "C) and 
n,inter (0 T) 1emperan1re.s for the A l m b  North Slope region. 

F,, 

Pmdas.pll! 

Figure 2.24: The Flarh point Jor water-free North Stor oil a/ the nrean sitmn1er (IOOC) ond u:inter 
(0 "C) temperatures for the Aloska North Slope region. 
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Sea surface lempralure: O'C 
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Propem: P W R  POINT FOR WATER-FREE OIL 
011 Type: N O W  STAR 
Descrlption: 
Dab Souroe: SlNTEF Applled Chemlsby (20011, Weathering dat 

Sea surface temperature: 10 'C I 

r,, 
I m n m m n a l  a1 6m lhdvsn 20 Ml nm 
&I- rate 1 33 mudc l n w r n t e  

Figtrre 2.25: Thepredicredpolrrpoinlfor warer-/rre Norrh Star oil ar rhe mean .wmnrtnr (10 DC) 
and winter (0 TJ remperanrrex fur the Alaska Norrh Slope region. 

M dl* I 3  nm 

Property: WATER CONl€NT 
rill r ~ p e :  NORTH STAR 

- wm spesa [mi%) 15 OBmCsllye4emM --- w d  Spesa (ds)  10 1 I Red& d m m A  -by 
WdSpssdlnvl) 5 O P c d y 1 M Y - v ~  ...... wm sped ( ~ $ 1  2 
- 

Sea suI(Bce lempntun. 0.C 

T I - ,  

-.. ., 
Description: 
Data Source: SINTEF Applisd Chsmlshy (2001). Weathering dat Fm 

I 

w Speed (".Is): 5 I z:~Speed,rmsl:2 

I r u l M m M l a l  fdm Vrcknarr: 20 M 1  mn 
RBl- rate. 1.33 me(nc lmdnnule 

Figtrre 2.26: The predicred nrurer rrprake.fur iVorth Srar oil at the mean srrmmer ( I0  T) and winrer 
(0 T) trcmperar~tre.~jor rhe Alaska North Slope region. 

Md*. :W 1 3 . W  
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- WIM epa (d.): 46 --- mnr spa (dl): 10 ----. Wm spa (dm): 6 ...... Wm spa (dl). 1 

Prom MMIBALbNcE 
Oll Type: mMM 8lM 
Drrdpllon: l W  (mm UNlEF 
h t 8  Bourn: IINTEP bdkd Chrmlatn ilW1I. Wuhdm dm 

Figure 2.27: The predicted emulsion viscosiry for North Star oil at the mean summer (10 OC/ and 
winter (0 T) temperatures for the Alaska North Slope region. 

To- 

Figure 2.28: The mass balmce for the North Star 011 at the mean wlnter temperahire (OT) for the 
Alaska North Slope region at wind speeds of 2 and 5 m/s. 



Pmprty: MA88 MIANCI? 
Ul Typm: NORTH STAR 
DrorlpUm: TBP from 8 l N m  
D.(. 8 1 m  ~ p p ~ b d  MW (ZWa), w-rlng & :Om 

Pmpr(y: MAE8 W C E  
Ul Typ.: Knrm 8 T M  
W p U o n :  TBP from 8lNTEf 
D& nourn: 8 l N n r  * p p ~ m  ch.ml.by (aooa), wnthwlng dd 

- 

I Tmmnlun: o .C wnd a m d :  10 &a I 

in,. 

Tunmantun: 0 'C Wlnd w e d :  16 &a r - -  I 

Figure 2.29: The mass balance for the Nofth Star oil at the mean winter temperature (0°C) for the 
Alaska Nofth Slope regjon at wind speeds o f  10 and 15 mls. 
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Figure 2.30: The mass balance for the North Star 011 at the mean summer temperahrre (10 DCJ for 
the Alarka North Slope region at windspeeds of 2 and 5 m/s. 
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2.6 Predletloa chrrh for Gull of M d c o  oUr 

Figure 2.31: The mass balance for the North Star oil at the mean summer temperature (lO°C)jor 
the Alaska North Slope reglon at windspeeds o f l o  and 15 m/s. 
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2.6.1 Prrdletion c h a m  and aummary of the Neptune Fleld Compwlte's weatherlag 
propertlea at  ma 

Areahlock: VK 826 
MMS Structure n m e :  A 
Sample date: 14. Novemkr 2000 
Sample number: W M  5870 
Common field name: Neptune 
Fieldlunit: VK 825 
Company name: Kerr-McGcc 
MMS Platform ID: VK 826A 

Composite sample from the following API well numbers: 
Well A-l through A-10. A-I2st. 825-4.825-5 and 826-12. 

The Neptune Field Composite is a paraffinic c~udc oil, with a density of 0.869 g1mL. The Neptune 
Field Composite contains a relatively large mount of lower molecular weight compounds and 
over 30 % of its original volume will k evaporated 24 hours after the spill at both summer and 
winter temperatures. The wax content of the Neptune Field Composite is medium (- 4 wPh). The 
fresh oil has a pour point of -9'C and increases with weathering to appmximately IS0C at a wind 
speed of 10 d s .  

The experimental results showed that the Neptune Field Composite did not f m  stable wlo- 
emulsions. One normally would expect that a crude oil with a wax and asphalthene content similar 
to the Neptune Field Composite will form stable wlo-emulsions. SINTEF suspects that 
pmduction/pmcess chemicals are present in the oil ample thereby reducing the wlo-emulsion 
process. This suspicion is supported by the un-normal low interfacial tension value measured for 
the fresh crude (6 mNlm). SINTEF proposes that MMS inquire if offshore chemicals are present 
in this crude oil sample, and that a follow up study of an unmated oil should be discussed based 
on the findings. 

The vivcoaity of the Neptune Field Composite only exceeds the lower viscosity limit for an 
effective mechanical response (1000 cP d shear rate 10s") after 5 days. The viscosity will not 
increase drastically with weathering since the Neptune Field Composite does not f m  atable wlo- 
emulsions on the sea surface. The initial spill volume will not increase significantly and the 
Neptune Field Composite will most likely spread quickly on the sea surface. In a mechanical 
clean up operation the Neptune Field Composite may have a significant degree of leakage from 
the oil spill boom due to the oils low viscosity (< 1000 cP) (Nordvik et.al. 1992). even after 
sevcral days of weathering on the sea aurfncc. Chemical dispersion may k a possible response 
operation since the viscosity and pour point of the Neptune Field Composite are low, however, 
this was not investigated in this study. 

The prediction charts for the weathering of the Neptune Field Composite at sea are given in 
Figures 2.32 to 2.35. The mass balance for the Neptune Field Composite at the mean summer and 
winter tempcranues in the OOM region at different wind speeds (2,5, 10 and 15 m/s) are given in 
Figures 2.36 to 2.40. These figures illustrate that the nalwnl dispersion process of the Neptune 
Field Composite is high (at wind speeds above 10 d s )  due to the low viswsity and that the oil 
does not f m  stable wlo-emulsions (i, e, the Neptune Field Composite will have a short lifetime 
on the sea surface). 

Figure 2.32: Thepredlcted evapratlve l o ~ ~ j o r  the Nepfune Field Composite at  the mean summer 
(29 "C) and winter (20 "C) temperafure~jor the GOMregion. 
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Property: FLASH POINT FOR WATER-FREE OIL 
011 Tvoe: NEPNNE FIELD COMPOSITE - 
D.X;~~UO"TBP ~ ~ ~ S ~ N T E F  I Data Source: SINTEF Applied Chemistry (20011, Weathaing dat I ik 

Figure 2.33: m e  Flahpuint for water:free Neprtrne Field Composite at the mean summer (29°C) 
and winter (20 OC) temperaturesfor the GOMregiun. 

- 

h l f l m m d  (11 6117 m l h r s  20 rrmD.5 mn 
Rekasw rale. 1.33 m n s  lmsimnute 

Figzrre 2.34: Thepredctedpot~rpoint fur the Neptrtne Field Composite at the mean srrmmer 
(29 OC) and winter (20 "C) temperotrrresfur rhe G O M  region. 

Propew POUR POINT FOR WATER-FREE OIL 
MI Type: NEPNNE FIELD COMPOSITE 
Description: TBP from SINTEF 
Data Source: S l M F  Applied Chemisby (2001). Wealherlng data 

I n l l w m l ~ l  Oil nlm IhU*mz 20 m m . 5  "", 
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P W ~ :  WSCOSITT FOR W A T e R m n  OIL 
ON typ: NEPTUNE RELD COMPOWC 

, b.erldlmr (mm SIWTEC , ______r___.. . _. .. .. _. 
~wK*: amr *pplrn ck.mlmby (mi), w..th.c(nl I :L. 

*.n D r  

~ o n ~ ~ ~ u m d a R m m I k m r n h d 1 O ~ u r m d .  

(29 T) and winter (20°C) temperatures for the GOMreglon. 
Figure 2.35: The predicted viscosiry for water-free Neptune Ne ld  Campasite at the mean summer Figure 2.36: The mass balancefor the Neptune Field Composite at the mean winter temperature 

(20°C) for the GOMreglon at windspeeds of 2 and 5 MIS. 
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Pmper(y: MAM I)*LHICE 
OH ~ y p . :  NLPTUNE FKLD c o w o a m  
De8or(p(lon: TOP tmm llNll!F 
Datn 8ourru: llNTEF *pplkd Chmhty  (1Wl), W..Vuc(np &I I c-2mr 

Figure 2.37: The maw balance for the Neptune Field Composite at the mean winter temperature 
(20 LC) for the GOMregion at wind speeds of 10 and I J  m/s. 
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Flgure 2.38: The mas &lance for the Neptune Field Composite at the mean summer 
temperature (29 DC/ for the GOMregion at windspeeds of 2 and J 4 s .  
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Figure 2.39: The mass balance for L e  Neptune Field Composite at the mean summer temperature 
(29 "C/ for the GOM region at wind speeds of 10 and IS m/s. 

. . 
Areahlock: Higb Island Block A573 
MMS shuctute name: 
Sample date: 
Sample number: 
Common field name: 
Field name: 
Company nme:  
Well number: 
API well number: 

A - 
December 8,2000 
DOM 6013 
none 
HL4573A 
UNOCAL 
A006 
427094016200 

Composite sample from the following API well numben: 
Well A-1 through A-10, A-12st, 825-4, 825-5 and 826-12. 

. , 
The High Island oil were emulsified st nmval(-15%). Water wns removed by leaving the 
emulsion st mst for approximately n month in a 10 litre flask. At tbis time the oiUemulsion had 
formed n grndient with no wmter in the top layen of the flnsk increasing to an emulsion of 
8Vhwater in the bottom of the flnsk. The water Free upper layer of the flnsk was used in the 
further weathering study. The meso-scale flume experiment, however, was performed on the 
emulsion as delivend, and yield supplementary data as input to the OWM. 

The High blnnd oil is n nnphthenic crude oil, with a density of approximately 0.85 g/mL. The 
High lslnnd oil contnins medium mount of lower molecular weight compounds and o v a  20 % of 
its original volume will cvnporate 24 houn a h  the spill at both summer and winter temperatures. 
The wax content of the High lslnnd oil is low (1.6 wPh). and the pour point for the High lslnnd oil 
is nlso low (-16°C for the fresh crude). 

Results from the meso scnle flume shows that High Island oil form unstnbk emulsions with low 
viscosity. Maximum water content is high at 70./0, but observations from the meso scnle flume 
shows thnt emulsions dehydrnte almoat completclywithin nn hour when left at rest (e.g. in n tnnk). 

A viscosity of 1000 cP is conridered to be lower limit for eficient mechanical oil recovery. This 
is due to leakage under the oil bwms st lower viscosities mordvik eral. 1992). The High Island 
oil will hnve vlscosities below this limit for st least four days of weathering st the sen surface. nnd 
problems with leakage under the boom could be expected during recovery. 

No lnboratory study is performed to assess the window of oppomnity for the use of chemical 
dispersants. However, dispersibility testing in the meso scale flume shows fnirly good 
dispersibility a f ?  3 days of weathering in the flume basin. Nntural dispersion is high st high wind 
spcsds nnd the slick will have an estimatd lifetime of 12 hours nnd 3 d a p  respectively for I5 d s  
and 10 mls wind speed. For lower win speeds the slick will be persistent on the sea surfnce, nnd 
the lifetime will exceed 5 dnys. 

The prediction charts for the weathering of the Higb Island oil at sen sn given in Figum 2.40 to 
2.44. The m s  balance for the High Island oil at the menn summer and winter temperatures in the 
OOM region at different wind speeds (2.5, 10 nod I5 d s )  are given in Figures 2.45 to 2.48. 
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Pmpw*: NWORAllM LOO8 
Oll lyp: HIOH I 8 U O  FLUME OAT* I @@?@ 

- Wka S p d  (mh): 16 --- WlM S p d  ( d l ) :  10 
----. W k a $ p " d  W ) : 6  
.-.-..wid 3p.a ( d l ) :  2 

Figure 2.10: The predicted evaporafivr loss for the Hlgh Island oil of the mean summer (29 T )  
and winfer (20 T )  femperarures for the GOMregion. 

I hplty. W8CO8ITY FOR WATCRmCE OIL 
011 lyp: HIOH MANO FLUME DATA 

- W l d  (dB):  16 --- W M  IpM (mlo): 10 
----. w k a  s m  (dm): 6 ...... WSpM(, l , l . )2  

Figure 2.11: The predlcfed viscosity for wafer-free High Island oil at the mean summer (29 V) 
and winter (2093) femperorures for the GOMregion. 
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Pmpetly: POUR POINT FOR WATER-FREE OIL 
011 Type: HlGH I S W D  FLUME DATA 
~escription: 
Data Source: SINEF Applled Chemistry (2001), Weathering dat; 2- 

Wmd wsd (mh): 15 3 C M l y d - b l e  --- Wlm Speed (rnfs): 10 [7 Racedshsmwl dl-lllv 

Figire 2.42: Thepredktc,dporrr poinljor water-free High Island oil at the mean slimmer (29 OC) 
and winter (2OOC) tenrperahi1.e~ for the GOMregion. 

Properly: WATER CONTENT 
011 Type: HlGH ISLAND FLUME DATA 
Description: 
Data Source: SINTEF Applled Chemistry (2001). Weathering dat P,, 

Sea surlace temperature: 20 'C 

I 

I n ~ f l m ~ I  hl film !hc*nsn: 2 0 d l  m 
WWx.9 mle. 1.33 manc Imd-ts 

Sea surface tomperalure: 29 'C 

*__---- 
I 

,..-' 
,' ,,,.,.=.--.r 
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0.25 0.5 1 2 3 6 9 12 1 2 3 4 5 

m Da- 

R d  6.a-w 7 0 . m  

Figure 2.43: The predicted water lrpta!ic,.@r High Island oil at the mean srrmntrr (29 OC) and 
winter (20 T) tenrpo.arrires Jor the GOMregion. 

- wm Speed (nYS) 15 --- wm Speed ( d s ) :  10 
wnd S p e d  (ms): 5 ------ WM Speed fW5): 2 
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Figure 2.44: The predicted emulsion viscosiry for High Island oil at the mean summer (29 T )  
and winter ( 2 0 T )  temperatures for the GOMregion. 

P m p m  VlBCOalTY w EMUL8Km 
011 Typ:  MOH IBlbND PLUM! DATA 
D..cr(pum: 
Data Bourn*: BINTCP Applied Ch.mlaby (m~), Wihdng d.r 

~ n ~ w r r r m k d  a1 run owmn: X )  MI nm 
RU ma: 1.53 n r n c  b-dnlmn - 

Figure 2.45: The mass balancefor the High Island oil at the mean winter temperature (20 T )  for 
the GOM region at wind speeds of 2 and 5 m/s. 
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D.mcrlpllm: 
Datm ram: O l W  AppI1.d Ch.mlmby (ZOOI), Wmthwlng dat 

l d u m m r ~ ~  U l a m ~ o n r r  2 0 d l  m 
-r3..1.~~mnotl.\.kmu 

I T*nwalun:  20 ' C  Wnd W 10 dm I 

:Dm 

kd-m 1o.m 

Dworlptlm: Dau lour#: OINTEP ApplM Ch.mlmby ( ? W l ) ,  -no dat 

m E n p r n a  m- 
B n w y u m  

T m m n l u n :  2B ' C  Wnd m W  2 mlm 

- 

:Dm 

Tunmnluw: 2 0 %  Wlnd mmd: I 6  da I-- I 

Figure 2.46: The mass balance for  the High Island oil  at the mean winter temperature (20 T) 
for the GOMregion at wind speeds of 10 and 13 d s .  
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Figure 2.47: The mars balance for the High Island 011 at the mean summer temperature (29 T) 
for the G O M  reglon at wind speeds of 2 and J d s .  
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Pmputy: MMEBUANCE 
011 TYPO: non I~LAND FLUM DATA I Qm 

Appendix A: The behavior of crude oila on the sea surface 

Figure 2.48: The mass balance for the High Island oil at the mean summer temperature (29 93) 
fir the GOMreglon at windspeeds of 10 and I5 m/s. 
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A1 The chemlcnl cornpodtion of crude 0118 

Cmde oil is a complex mixture of thousands of chemical components. The relative compositions 
vary. giving rise to EN& oils with diffmnt chemical and physical properties. The components 
found in crude oil are classified into two main chemical groups, these are hydmcarbons and 
heteroatomic organics, see Figure Al.  
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Figure A l :  The chemical composition ofcrude oil. 

Al.1 Hydrocarbons 

The majority of compounds in crude oil am hydrocarbons. Hydrocarbons are compounds that 
contain carbon (C) and hydrogen (H) and include both saturated and unsaturated molecules in 
linear, branched and cyclic configurations. Volatile gum, such as methane ( C t t )  as well as 
complex molecules containing more than one hundred carbon atoms (C.ICQ) are included in this 
group. 

Hydrocarbons are further classified into aliphatic and aromatic compounds. The two main groups 
of aliphates are paraffins and naphthalenes. 

Paraffms 
Paraffins include n-alkanes and iso-alkanes aliphatic compounds. The common term for parafinic 
molecules, which consist of more than twenty carbon atoms (C,lo), is wax. At elevated 
temperatures the wax will be present in solution, however, st lower temperatures the wax can 
precipitate. The wax content of crude oils cnn vary from 0.5 to 50 d h ,  however the majority 
have a wax content of 2 to I5 d h .  

Naphthenes 
Naphthenes are saturated cyclic hydrocarbons with one or more rings. Each ring can have one or 
more paraffinic side chains. 

Aromatics 
Aromatics are a spccific type of unsaturated cyclic hydrocarbons. Benzene, toluene and xylenes 
are examples of mono-ring aromatics. naphthalene9 are di-ring aromatics and polynuclear 
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) contain three or more aromatic rings. 

Hetmatomic organics can, in addition to carbon and hydrogen, contain small amounts of sulphur 
(S), nitrogen (N), oxygen (0) and trace amounts of vanadium (V) and nickel (Ni). Resins and 
asphaltenes are important subgroups of organic non-hydrocarbons. 

Carboxylic acids, sulphoxides and phenol compounds are relatively polar compounds classified as 
resins. Asphaltenes consist of high molecular weight polycyclic aromatic compounds. 

A2 Physlcal properties of crude 011s 

The physical properties of specific oils are a result of their chamical compositions. The most 
important physical properties h oil spill scenarios are discussed below. 

The density of crude oil normally lies between 0.78 to 0,95 g/mL at 15.5'C. Paraffinic oils have 
lowar density values, while oils that contain large amounts of high molecular weight aromatic. 
naphthmes and asphalthenic compounds usually have higher dmsity values. 

The viscosity of cmde oil expressed its resistance to flow and is of special interest when pumping 
mechanically collected oil. The viscosity of cmde oils can vary from 3 to 2000 CP at 13'C. In 
comparison water has a viscosity of 1 cP and syrup a viscosity of 120 000 cP at 20°C. 

The viscosity is temperature dependent. For liquids the viscosity decreases with increasing 
temperatures. Figure A2 shows the variations in viscosity as a function of temperature for various 
cmde oils and oil products. Viscous cmde oils or cmde oils that contain wax can exhibit non- 
Newlonian behaviour (viscosity varies with shear rate), especially close to or below their pour 
point. 
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~ i ~ u r e  ~ 2 :  The variation in vbcasily m afunction of lcmpercz~rc for several crude oils andoil 
products. Thefigure is not w h d  below the oil'spourpoints. 

The viscosity of an oil increases with evaporation since the heavier, more viscous components 
remain. The difference in viscosity for m d e  oils is approximately 3 to 2000 CP for fresh crude 
oils and several hundrcd/thouoand cP for their residues. 

Water-in-oil (wlo) emulsions are generally more viscous than the parent crude oil, thir ir 
illushated in Figure A3. 
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Figure A3: An rxample of the vismsily ratlo m afunction of Increaslng water content (Mac@ el 
a/., 1980). 

Due to the shear thinning rhcological properties, the viscosity of wlo-emulsions will decrease with 
increasing shear rate. A wlo-emulsion can themfore flow under turbulent conditions on the sea 

6 d a c e ,  but can become more viscous under calmer sea condition8 or if washed on shore. 
Viscosity mcasuranenu murt therefore be ma& under conhulled conditions in the laboratory. 

A2.3 Pour polnt 

The temperature when an oil ceesea to flow when cooled without disturbance under standardised 
conditions in the labontoty (ASTM-D97) is defined as the oils pow point. In oil spill clean up 
situations the pour point provides important information when detcnnining the efficiency of 
various s k i e r s ,  pumping rates and the use of dispersion agents. 

The pour point is related to the chemical composition of the parent crude oil, particularly its wax 
content. The ASTM Pow Point test is perfomed under static conditions. Field experience show 
that under dynamic conditions on the sea surface, effects of oil solidification will occur 10-15°C 
below the laboratory generated pour points. 

The pour point of an oil with a high wax content will increase dramatically with weathering as the 
lower weight molecules that contribute in keeping the wax in solution are lost. The pour point of 
oils with high wax contenu can reach 30°C. while low viscous naphthenic (highly biodegraded) 
oils can have pow points as low as -40°C. 

A2.4 D l r ~ ~ t l o n  curve 

Distillation c w e s  for crude oils give important information about the relative amount of lighter 
compounds in the oil and is therefore hndamental for detcnnining the dcgm of evaporative loss 
a t la  it is spilled on the sea surface. The curve is obtained by plotting the vapour temperature as a 
hnction of the mount of distillate. Pi- A4 shows segment3 of the distillation curves for 
selected crude oils. 
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A3 The behavior of crude oil spilt at sea 

Figure A4: Distillorion curws far the crude oils rested during rheprajecr. 

A2.5 Flash point 

The flash point is the lowest temperawe at which the gas or vapour generated by heating an oil 
can be ignited by a flame. The flash point depends on the proportion of low molecular weight 
components. Fresh crude oils normally have a low flash point (fmm 4 ° C  to 30°C). 

From a safety point of view flash points am of most significance at or slightly above the 
maximum tem&raure that may be encountered in storage ortranspon. The flash point is an 
approximate indicator of the relative fire and explosion hazard of an oil. 

A rule of thumb says that moving in an oil spill where the flash point of the oil is close to or lower 
than the sea temperature implies a fire and explosion hazard. Natural weathering processes like 
evaporation and emulsification formation contribute in reducing the pomtial hazard by increasing 
the flash point. There is therefore a relatively shon fim andlor explosion danger in the initial 
stages of an oil spill. 

In the laboratory. the flash point is measured in a closed system where there is equilibrium 
between the components in the oil and gas. In the field, however, the weather situation will 
influence the flammability of the air ebove the slick. For instance the gas concentration will be 
high just above the oil film in calm weather and high tempaatures, whereas the concentration will 
be low in cold and windy weather due to dilution and transport and a lower degree of evaporation. 
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When a c~ude oil is spilt at sea a number of natural processes take place, which change the 
volume and the chemical pmpertiesof the oil. These natural processes are evaporation, water-in- 
oil (wlo) emulsification, oil-in-water (olw) dispersion. release of oil components into the water 
column, spreading, sedimentation, oxidation and biodegradation. A common term for all of these 
natural processes is weathering. The relative conhibution of each process varies during the 
duration of the spill. Figure A5 illustrates the various weathering processes and Figure A6 shows 
their relative importance with time. 

ttgure A>: Ihe wealhering processes l h l  rate place When an 011 ts sptrt on r e  sea suqace. 
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Figrrre A6: Weatheringproce~.ses ' relorive importance with lime 

The weathering of oil depends on the oil type (chemical and physical properties), the weather 
conditions (wind. waves, temperature and sunlight) and the propenies of the seawater (salinity. 
temperature. bacteria flora etc.). 

A3.1 Evaporation 

Evaporation is one of the natural processes that helps in removing spilt oil from the sea surface. 
The evaporation process stans immediately after the oil is spilled and the evaporation rate 
decreases exponentially throughout the duration of the oil spill. 

The amount evaporated depends on the chemical composition of the oil in addition to the 
prevailing weather conditions, sea temperature and the oil film thickness. 

The rate ofevaporation will vary for different oil types. Light refine~ypmducts (e.g. gasoline and 
kerosene) may completely evaporate after a few hoursldays on thesea surface. Condensates and 
lighter crude oils can loose 50 % or more of their original volume during the first days after an oil 
spill. 

The most significant difference caused by evaporation is the loss of volatile and semi-volatile 
compounds increases the relative amounts of higher molecular weight compounds. The chemical 
and physical pmpenies of the remaining oil change. for example the density, viscosity. pour point 
and the relative wax and asphaltene contents will increase with increased evaporation. 

A3.2 Spreading 

Oil spilt at sea will spread on the sea surface. Spreading is often the dominating process in the 
initial stages of an oil spill, however see Figure A6, its importance decreases as the viscosity and 
density of the remaining oil increases. The spreading process is also retarded if the oil's pour 
point is 10-15°C below the sea temperature. 

Oceanogmphic conditions (e. g. wind, waves and current) will affect the spreading process. The 
oil slick will be broken into w~ndrows aligned in the wind direction, see Figure A7. The oil film 
thickness of the oil slick will vary, often differing with a factor of several thousand. Past 
experience has shown that 90 vol% of the oil spilt will consist of patches of WIG-emulsion with a 
film thickness of I to 5 mm that often constitute for less than 10 % of the total oil slick area. The 
remaining I0 vol% will cover 90 % o f  the spill area in the form of a sheen (<I pm oil thickness). 
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Figure A7: The rpreoding of oilspilr on !he sea srr@cr and rhr distribrrtion n~irhin rhr oilslick. 

A3.3 Drift of an oil slick 

Prevailing surface currents cause the oil slick to drift, see Figure A8. Surface currents are 
controlled by currents in the water column but will also be influenced by wind speed and 
direction. This influence will be about 3% off the wind speed and direction compared to the drift 
contribution from currents. 
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Figure A8: An illustration showing how wind and current can influence the drlf) of an oil slick. 

The formation of wlo-emulsions is one of the major weathering processes that contributes in 
keeping oil on the sea surface. A wlo-emulsion has a higher viscosity than the parent crude oil and 
the emulsification process will therefore retaddelay the evaporation and the natural dispersion 
process. 

The minimum criteria for the fonnation ofwlo-emulsioru is the presence of breaking waves (i. e. 
a wind speed of 5 mis). however, a slow water uptake can also take place during calmer weather. 

Surface active components pment in c ~ d e  oil will promote the formation of wlo-emulsions and 
contribute in stabilising the emulsion. These components contain both hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic groups. 

The maximum water uptake will vary for different c ~ d e  oils. Tests performed at SINTEF have 
shown that the maximum water uptake is fairly independent ofthe prevailing weather conditions 
as long as the lower energy barrier fw the formstion of wlo-emulsions is exceeded, however, the 
rate of emulsification depends highly on the weather conditions. Rrvious tests of asphalthenic 
oils performed at SINTEF show that the water uptake is in inverse ratio with the viscosity. 

The rate of formation of the wlo-emulsion varies for different oil types since it is dependent on the 
chemical composition if the oil. A large amount of wax will for instance increase the rate of 
formation.  nith her imponant factor &at influences the rate of formation is the prevailing weather 
conditions. Figure A9 shows an example of how the wind speed influences the rate of fonnation. 
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I 
Figure A9: An uample of how theprevalling weather conditions Influence the rate of the w/o- 

emulsion fonnatlon for a fypical crude oil. 

The stability of the wlo-emulsion depends on the water droplet size in the emulsion. Not all of the 
water droplets in the emulsion arc stabile. The largest droplets may coalesce and settle out ofthe 
wlo-anulsion. Larger water droplets may be reduced in sue  by the flexing, stretching and 
compressing motion of a slick due to wave action. After a pmiod of time the emulsion may only 
contain small water droplets with a diameter of 1 to 10 p. Figure A10 illustrates the effect of 
rotation time on the water droplet size in a wlormulsion formed in the laboratory. 

Figure AIO: A picNre taken with a mlcrorcope of the water dmplet ske in a w/o-emulslon a$er 
(A) I hour and (B) 24 hours In a mtatlng cylinder. 

Another factor that influences the wlo-emulsion's stability is the amount of surface-active 
components present in the parent oil. Resins and asphaltenes have hydrophobic and hydmphilic 
properties and will concentrate at the interface between the water and oil thsreby formhg a layer 
that stabilises the warn droplets. The hydrophobic properties can lead to the concentration of wax 
along the water droplets, which hrther stabilisn the interfacial "skin" layer. The interfacial layer 
between the oil and water fonns a physical barrier hindering coalescence and will stabilise the 
wlo-emulsion by hindering the hsion of water droplets. The stabilisation of the water droplets by 
asphaltenes and by asphaltenes and wax arc shown in Figure A1 I. 
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I "  \ WATER PHASE 
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Water droplet - 1 wm In diameter / I 

Flgure A1 1: Sfabillzafion of the infe~$acial layer behveen the wafer andoll In a w/o-emulsion by 
war and asphalfenes. 

Oils that contain a large amount of wax and little asphaltenes can form wlo-emulsions that may 
appear to be stabile. These wlo-emulsions appear to be stablcd by the continuos phase's 
rheological strength (viscosity and elasticity). This stmngth is due to the wax structure formed by 
precipitated wax. Wax stabilised emulsions are characterired by large water droplets and are fairly 
stabile when stored, however. they may break when stress is applied andor when the emulsion is 
heated toe. g. 40-50°C. 

A3.5 OU-In-water (olw) dlrperslon 

Natural olw dispersion will take place if t h m  is suficient energy on the sea surface. i. e. if there 
are breaking waves present. The waves will break the slick into droplets typically with a diameter 
between I to1000 pm which are mixed into the water masses. The largest oil droplets will 
resurface forming a sheen (see 0) behind the oil slick. 

In addition to weather conditions the dispersion rate depends highly on the oil type and can be one 
of the main processes that determine the lifetime of an oil slick on the sea surf~fe. The natural o/w 
dispersion will gradually decrease since evaporation of the lighter components will increase the 
viscosity of the remaining oil. 

The purpose of applying chemical dispersion agenu is to increase the natural o/w dispersion rate. 
When effective chemical dispersion in achieved small oil droplets are formed with a diameter of 5 
to 50 )un. The dispersion agent reduces the interfacial tension between the water and oil and 
promotes dispersion. 
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A3.6 Water ~olublUty 

The water solubility of saturated hydrocarbons (<C4) is v n y  low, while lower molecular weight 
aromatic canpounds am water-soluble. Within the various types of hydrocarbons the water 
solubility decrearea from aromatics to naphthenes and 6um iso-paraffins to n-paraflins. In each 
series the water solubility decreases with increasing molecular weight. 

Evaporation and the release of oil components in to the water masses are competitive processes 
since most of the water-soluble components are also volatile. The evaporation process is 
approximately 10 to 100 times faster thus the dissolution into the water column. The 
wncenhation of soluble oil componentc in the water column during an oil spill is quite low (<I 
m a ) .  The dissolution of oil components into the water column does not contribute in removing 
the oil from the ma surface. However the water-soluble fraction (WSF) is of great intmst since it 
has a high bioavailability and therefore the potential to cause acute toxic effects on marine 
organisms. 

Under the influence of sunlight some of the oil components will slowly be oxidiscd to resins and 
eventually arphaltmes. This contributes to the stability of wlo-emulsions and therefore has a large 
influence on the oils persistence on the sea surface. The photooxidised componenu will stabilise 
the wlo-mulsions. After a long period of weathering at sea, tar-balls can be formed. Tar-balls are 
broken down very slowly both at sea and on beaches. 

Themtically, seawater contain8 micro-organisms that can break down all types of oil 
componentc. The various micro-organisms prefer specific oil components as an energy wurce 

Sevml facton influence the biodegradation rate, among these are tcmpmhua, the supply of 
nutritive substances chst contain nitmgen and phosphor, the oxygen supply, oil typc and the 
degne of weathering. Bacteria can only degrade oil that is in wntact with seawater and is 
dependent of the watcrloil interface area. The interface area increases as the oil is spread over the 
sea sulface as a thin layer or by chemical or natural dispmion of oil in the water masses. An area 
i n c m e  due to chemical andor natural dispersion will increase the degradation rate in the water 
mass to 10 to 100 times the rate at the waterloil interface. 

Crude oil and oil residues nmly sink into the water masses since t h m  are few oils that have a 
density higher than water, even after extreme weathering. Oil can, however, sink if sticking to 
particular material preaent in the water masses. The increased density will make oil-soilcd 
particles sink more readily. 
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A3.10 Submenlon 

Highly weathered oils can temporarily submerge from the sea surface. This can greatly influence 
the effectiveness of combating oil pollution in the marine environment. The oil density and 
viscosity in addition to the weather conditions influence submersion. Wlo-emulsions have a 
higher density value than the parent oil and can therefore submerge more easily. 

Appendlx B: Experimental Dedgn of the Bench-Scale and Mao-scale 
Laboratory Testing 
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B1 Oil Samples received for the study 

SINTEF received hvo fresh oil samples h m  the Alaskan North Slope (Endicott and Milne Point 
Unit) on the 1 4 ' ~  of November 2000, hvo fresb oil ramplea h m  the Oulf of Mexico (Neptune 
Field Compoaite and High Island Compoaite) on the 30* of January ZOO1 and an oil sample h m  
the North Slope (Alpine Cmhal Production Facility) on the 1 5Ib of August 2001. At I I ' ~  of June 
2002, the last Alaskan North Slope oil arrived ( N o d  Star Oil). These oil samples were supplied 
by MMS. 

Alaskan North Slope lrmplcs 

81.1 Detrlled Informarlon of the Endlcon crude oll rrmplc 
Arealblock: Alasknn North Slope 
Common field name: Endicon 
Well number: 133 0-12-00 

81.2 DetrUed lnformrtion ofthc MUnc Polnt Unlt oU lrmple 
Arealblock: Alarhn North Slope 
Jerry cans marked: ~ 1 - 0 1  CRUDE OL 

81.3 Detrlled lnformrtlon ofthe Alplne Central Production Fulllty oll rrmple (Alplnc 
Compollte) 
Arcahlock: Alpine Oilfield 
Sample date: July 23.2001 
Composite sample of all of Ihe producing wells at Alpine. 

81.4 DctrUed lnformrtlon ofthe North Star oll rrmple 

Sample no : 
Client: 
Installation: 
Date: 
Bottle no.: 
Well: 
Test: 
Time: 
Sample 
Sampling point: 
Sample bottle: 
Job no.: 

1.08 
BP Alaska 
North Star 
5.6-02 
n/a 
NS-08 
test1 
21:25 
Naturc: Atmospheric oil 
Separator Oil Line 
5gallon can 
NAM 1076 
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81.5 Detrlled lnformatlon ofthe Neptune Neld Compotltc sample 
Arsdblock: VK 826 
MMS S h u c m  name: A 
Sample date: November 14,2000 
Common field name: Neptune 
Ficldlunit: VK 825 
Company name: KCIT-McGee 
MMS Platform ID: VK 826A 
Composite sample from the following API well numbers: 
Well A-l t h u g h  A-10. A-IZst, 825-4.825-5 and 826-12 

81.6 Detllled Information ofthe Hlgb lrlrnd Comporlte 

Arcalblock: 
MMS structure name: 
Sample date: 
Common field name: 
Field name: 
Company name: 
Well number: 
API well number: 

High Island Block A573 
A 
December 8,2000 
none 
HL4573A 
UNOCAL 
A006 
427094016200 

82 Teat temperaturea 

The temperatures chosen for the bench-scale laboratory testing arc: 

Endicott: 
Milne Point Unit: 
Alpine Compoaite: 
North Star 

The Neptune Field Compoaite: 23°C 
High Island Composite: 23°C 
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B3 Bench-scale laboratory testing 

In order to isolate and map the various weathering processes that take place when an oil is spilkd 
on the sea surface, the weathering of the oils is cariied out using a systematic, stepwise procedure 
developed at SINTEF (Daling el a]., 1990). The weathering pmcess is illusbated in Figure BI. 

Figure Bl: Flow c h  for the bench-scale laboratoty weathering uf a cnde oil. 

B3.1 Evaporation 

Evaporation of the lighter components From the fresh crude oil is canied out according to a 
modified ASTM-D86182 distillation procedure (Stiver and Mackay, 1984). The fresh crude oil is 
distilled, in a simple one step distillation, to a vapor tempeG3Nre of 150,200 and 250°C. This will 
give oil residues with an evaporation loss typically corresponding to 0.5-1 hour, 0.5-1 day and 2-5 
days of weathexing of an oil slick on the sea surface. These residues are r e f d  to as 150°C+. 
200°C+ and 250°C+ respectively. 

The procedures used in the wlo-emulsification sNdiw are described in detail by Hokstad eta/., 
1993. 

The wlo-emulsification of the frah cmde oil is carried out based on the mtating cylinder method 
developed by Mackay and Zagorski, 1982. Oil (30 mL) and seawater (300 mL) are rotated (30 
rpm) in a sepsrating funnel (0,s L), see Figure 82. The emulsification kinetics are mapped by 
measuring the water content at fixed mtation times. The maximum water content is determined 
after 24 hours of rotation. 

1 I 
_I_L.. 

Figure B2: Principle of rhe rotating cylinder method 

To test the effectiveness of the emulsion b a k e r  Alcopol 0 60 %, two dosages (500 ppm and 
2000 ppm relative to the oil volume) were added drop wise to the wlwmulsion. After a contact 
period of 5 minutes and a mtation time of 5 minutes (30 rpm), the treated emulsion stood for 24 
hours before the amount of water drained from the emulsion was determined. 

The distilled residues were emulsified with 50 vol% and 75 vol% water in addition to the 
maximum water wntent wlo-emulsion. Four parallel runs were performed to map the wlo- 
emulsion kinetics and two of the prallel runs were performed with the addit~on of Alcopol 0 
60%. Several physical and chemical propetties of the twelve weathered samples (see Figure BI) 
wen determined. A detailed descriphon of the various analyses is given in B3.3. 

83.3 Physical and chemical analysis 

The viscosity, density, pour point, flash point and interfacial tension of the watet fne residues and 
wlo emulsions wen determined. The analytical procedum used are given in Table BI. 

Table BI: Summary of the analytical methods used in the determination of the physical 
properties. 

The wax content and "hard" asphaltene content will he determined using the analytical procedures 
given in Table 82. 



Table 82: Summary of the onaly~ical me~hoak med in the delermhation afthe chemtcal 
praperlie~. 

Wax content I Bridi* el a/., 1980 
"barer' asphaltene I lP 23484 

B4 Meswede laboratory testing 

In the bench scale tMing the oils am distilled and emulsified in separate processes. In an oil spill 
situation at sea these processes will wcur simultaneously and affect each other. It is therefore 
important that the oils arc weathered undcrrcalistic conditions when studying how the oils 
behaviour when spilled on the sea surface. 

A meso-seale flume basii (Singsaas el al., 1993) located at SINTEF is routinely used to study the 
weathering processes simultaneously under controlled conditions. The experimental data obtained 
from the meso-scale testing provides a link bewan the bench scale testing and field trials and is 
imponant input in the Owhi. In this srudy a meswcale flume basin experiment is therefore 
performed as a supplement to the limited hnch scale study to be conducred on the heavily 
emulsified High Island oil sample. 

B4.1 Deacrlptfon of the meso-scde flume 

Approximately 1,7 m3 seawater circulates in the 10 meter long fhune. The flume is located in a 
conditioning m m  (20°C - 50°C). To fans (3) placed in a c o d  wind-Nnnel allow various wind 
speeds. The evaporarion- and emulsification rate is calibrated to simulate a wind speed of 5- 10 
d s .  A schematic drawing of the flume is given in Figure 83. 

'1lll-y 
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Figure 83: A schematic drwing of the mmo-scaiejlwne. 

84.2 Oil weathering in the meso-scde flume 

The emulsified 011 sample (10 L) is canfully released on the water surface. The oil is weathered 
for a total of 72 hours. Surface oil residue. w/o-emulsion and subsurFece water samples arc taken 
after0 min., 15 min.. 30 min., 1 hour. 2 hours. 3 hours, 4 hours, 5 hours, 6 hours I2 hours, I day, 
2 days and 3 days of weatheiing. The following physical properties a n  determined: 

- watercontent 
- viscosity 
- density 
- evaporation loss 

B4.3 ln+itu chemical dlrpersloo 

After 72 hours of weathering in the flume the dispersion agent Corexit9500 is sprayed onto the 
wlo-emulsion, s a  Table 83, when 

DOR is the dispersion agent to oil ratio 
DER is the dispersion to w/o-emulsion ratio 

Table 83: The application time and amount ofthe dispersion agent Corexi1 9500. 

Water samples are QLen 3 min., 10 min., 30 mia. and 2 hwrs after the dispersion agent is applied 
in adcr to determine the effect of the dispersion agent in addition to observatiom of the surface 
film and w~o-emulsion. 



C1 Bench-mcale laboratory tertlng 

Appendix C: Experimental resultm from the bench-mcale and memo-rcale 
laboratory temtlng 
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In this chapter the experimental results obtained for Endicott, the Neptune Field Composite. 
Alpine Composite and the North Star oils in the bench-scale laboratory testing arc presented and 
compared. 

The Milne Point Unit and the High Island oil samples were emulsified on arrival. A standard 
bench scale weathering study of these two oil samples could therefore not be performed. Both 
samples have water contents well above the safety limit for the laboratory distillation of crude oils 
enabling the artificial weathering of the oil samples. 

The High bland Oil was emulsified on arrival at SINTEF. Three phases were formed after 
allowing the wlo-emulaion to settle for severnl weeks. A dark brown oil phase (water content less 
than I%), a light bmwn phase (water content approximately 10%) and a water phase. The upper 
water free layer were "altificially" evaporated (described in B3. I), and used for obtaining data on 
the physical and chemical properties of the water free residues of the oil upon weathering. A mcso 
scale experiment were performed to obtain data on the properties of the emulsions formed in a 
weathering situation. 

The Milne Point Unit sample was an extremely stable emulsion and water could only be scpnrated 
from the sample after an excess of emulsion breaker (approximately 10% of Alcopol 0 60 %) was 
added to the sample, and the mixture w m  heated. The water content of the sample did not 
increase using the rohting cylinder method. A meao-scale laboratory study was not regarded 
appropriate for obtaining more information about this sample. 

C1.l.l Cn: chromntogrnphic nnnly:l: 

Fresh samples of Endicott. the Alpine Composite, the Neptune Field Composite, the Nolth Star 
and their evaporated residues (l5O0C+, 200°C+ and 250°C+) werc analysed by a gas 
chromatograph with a flame ionisation dHcctor (OC-FID). The gas chromatograms are given in 
Figure CI-C6. 

The components with the lowest boiling points are reen first in the chromatogram. Some of the 
more complex components, e.g. resins. NSO-components and naphthenes arc difficult to separate 
using this analysis technique and are seen as a broad. poorly defined envelope. This is described 
as Umsolved Complex Material (UCM). The n-alkanes are seen as systematic, n a m  peaks 
prohudiig the UCM envelope. Heavier compounds (>Ca) cannot be analysed by this technique. 

From the gas chromatograms given in Figures CI-C6 it can be seen that Endicott, the Alpine 
Composite, the Neptune Field Composite and the Nolth Star have paraffinic peaks prohuding the 
UCM envelops. ~ndicon contains fswer lower molecular weight components and I& a larger 
UCM envelope than both the Alpine Composite and the Neptune Field Composite that is therefore 
the heaviest of the h e e  oils. 

The Milne Point Unit's chromatogam (Figure C5) differs from the others in the total lack of n- 
alkane peaks. This indicates a high degree of biodegradation. 
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Gas chromatography is an important tool in identifying oil spills due to the diversity of the n-Cn 
and pristane and n-C18 and phytane ratios for different oil types. The ratios for Endicott. the 
Alpine Composite, the Neptune Field Composite and the North Star oil are given in Table C I. 

Tabb CI :  nC,i/Pristane and nC,dPh.vtane ratios, calcrrlate~fionr pc,ak height.,for Endicon, the 
Alpine Composite, the Nepnrne Field Conrposite and the North Star. 
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Figure CI: Gar chromatogran? Jor J r h  Endicott and it's evaporated resid~~es. 
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Figure C2: Gas chromarogroms for thefish Alpine Composire ond its evoporoted residues. 

Figure C3: Gm chromotogromfor the fresh Nepmne Field Compostre ondit's evoporoted 
residues. 
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Figure C4: Gas chromatogram for thefresh Hlgh Island Composite and the 2JO°C+ residue 
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Figure CS: Gas chromatogram for thefreJh Milne Point Unit oil. 
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Fresh 

Figure C6: Gas chromatagram for the fmh North Star oil and it's ewpam/ed residues. 

C1.1.2 Asphaltene and wax content 

Wax and asphaltenes an important parameters for water uptake ability and w/o-emulsion 
stability. The ("hard") asphaltene and wax content of Endicon. the Alpine Composite and the 
Neptune Field Composite and their evaporated residues are given in Table C3. 

C1.1.3 Classification of the oil samples 

From the experimental results all the crude oil sample, but the Milne Point Unit and the High 
Island Composite are classified as paraffinic crude oils. Endicon is the heaviest of the paraffinic 
oils w~th an asphaltene content of 1.6 wPh and a wax content of 5.5 wt%. The Alpine Compos~te 
has the lowest asphaltene and wax content of the three oils. The Neptune Field Composite 
contains a large amount of lighter weight compounds and has a relatively low asphaltene content 
(0.3 @/Dl. 

Milne Point Unit is a heavily biodegraded heavy crude oil. Information obtained from the 
chromatogram indicates a low wax content. The extreme stability of the emulsion could indicate a 
high amount of asphaltenes. 

The High Island oil is also biodegraded but not to the same degree as the Milne Point Unit oil. 

C1.2 Physical properties 

C1.2.1 Evaporative loss 

Endicon. Alpine Composite, Neptune Field Composite and North Star were distilled to a vapwr 
temperature of 1SO.200 and 250°C. The volume percent evaporaled during the distillation is 
given in Figure C7 



Figure C7. Ewporarrve loss of Endrcorr, the Alprne Composrre .[he Nepmnefield composite 
and rhe North crude 011s. 

Endicon contatns a larger amount of higher weight compounds and the volume spilled on the sea 
surface will decrease slowly The Alpine and North Star oils have a hlgh amount of lighter 
components. and evapombve loss will yield great changes in physical properties for the 011. 

C1.2.2 Density 

The density of Endicon, the Alpine Composite the Neptune Field Composite. the North Star and 
their evaporated residues am given in Figure C8. 

0.81 $ I 
Fresh 150°C+ 2OOaC+ 2SOoC+ 

Oil residue 

Frgpre C8. Density ofEndcorf, rhe Alpzne Composrre andrhe Nepnrne Freld Conrposrre and 
rherr evaporared resrdues ar 15.5 T. 

The densities of the water h e  oil residue incrcasc with evaporanon, see F ~ g u n  C8. Fresh 
Enmwn has the highat density of the three crude oils indicabng that it conmns fewer lower 
weight molecules and a larger amount of heavia compounds than the others do. The North Star 
crude oil is the lightest of the four crude oils This is in agmment with the results obtalned from 
the CC analysis and theevaporation data (ste chapters C.1.I and C1.2). 

C1.23 Pour Point 

The pour points of fresh Endicon, the fresh Neptune Field Composite, the Nonh Star and their 
evaporated residues arc given in Figure C9. 

-40 1 I( 

Fnsh 1 SOT+ 20OoC+ 250°C+ 

Oil residue 

Frgure C9 Po~rrpornrr o/Endicorr, fhe Alpne Composrre and the Nepetne Freld Composrre 
and rherr evoporaredresrdues. 

The Alpine Composite and the North Star oil have the lowest initial pour points at -1 8'C and - 
39'C respectively. The low pour points are due to high amounts of light components in the oils. 
keeping heavia componmm as wnx in solurion Upon evaporative loss the chemical composition 
changes. and as e g. wax is allowed to precipitate the pour p i n t  is gelting higher. As the Alpine 
and Nortb Star oils have the greatest evaporative loss o f  the four, they also display the grcatest 
change in pour point with evaporation. 



C 1.2.5 Flash point 

C1.2.4 Viscosity 

The viscosity of the fresh crude oils and their evaporated residues measured at shear rate I0 s-' is 
given in Table C2. 

Table C2: Measureri viscusi? Jorfresh Endicotl, the Alpine Composile, /he North Slar, the 
Neprunejield Composite and The High Islund Composite. 

As the more volatile components are lost by evaporation. the viscosiry of the remaining residue 
will increase. This is seen in Table C2 for all five crude oils. 

The viscosities of Endicolt 1 50°C+. 2OO0C+, 2.50°C+. Alpine Composite 250°C+ and Nonh Star 
250°C+ were measured close or below their pour points and the values obtained are therefore 
quite high. 

The flashpoint of the fresh crude oils and their evaporated residues were determined and are given 
in Table C3. 

C1.2.6 Interfacial tension 

The interfacial tension of the fresh crude oils and their evaporated residues were determined and 
are given in Table C3. 

The experimental results showed that the Neptune Field Composite did not form stable w!o- 
enlulsions. One normally would expect that a crude oil with a wax and asphaltene content similar 
to the Neptune Field Composite will form stable w!o-emulsions. SINTEF suspects that production 
chemicals are present in Ihe oil sample thereby reducing the w!o-emulsion process. This suspicion 
is supported by the low interfacial tension value measured for the fresh crude (6 mNlm). SMTEF 
proposes that MMS inquire if offshore chemicals are present in this crude oil sample and that a 
follow up study be discussed based on the findings. 
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The formation of w/o-emulsions on the sea surface delay the evaporation and the natural 
dispmion weathering processes increaring the lifetime for the oil on the sea sunice. When 
determining the most effective plan of action after an oil spill it is important to know the 
emulsifying properties (e.g. the mte of formation and stability) of the oil tha has been spilled. 

C1.3.1 Wlo-tmulslon r a o  of formation 

Thc rates of f m a t i o n  of the Endicott, the Alpine Composite, the Neptune Field Composite and 
the N d  Star wlo-emulsions were mapped using the rotating cylinder method (Mackay, 1982) at 
10°C, 10eC. 23'C and 10eC respectively. The kinetics of formstion are expressed by the tin- 
values, which is the time (in hours) it takes for the emulsions to reach half of their maximum 
water content. The calculated tin-values for Endicon, Alpine Composite, the Neptune Field 
Composite and the North Star are given in Table C4. 

The maximum water content of the Endiwtt ~lo-emulsions is quite high (all are above 50%). The 
raw of formation is relatively slow, after approximately 10 h o w  the Endicott emulsions have 
reached their maximum water content. A slow rate of formation is typical for crude oils with a 
high aaphaltene content. 

The maximum water content of the Alpine Composite wlo-emulsions is high (all am above 80%). 
Thc rate of formation is relatively fast, after approximately 30 minutes the Alpine Composite wlo- 
emulsions have reached a water content above 50 vol%. 

The Neptune Field Composite wlo-emulsions contain little water (all water contents are below 10 
~01%). The rats of formstion is fast, after approximately H hour the emulsions have reached their 
maximum warn content. These wlo-emulsion were not stable, see C1.3.2. 

The North Star oil has a fast initial water-uptake and reaches 45% within 10 minutes. The water 
content gradually increues to a maximum water content of 70-80%. 

Thc fast emulsification rates are typical for the Alpine Composite and the North Star oil is typical 
for paraffinic crude oils 
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Tal>le C4: The calcrrlarrd t,/r~olrres and the ma.rinrrrm water conrentJur Endicatt, the Alpine 
Composite the North Star and  the Nqhrrrr Field Cum~~osite ns/o-emrrlsions ar 10 OC. 
I 0  OC. I 0  oC and  13'C r e sp rc t i~~e l~~ .  

CI.3.2 Stabilily of the wlo-emulsions and the effect of an emulsion breaker 

Oil type 

Alaskan 
Nonh 
Slope 

GOM 

Unstable wlo-emulsions may dehydrate at storage or upon mechanical influence (e. g. stirring or 
pumping). Stable wlo-emulsions, on the other hand, increase the volume that has to be collected 
considerably. This can give storage problems. Responding boats are therefore recommended to 
have an emulsion breaker available and it is important to know its effectiveness. A reduction of 
the water content in a wlo-emulsion from 80 to 20% will decrease the volume of the emulsion 4 
times. One of the most common emulsion breakers is Alcopol 0 60% (Ross. 1986). 

t l l  

0.6 

1.2 
E n d ~ ~ o t t  

From the experimental results the fractional dehydration factor, D. is calculated using equation 
C-I. 

max. water content 
[volwl 

82 
79 

150"Ct 
20O0C+ 

Alpine 
Composite 

North Star 

Neptune 
Field 

Composite 

where: 

W O R d  = Volumemc water-to-oil ratio in the emulsion after 24 hours rotation 
WOR, = Maximum volumetric water-tc-ail ratio in the emulsion after 24 hours rotation 

and x hours settling 

250"Ct 
150°C+ 
2oo0c+ 
250"Ct 
150"Ct 
200°C+ 
?SOT+ 
150"Ct 
200°c+ 
250°C+ 

The fractional dehydration value lies between 0 and I .  An emulsion is defined as  totally stable if 
no water is separated from the emulsion during a 24 hour senling period (D = 0) and an increasing 
D means reduced stability after the application of an emulsion breaker. 

The calculated fractional dehydration factor for the Endicott, the Alpine Composite and the Nonh 
Star wlo-emulsions with and without application of Alcopol 0 60% are given in table C6. 

2,8 
0.1 
0.2 
0,5 

0.1 1 
0.14 
0.09 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
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64 
80 
80 
80 
68 
69 
83 
6 
8 
7 

Tahle C5: The calcrrlaredfiacrianul d&v~lration of the Enrlicutt. the Alpirir Conrposite. and the 
North Star w/o-emulsiuns n.W and  ~vithorrt Ihr applicariun ofAlcapol O 60% (500ppm 
and 2000ppm) aflrr 10 nrin settling and 24 horrrr settling nilh and  withorrr rotarion at  
l o r .  

The asphaltene and wax content in Endicott stabilise the wlo-emulsion by preventing the h i o n  of 
water droplets. In order to effectively dehydrate the Endicon wlo-emulsions when using Alcopol 
0 60%. a minimum dosage of ZOO0 ppm should be applied in an oil spill situation. This will 
enable an effective dehydration of all of the Endicott \%,lo-emulsions. 

North Star 

The wax content and asphaltene content in the Alpine Composite oil sample is quite low. 
however, the relative amount of these stabilising components increase with weathering. This will 
increase the stability of the wlo-emulsions formed. In addition the increase in viscosity of the 
continuous phase (especially the 2OO0C+ and 250°C+ residues) decreasing the diffusion of water 
droplets will lead to a more stable wlo-emulsion. A dosage of 500 ppm Alcopol 0 60% will 
dehydrate emulsions of the Alpine Composite oil to a water content of 6%. which should be 
sufficient for most practical purposes. A total dehydration demands a higher ratio of demulsifier. 
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1 50"Ct 
200°Ct 
250°C+ 
1 50°C+ 
2OOoC+ 
25OoC+ 
1 50°C+ 
2OO0C+ 
25OoC+ 
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0 

500 

2000 

0 
0 
0 

0.82 
0.89 
0,90 
0.92 
0.92 
0.97 

0 
0 
0 

0.82 
0.89 
0.90 
0.92 
0.92 
0.97 
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The experimental results showed h a t  the Neptune Field Composite obtained a water content 
below 10 %. however, these w/o-emulsions were completely dehydrated aAer a settling period of 
24 hours. The initial spill volume of the Neptune Field Composite will not increase sipiticantly. 
One normally would expect that a crude oil with a wax and asphaltene content similar to the 
Neptune Field Composite will form stable wlo-emulsions. SMTEF suspects that production- 
lproccss-chemicals are present in the oil sample thereby reducing the wto-emulsion process. This 
is supponed by the low interfacial tension value measured for the fresh crude (6 mN1m). and as 
mentioned earlier, a follow up study is reconlmended. 

The North Star crude h a  a low asphaltene content, but will form emulsions stabilised by Ihe high 
wax content of the oil. Emulsions of the Nonh Star oil is dehydrated to a water content of 
approximately 7% at an emulsionidemulsifier rate of 500ppm. For funher dehydration of h e  
emulsion a higher dosage (e.g. 2000ppm) w l l  be needed. 
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C1.3.3 Viscosity of the w l ~ m u l s i o n s  

The viscosities of the Endicon and the Alpine Composite wlo-eniulsions with different water 
contents were measured at 10°C. the results are given in Table C6. The viscosities measured are 
used as input to the SMTEF Oil Weathering Model. Emulsification of Endicott will cause a 
dramatic increase in viscosity. The viscosity of the Alpine Composite wlo-emulsion could not be 
determined due to the emulsion's unstability. 

Tahle C6: Viscusiries oJde Endicurr ancl Alpine Composire w/o-rnr~rl.~ion.v /O \,ul%, SO bu1°6. 
75 vol96 and nrarimrrni %voter conrenr) mrasrrredar 10°C. 
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C2 Meso-scale laboratory tesdng of the Hlgh Island Composlte 

In this chapter the experimental results obtained for High Island oil in the meso-scale laboratory 
testing are presented. The High Island oil were emulsified at arrival SMTEF. The emulsion was 
difficult to break, and thus the unmated emulsion were used in the meso-scale laboratory test. 
The experimental test temperature was 23°C. Results from the meso scale experiment are given in 
table C8. 

The High lsland Composite oil sample spread quickly after ita application to the water surface in 
the flume (Figure C14), an estimated 80-90% of the water surface wso covered with oil within one 
hour. The formation of a wlo-emulsion could be observed during the first hour after application of 
High Island Composite. 

An increase in the viscosity of the wlo-emulsion was observed throughout the experiment. The 
surface wlo-emulsion samples taken 5 hours after application of High Island Composite were 
dehydrated after a one-hour settling period, indicating the instability of the wlo-emulsion formed. 
The wlo-emulsion formed after 6 hours weathering is men in Figure CIS 

Figure 16 shows the wlo-emulsion formed after 3 d a y  of weathering in the flume. The wlo- 
emulsion formed after 3 days of weathering has a darker colour and has bacome more viscous. 
Immediately after the first application of dispersnnt the wlo-emulsion was dehydrated (Figure 
C17) and after 10 minutes most of the surface oil had dispersed (Figure C18). A second dispersant 
application was therefore not necessary. 
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C2.2 Evrporrtlon 

The evaporation results obtained in the meso-scale laboratory testing of High Island oil arc 
presented and compared witb the predicted evaporation results from the SINTEF OWM in Figure 
C10. 

Figure CIO: The evaporation resul~s obtainedfor High Island Compa~ite in the meso-scale 
laboratory testing and depredictedresultsfrom the SINTEF 0 WM 

Predicted evaporative loss is in good accordance with results form the meso scale flume. 
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The wlo-emulsification resulb obtained in the meso-scale laboratory testing are plotted with the 
predicted results horn the SINTEF O W  in Figure C11 to Figure CIZ. 

C2.2.1 Water uptake 

- v m w r  1w.1: ,a --- Wndwr1w.I: lo 
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Figure C I  I :  Predlcted water uptake for Hlgh Island Composite and the resulu obtalned/rom the 
meso-scale laboratory testing. 
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C2.3.2 Stnblllty of the wlo-emulsions 

The surface wlo-emulaion samples taken 5 h o w  aRcr aplication of High Island Composite were 
dehydrated after a one-hour settling period, indicating an unstable emulsion. An increase in the 
stability of the wlo-emulsions, however, was observed throughout the experiment. 

C2.3.3 Vlscoslty of the w/o-emuhlon 

Viscosities of the emulsion formed in the meso scale flume is compared to predicted viscosities in 
figure C14. As resulb form the meso scale flume experiment ars used as input to the O W ,  good 
correlation is expected beween predicted and measured values. Evapmtion- and emulsification 
rates in the meso scale flume is falibrated to simulate weathering conditions at 5-IOmIs wind 
speed. Measured viscosities a n  in good accordance with predicted values in this wind speed 
i n k ~ a l .  

PIOW: VWOI ITY  QT I Y U U O N  
011 h~.r won m u n o  PLUM DATA 
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The water uptake observed in the mew scale flume experiment is used M input to the O W .  As 
shown in figure CII,  the predicted emulsification rate correlates with the results from the flume 
experiment. 

Figure CI2:  Predicted vlrcosl~ of the Hlgh Island Composite w/o-emulsions and the results 
obtalnedfmm the meso-scale labomtory testing. 
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C2.4 In-siru chemical dispersion 

In situ chemical dispersion of the surface emulsion was performed on the High Island oil after 3 
days of weathering in the meso scale flume. Tbe efficiency of the dispersant on the emulsion was 
tested by analysing the concentration of dispersed oil in sub surface water. 

At the application of the dispersant the emulsion were quickly dehydrated from approximately 
7% to a water content of 10%. As the water content defressed a decrease in viscosity were 
visually obsewed (to little surface oil for measurements). Analysis of the sub surface water in the 
meso scale flume shows a high dispersibility compared to other oils tested in the flume, and 
emulsions of the high Island oil is probably dispersable for at least 3 days in an oil spill situation. 
Re-emulsification of the surface oil were slow and a second dispersant application were not 
thought to be necessary. 

C2.5 Mass balance 

The main elements in a mass balance for a crude oil spill at sea arc: 

- Evaporative loss - Surface oil - Dispersed oil 

However, the initial sample and water volume in the flume i s  reduced throughout the test, 
therefore the following panmeten must taken into wnsideration: 

- Amount of oil sampled 
- Amount of water sampled - Amount of oil adsorbed to the flume walls 

The amount of oil evaporated, dispersed and sampled was calculated, and the oil adsorbed la the 
flume walls was estimated. Table C7 shows the mass balance for High Island oil during 
weathering in the meso-scale flume at 23°C. 

Table C7: Mnrs balance for High Island Composite during the meso-scale laboratory lest at 
23'C. 

The mass balance for High Island Composite during the meso-scale laboratory testing was 
predicted by the SINTEF OWM at 23'C and is given in Figure C13 
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Figure C13: Mass balance for High Island Composite in the meso-scale laboratory test at 23'C. 

Figure CI4: High Island Composite 30 mmrrrra uprr uppitcutrun m me nra-wscok/lum. 
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Figure CIS: High Island Composite 6 hours afler applicarion in the rneso-scole/lume. Figure CI 7: High Island Compile immedialely ajer application ofdispersant in rhe meso-scale 
flume. 

Figure C16: High Island Cornpasire 3 days after applicarion in the meso-scalejlurne. 
Figure CIS: High Island Cornpasire 10 minutes afler application oflispenant in the meso-scale 

flume. 
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Table C8 Res,rlrsjipni rhe meso-scoleflunre resring ol'rhe fIixh Island Cornposire or 23'C 
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I 

I2 1 7 2 . 0  1 67 1 490 I 34 1 4.1 
Application o f  56 ml of Corexi19500 

13 ( 72.05 1 I2 I I .3 4 I 26.3 

Appendix D: Input data for the SINTEF Oil Weathering Model 

Emulsion I Waterfree residue 

14 1 7 2 . 2  1 I2 

Samole I Time 1 Water content 1 Viscositv I Evaoorative loss 1 Diswrsed oil 

34 1 30.9 
I< 1 7 7 q  1 7n I I td I ?< h 
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Geographical area: Alaskan Norrh Slope 
Initial oil film thickness: 20 mm 
Terminal oil film thickness: 2 n1n1 
Release rate: 1.33 metric tons/minute 

Sea temperature: O°C and 10°C 
Wind speed: 2 d s .  5 d s .  10 d s  and 15 d s  

The data used as input to the SMTEF OWM for Endicon are given in Table D.1 to Table D.3 

Tohle D .  I :  Ph.v.~icol and chemical dorofor Endicorr 

0.9 13 
Pour Point 
Reference temperature #I 10°C 

SlOcP 

Toblr D.2:  The rnre hoilingpornr 1w1rre.r used for Endrcorr (ohroinrdfrom Cnrdr Assm ar 
hrrp://nuu: ~~rcenrre.org/moin/r/dh/~Ih. hrml). 

Tuhle 0.3: E.rperimenro1 resulrs,fronr the hench-scok lohororon tesring (see chopfer C I )  or 
I O T :  

I ChemicaVphysical property 1 Fresh 1 lSO°C+ 1 2 0 0 D ~ +  I 250°c+ I 

Maximum water content in emulsion [vol%] 
Halftime for water uptake [h] 
Stability ratio - 

82 
0.6 
0.96 

79 
1.2 

0.98 

65 
2.8 
1.0 
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D2 Alpine Composite 

Geographical area: Alaskan Nonh Slope 
Initial oil tilm thickness: 20 mm 
Terminal oil film thickness: 2 mm 
Release rate: 1.33 metric tondminute 

Sea temperature: 0°C and 10°C 
Wind speed: 2 d s . S d s .  1 0 d s a n d  I S d s  

The data used as inpul to the SINTEF OWM for the Alpine Composite are given in Table D4 to 
Table D6. 

Tohle D.4: Phvsical and chc~mical dutajur the Alpine Cantposire 

Table D.5: The rnre hoilingpuinr vulrres rrsed.for the Alpine Con~pusite sanrple. 

Viscosity of max water emulsion at shear 10s.' 
lrPl I - I - 1 5 9 6 0  1 1 1 7 0 0  1 

Tublv D. 6: Experitnenral restrlrsli.orn the hcnch-scale laboruroy resting (see chapter C l )  at 
10 'r: 

CliemicaVphysical propeny 

I Stability ratio I - 1 0  I I 1 0 . 8 I  

Maximum watercontent in emulsion [vol%] I - 1 80 1 80 1 80 

-: not dcterniincd 

Fresh 

Halftime for water uptake [h] 

I:\C11661189 MMSOWM Phlfn I1 and lll\1'&4 Wcrthennp(ndm\RappnmU-~lj~L~hISrcpon I S l l O 2 * r  

I 0.1 1 0.2 1 0.5 

15O0C+ 200°C+ 250°C+ 
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D3 North Star oil 
Geographical area: Alaska North slope 
Initial oil film thickness: 20 mm 
Terminal oil film thickness: I mrn 
Release rate: 1.33 metric tonstminute 

Sea temperature: 0°C and 10°C 
Wind speed: 2 mis. 5 mis. 10 mls and 15 rnls 

The data used as input to the SINTEF OWM for High Island Composite are given in Table D7 to 
Table D9. 

Table 0.7: P~.vical  and chemical data-for North Srar 

Table D.8: The tnre boilingpoinr va11re.v usedfir rhe North Srar. 

Tahlr D.9: Experinre~rrul resrrlrs.fiunr rhe hench-scalc lahoraron. revring (see r,huprcr CI) or 
23 r. 
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D4 The Neptune Field Composite 

Geobmphical area: Gulf of Mexico 
Initial oil film thickness: 20 mm 
Terminal oil film thickness: 0.5 mm 
Release rate: 1.33 memc tons/rninute 

Sea temperature: 20°C and 29°C 
Wind speed: 2mis.5i/s, lomisand 15rnls 

The data used as input to the SMTEF OWM for the Neptune Field Composite are given in Table 
Dl0  to Table D12. 

Tahl~, D. 10: Ph.~*sicul and chemical duru for Neprrmr Field Composite 

ChemicaVphysical property 
0.869 

Pour Point (C") 

10 
3.7 
0.3 

Table D. 1 I :  The true boilingpoinr ~ 'o l r~ rs  rrsedfor the Neprrrne Field Coml~osire. 

Tahle D. 12: Experimental rertrlrs/ran~ rhr bcnch-.vcule l u b o r u r o ~  revring (see chupler C I )  ur 
23 T. 

Halftime for water uptake [h] 1 - 1 0 1 0 1 0  
Stability rdtio 1 0 1 0 1 0  

IKI!L11119 MMSOWM Phrv. IImdII~Ta&I Wnlhmn~Mh\K.p~nrn%.ol~dhlMS.- ISlmZJa- 
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D5 High lsland Composite 

Geographical area: Gulf of Mexico 
Initial oil film thickness: 20 mm 
Terminal oil film thickness: 0.5 mm 
Release rate: 1.33 metric tonsfminute 

Sea temperature: 20°C and 29'C 
Wind speed: 2 d s . 5 d s .  1 0 d s a n d  1 5 d s  

The data used as input to the SMTEF OWM for High lsland Composite are given in Table Dl 3 to 
Table D 15. 

Table D. 13: Physical and chemical dara/or High lsland Compusire 

ChemicaYphysical property 

I'our Po~nt (C") 

I .6 
0 03 

Tuble 0.14: The rnre builingpuint valrres rcsedjur the High Island Compmire. 
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Table D. 15: Experinrenrul rrrslrsfrom the bench-scale loboruru~y frsring (see chapter CI)  or 
23 T. 

-: no1 delcrn~incd 
f From mcso scalc flumc dala 
b: I:mm boiling point c ~ m c  
C: Calculated rrom boiling point curve 
.consauc8cd data 

The High lsland Composite sample received for the weathering study were in fact an emulsion. 
This disabled a proper weathering study, and a lot of the weathering data had to be extracted from 
data obtained in the meso scale flume, calculated, or constructed with background in experience 
from studies of similar oils. The results from the meso scale flume is, however. regarded realistic 
compared to a real weathering situation, and should provide relevant input data to the OWM. 
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Appendix E: List of abbreviations, symbols and acronyms 
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mss~murn waar conlen~ I 
Unlrrolvcd Chmmnropphic Malcrinl UCM 

1 rllf6lII*) MMSOWM Flm- I1  md llPiTuX4 W n ! h m n ~ U h i l ( l ~ m a a a I ~ & t h I S s -  l?liW? Ja 

Vulurnu~r~c rncr-lo-oil mliu in lhc crnulsion ancr 24 hours rolalion 
and r hokm selllin 

Vc~lurnu~r~c \~il~er-lo-uil ratio in rhc cmulsian mncr 24 hours rolst~on X'OR, 
X'alcr Srlluble Fnclion X'SF 

r l o b  

I %'I1661 18'4 hlhlSOWM Ph.- I1 awl IlnTwk4 Wmlhmng'Adm'~Knp~cni(li(li(lI~~hlMS- ISlNl? dw 
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iold data and weethoring data from the following field trials are presented in this rspofi: 
Haltenbanken I989 
MIZ-experiment (in ice) 1993 
NOFO-trial 1994 
NOFO-trial 1995 
NOFO-trial 1996 (limited data) 
UK trials 1997 (AEA-trials) 

dditionally, the surface oil data from the Deep Spill 2000 experiment is presented. 

r short ovmiew over each field trial is given together with the data sets, and weathering predictions 
nadc by the SINTEF Oil Wsathering Model. The data sets h.a been doveloped and collated as a besis fc 
rlidation testing of various oil wosthdng models, and we hope that these data will be valuable for 
thor insituteslorganisations for this purposo. 
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- Sampling frequency 
Replicate samples 1 Iotroductlon 

1.1 Background and ob]eetlves 

In 1998 SINTEF Applied Chemistry completed the Phase I review "Revision of MMS Offshore 
Continental Shelf Oil-Weathering Model: Evaluation." OCS Study MMS 98-0031 for MMS. This 
review recommended: 

upgrading to an existing stateof-the-art OWM 
additional improvements needed to maintain state-of-the-art and to meet needs of MMS 
usen 
spill data sob that would be suitable for modal tosting and validation. 

The recommendations descrikd in the Phase I report. lead to a follow-up study " Revision of the 
OCS Oil-Weathering Model: Phasm I1 and 111". The objectivcu of this study m: 
1) to obtain and adapt the SINTEF Oil Wenthering Model ( O W )  to MMS needs. 
2) to expand the O W  oil library to include oils of intorest to MMS, and 
3) to develop and collate data acts identified in Phase I from experimental oil spills for 

validation tosting of various OWModels. 

This report is connected to tho last objective in this study: Taak 7: "Development of Data Sets 
from Experimental Oil Spilla for O W  Algorithm and Model Testing and Validation" 

A framework for this task 7 was described in the MMS O W  Phase I Technical Meeting held in 
Anchorage, in March. 1998 with two alternative approaches: 
One approach at that time was that SINTEF, in collaboration with organizations like Alun Lewis 
Oil Spill Consultant in UK. CEDRE in Prance. and NOOA in US should try to develop a JlC 
program to address: 

model sensitivity testing 
preparation and archival of specified data sets 
testing of model algorithm. 

Many data sets of potential intomat were'identified in the Phase I Roport (OCS Study MMS 98- 
0058), and MMS would like to see an eventual such JIC prognm developed in a manner which 
could fncilitatc use of the data in OWM testing. for use with models, such as the NOAA ADIOS 
model. in addition to with the SINTEF O W .  During the project poriod, it appcarsQ however. to 
be difficult to develop such an extended JlC program. We thamfore a g d  with MMS that 
SINTEF procwded alone in this task with the limited budget from MMS allocated for task 7 to 
addnas the two last scopodgoals: i.e. preparation of available oil spill data acts, and in tmting I 
validating these ground-huth data with the new version of the SINTEF OWM only. The data sets 
presented in this report can however, k used by any o r g a n i u t i o ~  /model o p t o r s  in model 
algorithm tasting I validation. 

1.2 Conclu:lon# and meomrnendatlon# born the Pha#e 1 report 

In the Phase I Roport (OCS Study MMS 98-0058. chap. 5.1.). criteria for an "ideal data set" from 
experimsntal oil releases at sea was spocifiod with respect to: 

Environmental background data 
Oil ohanctarization (original oil propelties and changes as function of weathering) 
Documontation - Standardized mthoda for sampling and analysis 

An overview of experimental oil releases were identified and prelimnary evaluated. None of the 
field trial8 satisfied the shict criteria for an "ideal data set", both with respect to methodology and 
data-documentation. However, this lack of the "ideal data set" should not prevent us from using 
the b a t  series of these data sets for calibratiodvalidation of oil weathering models. However, it 
also became very obviously during this review that many of the older data sets from experimental 
trials had a very limited potential for model calibration-/validation. This caused by varying quality 
of the data due to lack of consistent procedures for sampling and analytical methodology. 

Some recent field trials had, however, more well-documented and suitable procedures for field 
sampling and hrther analysis. The preliminary conclusion from this preliminary review was that 
data from recent field trials in UK and Noway (se below) had a potential for 
calibratiodverification of oil weathering models, and an effort in collecting relevant data from 
these series ahould bc given priority in task 7: 

. . .  
U K : T h e s e  experiments have been 
conductod on a yearly basis with different objectives. The more recent experiments have well 
docummted and suitable procedures for sampling and further analysis. These field trials cover 
several crude oil (Forties, Alaska North s lop)  and different bunker fuels. The weathering time 
rangm fromonly hours to several days and the weathering parameters include (emulsification, 
evaporation. nakral dispersion. water soluble componmt~,~emulsion viscosity. emulsion stability. 
water droplets distribution in mnulsion and others). Some of these UK sea trials also include 
extensive~monitoring of dispersed oil concentntions versus time and also measurements of 
droplet sizes of the dispersed oil droplets. Some relevant data seemed to k available from e.g. 
AMOP-publications by AEA Technology, however, e.g. More extensive environmental data from 
the field test is needed in order to make then appropriate as validation data-sets. 

D e r i o d I n N o w a y .  field expsriments have k e n  conductod on an almost yearly basis 
since late 70'9, but only some of the trials were considered to k relevant for our purpose. The 
SINTEF-89 and MIZ-93 trials give data sets which can be used to compare weathering of the 
same crude oil type at a North Sea and an Arctic environment. These trials and the lator NOFO 
trials (1994195196) have used well-documented and suitable procedures fot sampling and further 
analysis. The weathering timo ranges from one day up to seven days. and the weathering 
parametm include emulsification, evaporation. natural dispasion, water-soluble components, 
emulaion viscosity, and emulsion stability, among others. Data am available from SINTEF as 
mpom and publications. 

1.3 Datalet: eoUected prclented In tbi: report 

In the poriod hom December ZOO2 to July 2003. an effort was made to collect all relevant data 
from the recommended series of field trials. As a result, data-set from the following trials are 
presented in U s  report: 

Haltenbanken 1989 
MIZ-experiment (in ice) 1993 
NOFO-trial 1994 
NOFO-trial 1995 
NOFO-trial 1996 (limitod data) 

I : U W I I # 9  YH9 OWM mYI 11 dlu\Tamh 1 V h l m p r l . h  1:'CH661119 MMS O W  h m  11 and ImT@ W h l  n p m . h  
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UK trials 1997 (Am-nials) 
Surface oil data from the h p  spill ZOO0 experiment 

The data-sets from tho earlier field tests in UK are not included in this report. This is due to lack 
of available documontntion of environmental data during the field tats. Lwis  Oil Spill 
C o ~ u l m t  in UK did an extensivoly search for obtaining data reporta from field various field 
trials in UK at the library at MCA (Maritime and Coastal Agency in Southampton) without any 
SUCCCSS. 

Weathering data. wind spssd, tomperaturn and film thickness am pmsonted from the trials. For the 
trials including dispersant treatment, only tho weathering data before dispenant tmatment is 
presented in this report. 

The film thicknesses parameters used as input to the model for the predictions of the diffennt 
triala. am based on the film thickness data measured in the individual trials. 

2 The Hnltenbnnken experiment 1989 

2.1 The field experlmenla 
This experiment was organized by the oceanographic research company OCEANOR with 
SIKTEF (IKU) and NINA as pamers. The oil was released at Haltenbanken (65' 00 N. 08- 00 E) 
10.05 am July I". The oil was released from a small tanker by a hose hanging above the sea 
surfaca. The release of total30 tons took 16 minutes, forming a small and concentrated oil slick in 
the beginning. 

The fust samples w m  collected 5 minutes after the oil was released and a comprehensive 
sampling program was carried out during the next four days. The results of the physico-chemical 
propsrties of tho surface samples am given in the following tables. The results are average values 
of 2-3 replicate samples. 

2.2 o y e c n ~ m  
This full-scale experimental oil spill was carried out to study several objectives: 

I. Evaluation of diffomnt types of oil spill driften (Argos positioned buoys) versus oil drift 
2. Intercalibration of different aerial surveillance systems 
3. Study of weathering processes of the Sture Blend crude (also here called Oseberg Blend) 
4. Study intoractions between a drifting oil slick and sea birda 

Generally. the moasurod changes in the oil properties with time gave a good agreement with 
predicted data of Sture based on small-scale laboratory experiment9 and using the SINTEF Oil 
Weathering model. 

Due to relatively rough weather conditions during the release, the oil was discharged vertically 
into tho sea from a hose (1-3 meter above sea surface). This release arrangement resulted in a 
tomporary mixing of the oil into the seawater, leading to a relative high starting film thickness. An 
initial filmthicknoss of 20 mm has therefore bem used in the model predictions. Additionally, the 
tanker had to us0 its thrusters (side propellers) during the discharge to keep distance to the oil 
slick. It is thorefore reason to believe that this could cause additional mixing of oil and water and 
lead to higher water uptake for tho samples from the first 5 - 30 minutes. 

Weathering data for Stun blend is included in the report. Sture blend is the p s e n t  name of the 
Owborg Blond uaod in 1989. Sture is the name of an Oil Terminal on the went coast of Noway. 
Crude oil from the various wells at the Oseberg field is the main contributor to this terminal. 
Thore may be some minor variation in the chemical composition to the Sture blend due to the 
daily variation in the daily production at the various field. 

Predicted evaporation, water uptake and emulsion viscosity together with field data is shown in 
Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3, mspoctively. 
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Property: Evrporetlon I ;TGr/2k" m 
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Figure 2.1 : Predicted evaporatton ondpelddata Haltenbanken 1989. 

Property: Water uptake I _ I v , : *  
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figure 2.2 : Predicted water uptake andpelddata Haltenbanken 1989. 
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Figure 2.3 : Predicted emulslon viscosily andfield data Hahenbanken 1989 



Tabb 2.1 :Physico-chemlcalpmperties on wafe@ee r e s i l e s  of Sure Blend (1989 
crude)and their wafer-in-oil emulsions. 

Table 2.2 :Water content and stability of the w/o-emulsions. 

Tabb 2.3 : Wind conditions at Haltenbanken July 1989. 

Tabh 2.4 : Input dafa for weathvingpredlctions Slum bled 

1:cnL61 I09 MW OWY b U d UhT.I Wbd npM.& 



Table 2.3 ; Wlnd conditlonr at Haltenbanken July 1989. 

Start date : 01.07.1989 
Cum. time Sea temp. Wlnd #peed Dlrectlon 

lCH661119 MMS O W  Phur I1 snd IIRTd W h I  -.& 
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Table 2.4 : Input d m  for weathering predictions Sntre blend. 

Asphaltem (a %) 

n-Pmtaoe lmlubles (wt. %) 
Flmh Point (T) 
Wax CMlenl IW. %I . . 
D i i M c  for vise. < 1 2000 

Poorly d i l s  for visc. > 1 7000 

~aximum an~crupm!a ('4 81 S ~ U I ~ ~ C  I SO 
-: Dam mitring 

volume 

10.62 
16.74 
21.48 
24.23 

205 32.29 
250 40.62 
295 5027 

61.09 
420 70.84 

89.12 

- : Nor mwtred 
* : ViFEorifl mennmdarrhcarmte 10s". 
):\0166118P MMS OWM Ph.a II .d IlnTut 7 W d  -& 

3.1 The Reld experimenls 
An experimental oil spill in the Barents Sea marginal ice zone (MIZ) was performed in the last 
pan of April 1993.26 m3 of Shlre blend was released approximately 45 km inside the ice edge at 
an ice concentration of approximately 90%. During a 7 day period of sampling and analysis of the 
surface oillemulsion, the slick drifted to a position approximately 6 km from the ice edge. and the 
ice concentration varied from 70-90%. The dominant wind d i i t i on  was from the ice towards 
open water, and the wave energy conditions were relatively low most of the time. The wind spead 
was 6-10 m/s and the temperaNE -16-O0C. 

Objectives 
The intention of the experimental oil spill in the marginal ice zone was to contribute further to 
existing howledge about the behaviour of oil under Arctic conditions and to acquire knowledge 
about the specific conditions (wind, waves, ice conditions, drift and spreading) in the marginal ice 
zone. 

Conclusions 
Measurements performed during the MIZ experimental oil spill showed that oil spilled in ice will 
have a relative& high oil film t~ckaess  (often in cm-range) kmpared to oil spilli in open waters 
(maximum I to 4 mm). The measured film thickness in the MIZ experiment ranged from 5-120 
mm of emulsion. This is caused by a reduced spreading due to the presence of i&. The ice acted 
as a banier and prevented spreading. especially at high ice concentrations. As a result of the high 
oil film thickness combined with low tmIperaNreS, the evaporation of the light components in the 
oil was low compared to experimental oil spills in open waters. The emulsification was low. 

Prediction of evaporation, water uptake and emulsion viscosity for oil in ice (90% ice coverage), 
oil in open waters and field data from the MIZ-experiment is shown in Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2 and 
Figure 3.3 respectively. 
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Figure 3.1 Predicted ewporarion andjield dolo Shue blend MlZ 1993. 
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Property: Water uptake 
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Figure 3.2 : Predicted water uptake andjieldda~a Shrre blend iWZ 1993. 
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Figure 3.3 : Predictedemulsion viscosity andmd ahla Shrre blend MIZ 1993. 

33 Field and input data MIZ 1993 
The data fmm samples taken of the oil slick is given in the tables described here. 

Table 3.1 : Field datu Stttre blend MIZ 1993. 
Tublr 3 2  : Input data for weathering predictions of Sture blends behaviour at sea. 



Table 3.2 : Input data for weatheringpredictlonr of Shtre bknds behaviour at sea. 
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4 NOFO exercise 1994 

4.1 The field experiments 
The NOFO oil-on-water exercise 1994 was Phase I of a series of 3 field trials. Phase I included 
two surface releases and treatment with dispersant. The experiments w e  performed at the Frigg 
field in June 1994. 

Objective5 
The main objectives of the field trials were: 
0 To verify laboratiltay studies on the rate of weathering (evaporation, natural dispersion and 

emulsification) of S w  Blend crude oil and detmnine the extent of changes in these 
pr-s caused by the application of dispersant. 

0 To assess quantitatively the effectiveness of aerially applied dispersant by following the fate 
and weathering properties of two slicks of partially weathered Nonh Sea crude oil (one treated 
and one control slick). 

0 To define the operational prarnetm required for practical dispcrsanr treatment strategies. 
0 To pmvide a realistic mining scenario for oil spill combat personnel. 

Releases 
Two slicks, each of 20 m3 fresh, s t a b i l i  Sture Blend crude were rcleased about I nautic mile 
(nm) apan. The oil were pumped gently on the sea surface by using the Transm system (leading 
to a generally lower aa&g film thickness compared to the e.g. 1989-Haltenbanken experiment). 
One slick, called Tango, was treated with the dispersant Corcxit 9500 from a 561-N helicopter 
with a Rotor tech TC-3 uodcrslung bucket after 3 hours weathering of the oil at sea. A r e  
appbcation of dispersant on the same slick was performed after totally 7 hours weathering of the 
oil. The Tango slick disappeared totally From the sea surface and d~spersed into the water column 
within 12 hours at sea. 

The other slick, Charlie, was used as control slick the fin1 day. The ~ ~ n d  day, about 29 houn 
after the oil had been released, and after the Tango slick had disappeared, the Charlie slick was 
treated with Corexit 9500. Soon after this mmancnt. the slick dispersed into the water column. 

Cnnclusions 
The main conclusions from the field experiments were: 

0 The Sture Blend lost about 45 vo1.K of its volume due to evaporation and rcached a 
viscosity of approximately 9000 cP (at shear rate 10 s-1) within 28 houn at sea. The water 
content in the emulsions was 7540%. 

0 Tbe weathering predictions (evaporation and emulsification) of the Sture Blend crude (from 
1993) proceeded similarly to what was observed in the Haltenbanken trial in 1989 with the 
SNI'e Blend (fmm 1989). 

0 The dispersant applications resulted in decreasal emulsion water content and decreased 
emulsion viscosity. The oiVemulsion disappeared totally inlo the water column. 

The quality of the data a n  good and gave valuable input to the IKU Oil Weathering Model and 
formed basis for funher ICfiIm'mIS and verifications of the algorithms in the model. 

Funher details from the field experiments are described in Lewis ef at., 1995 and Sbem- 
Kristiansen and Daling, 1994. 
I:YIIY1189MMSOIKM~U.odIlnT.*N.ulRpmlh 

Data from the Charlie slick and fmm Tango slick before dispersant treatment is presented in this 
report. Predicted evaporation, water uplake and emulsion viscosity from SINTEF OWM is 
presented toge1hGr with field data in Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. respectively. 
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Figure 4. I : Predicted ewporalion andjield dam, S m  blend 1994. 
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4.2 Field and Input data 1994 
The data from samples taken of  the oil slick are given in the tables described here. 

Table 4.1 . Physico-chmicol pmperties on mrte~f~ree reridues of Sture Blend and their water-in- 
oil emulsionsfrorn the wntrol slick (Charlie) in the North Seajield trial in June 1994 (-: not 
performed, GC: gas chromatography, WOR is water-to-oil ratio, IFT is interfacial tension, D is 
fractional dehydration of emuls~on). 

Table 4.2 : Physrco-chemrwlpmperlies on woter$ze residues of Smre Blend and their water-in- 
oil m u l s i o n s ~  the treatedslick (Tango) in the North Seafield trial in June 1994 (-: not 
performed. GC: gas chromatography, WOR is water-to-oil ratio, IFT is interfacial tension, D is 
fractional dehydration of emulsion). 

T i e  4.3 : Wind conditions at June 1994 Friggjield trial. 

Toble 4.4 r Input data for nwtheringpredicrions of Smre blends behaviour at sea 
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Tbble 4.1 : Physim-chemicd pcoperfb on wie+ez rer idw of Shire Blend d t h e i r  wofer-boil emulsionsfrom the controlslick (Charlie) in the N o d  Sea 
f ield lrid in June 1994 (-: nofp+$onned GCr gm chmmatogrqhy. WOR is wtm-to-oil ratio. IFT is inteflmid tension. D kfrocioml 
dehy&ation cfemulrion). 

*: Ba~cdonpredictiom of oil density m m i n g  zero water uprake ** : Very d@ulf to measure. .: B a d  on padabact ion 
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Table 4.2 : Physico-chemicalpropmtk=s on water-fee rresiduer of Stwe Blendand their we- in -11  emuLrionsfiom the beatedslick (Tango) in the N o d  Sen 
field lrid in June 1994 (-: not perjbnned, G C  gar chromotogrqhy, WOR u water-to-oil ralio. IFT is in te r f~ ia l  tension. D isfiaclional 
d e w i o n  of emulsion). 
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Table 4.3 : Wlnd conditions a1 June I994 Friggfield lrial 

Strri date : 07.06.1994 
Cum. time Wlnd aped Dlrectlon 

(b) (mls) (3 
0 82 245 
4 9,s 255 
8 8 243 
I2 8,2 230 
16 8.2 250 
20 8 260 
24 73 270 
28 8 290 
32 8 290 
120 8 290 

Table 4.4 : Input &la for wealheringpredictions of SNre blends behaviour at sea. 

Maximum w8tm content (%) I - / 8 0 1 8 0 1 7 8  
H8lRime for watn uptake Om) 1 0.13 0.1 0.18 
Srmbility ntio - 1 0.2 1 0.705 / I 
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5 NOFO exercise 1995 

5.1 The field experiments 
The NOFO oil-water exercise 1995 included totally four surface releas- and one sub-surface 
releases of stabilized Tmll crude oil. The experiments were performed at the Frigg field in August 
1995. The slicks were followed for about 0.5 - 2 days. 

Objectives 
The main objectives of the dispersant and underwater release activities at the Frigg field during 
the NOFO 1995 oil on water exercise were: 

0 To sludy the behavior. rate of spreading and weathering (evaporat~on, emulsification, natural 
dispersion etc.) of crude oil slicks released both from surface and subsurface (107 meters 
depth simulating sub-sea pipeline leakage). 

0 To support valuable input data to the IKU Oil Weathering Model. These data w~ll form basis 
for further refmemenu of the algorithms in the model. 

0 To assess the effectiveness of different melhods of applying dispmanl concennates on oil 
slicks (from boat and helicopter). 

0 To study the capability of satellite-tracked drifting buoys to simulate the drifl of surface and 
dispersed oil nnder various environmental conditions. 

0 To calibrate aerial remote sensing sensors (in aimrafl. helicopter, and satellites) with ground 
hUth data of the surface oil slicks. 

Surface releases (day 1) 
Three surface release slicks, each of 15 m3 (Release rate: lm3 I min) of stabilized Tmll crude oil, 
were released about I nm apan: 
0 One slick (designated Hotel), was treated with Corexit 9500 from a S61-N helicopter using 

a SOKAF 3000 underslung bucket after 2 hours weathering of the oil at sea. The thick 
emulsion of the Hotel slick totally disappeared fmm the sea surface and was dispersed into the 
water column just after the dispersant application, and only sheen was lee behind. 

0 The other slick, (designated Bravo), was treated with Corexit 9500 fmm the response vessel 
Gullbas using the Clearspray system after 2 hours weathering. The treatment c amd  the 
Bravo emulsion initially to lose water before the thick part of it gradually dispersed into the 
water column. 

0 The third slick, (Charlie), was used as a control slick. 

Results from the Charlie slick are presented in this report. 

Sub-surface release (day 2) 
Two slicks, each of 25 m3 of stabilized Tmll c ~ d e  oil, were released about I nm apart 
0 One slick, designated Uniform, was released by pumping the oil from 106 m depth. The oil 

was released without any gas present and nsulted in a 2 to 5 nun thick surface slick of 
emulsion. No data are reporwl from this experiment due to very limited sampling. 

0 The other slick. Sierra, was a release and was used as a conml for the Uniform 
slick. 

Conclusions 
The main conclusions from the 1995 NOFO sea trial were: 

@ SINTEF 

0 A modem dispersant, w m t l y  applied with a helicopter bucket or with spray arms from a 
ship, within the oils 'kindow of oppomnily" for dispersant use. is oapable of dispersing the 
thick oil completely. within 10-30 minutes. 

0 No significant wlo-emulsification. of the oil in the underwater plume was observed, 
probably due to the low release pressure and that no gas was released with the oil (this was 
simulating a pipeline leakage). 

The weather conditions were mugher during the Phase 1 trial with 8 to 10 m/s wind compared to 
Phase 2, where the wind speed varied between 7 and 4 mls wind on Day I and 6 and 2 d s  on Day 

A more entire overview of the total field trial is given in The Operation Plan (Brandvik et al.. 
1995-a), the Cruise Report (Jensen ef a/., 1995) and the main technical report (Brandvik el al., 
1995-b). The analyses data are presented in Suem-Kristiansen er 01.. 1995. 

Predicted evaporation, water uptake and emulsion viscosity from SNTEF OWM is presented 
together with field dam for the Charlie and Sierra slicks in Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, 
respectively. The observed water content and emulsion viscosity of the Sierra slick was lower 
than for the Charlie slick. The Siena emulsions taken during the fmt hour were very unstable, and 
both the water content and viscosity was pmbably under-estimated. The weather conditions were 
calmer during the Sierra release (2-6 d s  wind). The deviation in the viscosity from the O W  
may be explained by hat the majority of offshore field experiments which the development of the 
empirical algorithms are based on, have been performed under moderate to mugh weather 
conditions (typical 6-15 m/s wind). Another explanation may also be due to that the input to the 
model are based on emulsion prepared in the laboratory (using the muting flasks) that are 
simulating a more higher energy level. 

Figure 5.1 : Predicted evapararion andfield &!a Troll m d e  oil. Charlie and Sierra 1995. 
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Property: Water content 
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Figure 5.2 :Predicted wafer mntenf undjielddota Tmll crude oil, Charlie and Sierra 1995. 
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Figure 5.3 : Predicted wafer confenr andfield data T d  crudp oil, Charlie andSiem 1995. 
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5.2 Field and input data 1995 
The data from samples taken of the 011 slick is given in the tabla dcscrikd hen. 

Table 5.1. Physrco-chemicalpruper~i~.~ on wuterjee resrdues o/Troll cnrde and rherr warer-in- 
oil emulvionsfmm the cwnml slick Day I (Charhe) In rhe Norfh Seafield fr~al in August 1995. 

TPble 5.2 : Physrccrchemrcalpmperties on nwrerfree residues of Troll crude and fherr wder-in- 
or1 emulsrons fmm the confrol slick Day 2 (Sierra) rn the North Seafield tNal rn Augusf 1995. 

Table 5 3 - Wind condrdons ar August 1995 FrrggfieId rrral Charlre slick 

Table 5.4 . Windcondfrions at Augusr 1995 Fnggfieldrrtal. Sierraslick. 

Table 5.5 - Inpuf dora for wafheringpredrciions of Tmll crude oil behaviour at sea. 
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T d l e  5.1: Physicechemicolpropenies on woledee re~idues of Troll cnr& and heir wdw-in-oil ennrlsionsjiwn t k  w n h o l  slick Day I (Charlie) in he 
Sod Senfield crid in Augvsl1995. 

-: Notpjbnned 
*; D isj+cwimddeh$r~1ria o / c m ~ l r i a  D,, is e&l@er I km. Dm i s  e&d qb 24 h. D=O; rn w m a  d e d  D=:I dl waseu lad  
**: EJm of 5 m p p  amvlrrvlion c f d r  emuhim 6reaLrAleopd 060.4 re/& lo r k  oil wl-. 
T Ummbk muhim ha VIU br& ~ a n r r m a .  
v Pdwtrpleglluo 38 pm emuhim@ I h k b  rr. IR W - - f u r i r k  oircrqf, Lrb. 1995). 
.r: P d w m # e m d c y l i n & r w ~ ~ ~ ~ e m d m  ~ r o m p u o b k  boluu; rolta k d @ & a t m  o /drs l i c f  
HI: POI. B 2611 (lR .Mmk-~rea (;711W &uqt h i s .  I995J.p. C ~ / . I  (UY-ea CamrPrairrrq?. krir. 1995). 
I:ux66ll a CDIS O W  Ptm PI I1 rnmT.t rsil r - h  
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Table 5.2 : Physim-ckmicalprop~l ier  on waledee reridues of Troll crude awl t k i r  water-in-oil emulsions f iom he c o ~ o l  slick Dny 2 (Sierra) in the N o d  
Senfield bkJ in Avgvrt1995. 

-: N o t p e ~ w m e d  
r L!mtable emulsion that was b rakn  &ring memurement. 
*: D isfiactional dehydration of emulsion. Dlr  is effect afrer I hour, D > a  is effert afler 24 hours. D=0: no water settled. D=: I  al l  water senled 
**: Effect of 5 W p p  concentration of t k  emulsion brenker AIcopol060?? relafive to t k  o i l  volume. 
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Table 5. J : Wind conditions at August 1995 Friggfield trial. Charlie slick. 

*: Start time is 06'' 15'~ August 1993. 

I:KHYI 119 MW OWM nmu II d UI\TIP N ~ Y I  -.& 
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Table 5.4 : Wind conditions of  August 1995 Friggfield hiai. Sierra slick 

*: Start time is ll* 1 6  ~ u g u s l  1995. 
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Table 5.5 : Input data for weatherlngpredlctionr of Tmll crude oil behaviour at  sea. 

IPour Point CC) 1 -12 1 

p ( p p m w t . )  
Nickel m wl.) 

hphaltenc~ (wt. %) 

n-hnmc Inwlublw (wt. %) 

~1-h  Poiw ('c) I 3 
Wax Contmt ('mi. %) 

Dia~oruble for v i ~ c .  < 

-: Daro missing 

6 NOFO exercise 1996 

6.1 The field exprrimcob 
The NOFO oil-water exercise 1996 included two surface releases and one sub-surface release of 
stabiliwd Troll crude oil with gas present. The experiments wem performed at the Frigg field in 
June 1996. 

ObJeclivea 
The objectives of the 1996 exercise wore : 
0 To determine how the weathering processes (evaporation, water-in-oil emulsification and 

natural dispersion) of Troll crude oil proceeded in the control (Charlie) and the treated slick 
(Hotel, tmated by helicopter with the new "Response 3000" bucket) after dispersant 
application. 

0 To determine how the surface slick resulting from the underwater release (designated 
Uniform) of Troll crude oil combined with gas (GOR of 1:67), behaved. 

0 
The field trials in both 1995 and 1996 were performed in order to form basis for building up an 
oporational and cost-effective dispersant response in Norway (for terminals, mfinerics, offshore 
oil fields etc.). 

Surface releuea 
Two surface mleased slicks of fresh, stabilized Troll crude oil were released about 1 nm npart: 
0 One slick. (designated Hotel), was treated with the dispersnnt Corexit 9500 from a S61-N 

helicopter using the newly developed underslung bucket "Response 3000" (described in 
Brandvik 1996b) aftor 4 hours weathering of the oil at sea. The treated part of the Hotel slick 
totally disappeared from the sea surface and dispened into the water column just after the 
dispersant application. 

0 The other slick. Charlie, was used as a control slick. 

Sub-aufice releuea 
In 1995 field trial the oil was released without any gas present, in the 1996 field trials compressed 
air was used to simulate an oil-gas blow-out. 
0 One release of fresh, stabilized Troll crude oil, together with compressed air simulating gas, 

was released from 106 rn depth (not discusad in this report, due to too low film thickness for 
surface oil sampling). 

Cooclualoo# 
The main conclusions from the experiments were : 
0 Troll crude oil omulsified slowly and roached a maximum water content of approximately 60 

vol.% and a viscosity of ZOO0 cP (shear rate LO 9") after I0 houn weathering at the sea 
surface. These measured values wem lowor than the predicted values due to unstable 
emulsions. The weather conditions wem rather calm. with an average wind s p e d  of about 4 to 
5 d s ,  and too low to cause b&ng waves. The same situation occurred during the August 
1995 trials when the Sierra slick was monitored on Day 2 (5 to 6 d s  wind). 

The physico-chemical properties of surface oil from the field experiment in 1996 are further 
&scribed by Strmn-Kristinnsen etal.. 1996. 

- : Nor mea#und 
* : Vlrforig nnuundor r k a ~  -1, /or". 

I'\CHYI 189 MMII OWM II d UI\TII W ~ I  npon.doc 
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Weathering data from the Charlie slick and the Hotel slick before dispersant treatment is 
presented in this repon. Predicted m p o ~ ~ t i o n ,  water uptake and emulsion viscosity from SINTEF 
OWM is presented together with field data in Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 respectively. 

Figure 6.1 : Predicted ewpmlion andfield &la Troll crude oil Charlie and Hotel 1996. 
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Figure 6.2 Predicfed water uptake andfield &la Troll crude oil Charlie and Hotel 1996. 
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Properly: Ernulslon vlscoslty 
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Frgure 6.3 : Predicted emulsion viscosity andfielddata Tmll crude oil Charlie and Horel. 

62  Field and input data 1996 
The data from samples taken of the oil slick are given in the tables described here. 

Table 6.1 : Owrview su&e oil sampling in Charlie slick (conlrol) I1 - I.? June 1996. 

Table 6.2 : Physicwhemrml proper~ies on wafer-fiee residues of Troll crude and their water-in- 
oil emulsionsjrom the controlslick Day I (Charlie) in the North Seafield trial in June 1996. 

Table 6.3 Physiu)'chemicalproperties on water-jee midues of Twll cnrde and their woter- 
in-oil emulsionsfmm the helicopter treatedslick released on Dq I (Had slick) in the North Sea 
W d  trial in June 19%. 

Table 6.4 : Wind canditiom at June 1996 Friggfield trial. Charlie slick. 

Table 6.5 : Windmnditions a1 June 1996 Friggjield trial. Hotelslick. 

Toble 6.6 : Input data forpredic~ions of Troll cnde oil behaviour at sea. 



Table 6.1 : OvmerYlmv sur+z oil sampling in Chmlie r M  (corn/) I I - I2 Jlrne 1996, 
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Norih Senfield eial in June 1996. 
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13.53 

1.3 

5.6 

6 0 . 0 0 4 ~  I 00225.432 

60.00.135 1 002.25.595 
60.00.318 1 00215.097 

5 mm 
I0 m m  

. . 
9810). Slick &+ befa. .-l& 60.00.413 1 002.25269. 
F ~ O  a of sampb c o k w d  m t b a  p n  of ~bc slick (.t buoy 
9810). Slick fmu+ befm 60.00.472 1 002.25.498. 

GPS p o s h  w e  bggd duriog dx 3 thichvn w a u u w s a o .  
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Table 6.4 : Windcondilions a1 June 1996 Friggjield h.ia/. Charlie slick. 

*: Start lime is ofo l l*~une 1996 (rrar(oi1 nha#e). 
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Table 6.J : Wlndcondirlom a1 June l996 Friggjeld trial. Hole/ slick 

*: Slarl lime is 0 p  1 lIh~une 1996 (sranoU~lewe). 
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Table 6.6 : Input data Jorpredicrions oJTroll crude oil behavlour at sea 

0.893 

Pour Point ('C) 
Refemncc tompera~le #I ('C) 

Nickel (ppm w.) I 
Asphaltenw (w. Yo) 
n-Pmtane lnaolublsr lw. %\ I .. . ~~~ ~ . -  . . 

Flaah Point (OC) I 3 1 

Dispmable for vim. < 1 3000 
Poorlv/not dinwnable for viac. > 1 7000 . . 
~ u i m u m  water uptake (%)at ST/I 3.c I 
. Daa misslng 

PUm thlcknns (am) 
Initial 1 10 
Tcnninal 1 

[Stability ntio 1 . 1 0.78 1 71 I j 
. . Nor meamred 
: Vlrm~b meamredal Jhaar rare 10s" 
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7 AEA fleld experlmenta UK 1997 

During the AEA'97 Experimental Sea Trial outside UK, September 1 7 ' ~  - 24*, the target was 
therefore to let the oils weather at sea to a stage where the weathered and emulsified oils were 
considered to be more difficult to disperse. During these experimental field trials the following 
three oils were released and weathered at sea prior dispersant application with Cmxit  9500: 

50m3 Forties weathsrod for 2 days at sea prior to troattnent of 2.5m1 Coroxit 9500 
20m3 IFO-180 Heavy bunker fuel weathered for 4.5 hours at sea prior to mattnent of 0.9m1 
Conxit 9500 followed by a 2" treatment 23-25 hours at sea (2.0 m1 Comxit 9500) 

9 31m1Alash North Slope (ANS) crude (designated "Alpha") weathered for 2.5 days at sea 
prior to matment of 
1.0 m3 Corexit 9500 

Due to lack of ground truth sampling of oil weathoring data of the Forties and the HFO slicks. 
only weathering data and predictions of the Alpha slick is presented in this report. 

The primary purpose of the experiments was to measure the changas in oil proparlies during 
weathering at sea, and to determine the period of time during which Cmxit  9500 can bo 
considersd as a viable response option for these oils. 

In order to have a better understanding and documentation of the likely weathuring properties and 
chemical dispcrsibility with Corexit 9500 on the oils planned to be used in the field, it was 
decided to perform soma laboratory experiments prior the field trial. 

Summary 
During a laboratory study prior the field trials. the weathering properties and the "dispersibility 
properties" for wea thad  ANS crude and IFO-180 heavy fuel oil were defined. The 
experimental data from this laboratory study were used as input to the SINTEF Oil Weathering 
Model to improve the validity of the predictions of the weathering propenies and in estimating 
the "time window" for effective use of Corexit 9500 on the oils to be used in the field trial. 

Compared to earlier studies carried out with Comxit 9527 at SINTEF. Comit 9500 shows an 
improvement in the dispersibility up to a viscosity of 20.000 cP on the ANS emulsions. This 
gives a significant inorease in the "time window" for effective use of dispersant on the ANS 
crude. 

In addition to the ANS testing, some limited chemical dispsrsibility testing with Corexit 9500 on 
two different batches of 1FO-180 HFOs was camedout in SINTEFs laboratories. Also for the 
bunker fuels, the dispsrsant dosage seem to be very critical to the effectiveness msulb (dosages up 
to 1: 10 is required). Mom systematic investigation is also needed in order to better establish the 
"viscosity areas" for dispersibility for different bunker oil qualities and their w/wmulsions. 

that it is possible to disperse ANS crude oil emulsions up to a viscosity of 20,000cP and IFO-180 
emulsions to viscosities of 20.000 to 30.000 cP. Emulsions weathered to viscosities above these 
values swm to disperse slowly / poorly when treated with dispmant. Such available data of the 
'%iscosity area" the dispcrsibility am crucial information for the OSC during spraying operations. 

The ground truth data of the water content in the surface emulsion gave fairly good correlations to 
the model predictions for the first half day after release. However, over the next days, a -in 
the water content was obtained in the field. This may ba explained by an evaporation of the 
emulsified water in the surface emulsion probably took place, due to high sea-temperature and 
exmmely sunny conditions during the experiment period. Temperature in the oil was measured up 
to 5°C higher than sea temperature. This needs further investigation because this process in not 
reflected in present weathering models. Algorithms for evaporation of water in surface emulsions 
should therefore be developed. This is particularly relevant when predicting more long-term 
weathering (several days at sea) and under more temperate I tropical conditions. 

The results from the field experiment in 1997 are further described by Daling. 1998 and also 
discussed by Daling and Stram. 1999 and Lewis er a/.. 1998. 

Predicted water uptake and emulsion viscosity from SINTEF OWM is presented together with 
field data in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.1. respectively. 

The viscosity data obtained in the laboratory and by the model pmdictiona generated prior tho 
trials comaponded well with the weathoring and dispersant perfomnce that took place in Iha 
field. Thess field bialn therefore confvmed labontory studies curied out st SMTEF indicating 
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Flgure 7, I Predicted water uptake andfieldda~a Alruka North Slope 1997. 

Prop*: Emulmlon vlrcwny 
T-- 1x1: II 

@ Sl NTEF 
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7.2 Fleld and Input data 1997 
The data from aamples taken of the oil slick is givon in the tables described hem 

Table 7.1 Physico-chemicalproperties and 'peld check" of dispersant and demulslfler 
effectiveness ofAlaska North Slope crude ("Alpha slick'y at sea. UK Trials, 20. - 23. September, 
1997. " 

Table 7.2 Wind conditions (average wind in m/s) during the AEA '97field trial used as input 
to the SINTEF Oil Weathering Model. 

Table 7.3 : Input data forpredictions ofAlaska North Slope crude oil behaviour at sea. 

Flgure 7.2 :Predicted emuLrion viscosity andjeld data Alruka North Slope 1997 
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T11ble 7 I Ph.v.vico-chenric111p1.operties and 'Feld check " of clisprsanr and cleinirlsi/ier efrctivenesr of Alaska A'orth Slope o~r t l e  ("Alpha slick '') or sea. UK 
Trials. 20. - 23. Srpcmber, 1997." 
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A 6 P o s B 1 6 h .  

A7 Pos A 1 8 . 5  h. 

1500 

1720 

AAOO2l2 

AA00214 

25 

48 

818 

249 1 

Good 

Good 

Stability 
Alcopol 0 60 
Corexit 9500 
Stability 
Alcopol 0 60 
Corexit 9500 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.2 
0.6 
0.6 
0 

0.2 
0.1 

0.5 
0.6 
0.8 
0.1 
0.5 
0.4 



A EA) I (/rrrction delrjiruted at I Y C )  
I I 

Non-heated area (?) I I I I 1 I I I 1 I 
* D !.\.fiuciional drhydruiir~n uj enrrrlsion. ,i/irr 2 rrrbr. Ihurrr orr~l24 horrrs sc,rrling u/rt.~- ~knrrrb!/ic~r m~~l~i~lron rn rhe ~'1n1.r 

Emalsion stability and 
Demulsifier effecdveness 

Dispersibility 
(DER = I : 25) 

Sample / 
Time or Sea 

Date / 
Time 

AEA 
ID-no 

li'arer 
fvol.%) 

Viscosity 
IcP, ar I Y C ,  at 
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Table 7.3 Input dola forpredictions ofAla~ka North Slope crude oil behaviour d sea. 

F n ~ h  all propertla 
Specific Onvily (60 F/60 F) 1 0.908 

Pour Pomt ('C) 1 -31.666 

n-Pontme Irwlublw (W. %) 

Fllrh Pomt (DC) 
Wu Content tW. '6) I 

ntm tuchw (mm) 
initid I 20 
Terminn1 I 

- . Not m e m u d  

8 Deep Splll JIP 2000 
In order to increase the understanding of how oil and gas from subsea leaks or blowouu will 
behave in deep water. The Deepspill Joint Industry Project was established with the aim of 
determining the fate of oil and gas released in deepwater by performing full-scale field 
experimental releases. 

Objectivn 
Tho main purposes of these experiments were: 

to obtain data for verification and testing of numerical models for simulating accidental 
releases in deep waters; 
to test equipment for monitoring and surveillance of accidental releases in deep waters; 
to evaluate the safety aspect of accidental releases of gas and oil in deep waters. 

Verified numerical models combined with improved surveillance of the releases should then 
provide a better basis for oil spill c~ntingenc;~lanning and environmental impact assessments in 
conjunction with futum deep water exploration, deveiopment and production. 

Releaan 
The experiments were conducted at 844 m depth in the Helland Hansen region in the Norwegian 
Sea. 60 m3 marine diesel and 60 m3 S t u ~  blend together with 18 m' liquefied natural gas (LNG) 
equivalent to 10 000 m' of gas at atmospheric pressure were released from a discharge platfom 
lowered down to the seabed. 

The msults from the Deepspill JIP 2000 are presented in Johansen era/ . ,  2000. 

Figure 8.1- Figum 8.3 predictions of evaporation, water content and viscosity of emulsion of Sture 
~ & d  c o m p s d  to sample data from th;deep spill experiment. The data frdm the deep spill 
expsriment is in good accordance to the predictions made by the SMTEF OWM (Johansen et 01. .  

-wC11n - - -" I . -  e m -  .... m-1,. --*--- ...... 1 - 1 1  

I..lur*l.nm*.UlO'O 

"I I I I 

I 

YH - 
Figure 8.1 Evrrporative lass of crude oil afler resurfacing. Measured values compared with 

pmdictiom based on laboratory data obtained,from Sture Blend (2000). Note thd this 
ir essentially the same blend of crude oils as the Sture blend used in the experiment, 
butpreviously marketed with another name. 
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8.2 Water rrptoke ofStrrre Blend cnrde oil ofer resnrfacing. Predicted and meusrrred 
valrres. 

8.1 Field data ZOO0 

The data from samples taken o f  the oil slick are given in the tables described here. 

Toble 8.1 : Emslsion/ilm thickness (pn) - Strrre Blend cn~de oil 

Table 8.2 : W/o emrrlsian propertier 

Toble 8.3 : Wind doto 2000 

Table 8.4 : Model inprtt - weathering dato St~rre blend 

Figure 8.3 : Viscosiy of  emulsion. Strrrr Blend cnrde oil ofer resuflocing. Predicted ond 
meusrrred ~olrres 
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Table 8.1 : Emulslon Plm thickness (p) -Shire Blend crude oil 

E m u l k a  
PUm PaMon ') Comment8 

~ a m ~ l t u n  umo W ~ W  thlckneu (aamrllw teehabaa / Vlaud . . 
(16.1 time) content!' (Pm) LI ~ o n g  o&rr*a~;ma) 

0902 29 19 65 00.037 4 50.775 PP-P.4 #pot aamplinp / m d l i c  
0904 29 171 65 00.034 4 50.775 PP-Pd IWI umolinn /Thick oil . .  . -  

( D i a c o n t i m ~ ~ ~  /continuo~. hue) 
0908 29 38 65 00.009 4 50.772 PP-Pnd. rpot umpling /thick oil 

(Diawntinuour) 
O W  19 7 65 00.001 4 50.719 PP-Pad, ,pot aamplinp 1 mcullic 
1035 29 15 65 00.150 4 51.517 PP-Pad #pol aunpling / 4 aunplos 
1036 29 101 65 00.146 4 51.500 in thick(ducontinum~) oil md 

A ~ a i i l d  parshin - 
I I05 66 1983 64 59.588 4 51.156 PP-pd, mot ampling from thick 

muhion 
I l l 0  63 1187 64 59.433 4 50.971 Thick muhion. srdmatd > 1.3 

mm 
1116 63 I008 64 59.398 4 50.989 PP-P.4 apot sunpUng h m  thick 

umuhion 
1116 63 1902 64 59.398 4 50.989 PP-p.4 rpot umplbg from thick 

muhion 
1617 69 1264 ') PP-pnd in thick muhion. 3 
1617 69 1204 p id ls l  wnph 
1617 69 777 

') Position a w n  in goographical dognus IoUowd by dscinnl minutoa 
') Samplu ukcn in the amthorn front of tho dirk (Paition not mcordod) 
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Table 8.4 : Model input - weathering data Shwe blend (2000) 

Figure 8.4 Plot of wind speed and direction or the Helland Hansen site during the &&ill sea 
trial. Baed an smoothed data a shown in Figure 6.1. 

Table 8.3 : Winddata 2000 

Stan date : 25.06.2000 00 UTC 
Time from start Wind speed Direction 

ca) (1~1s) (3 
0 10,4 15 
6 93 10 
12 49 6 
I8 2,s 337 
24 29 3 16 
30 2.1 33 1 
36 2.1 0 
42 32 0 
48 63 347 
54 93 336 
60 11.7 335 
66 13.5 334 
72 14.2 336 
78 14.0 339 
84 12.8 341 
90 10.7 346 
% 9.1 356 
102 83 8 
108 8,s 19 
114 10.7 26 
120 13.6 30 

F I ~ J ~  P o i n ~ ( q  I 
wax cmwnl (wt. %) 

Dimarable for vix. c I 2m 
Poorly d i i b l e  for virc. > 1 9 0 0 0  
Maximum walu uplake (%) a1 5'C/13*C I 75 
- Daramissing 

Rlm thlcknea (mm) 
Initial I 0.5 
Terminal 1 0.5 

Volume topped (%) I 0 1 1 6 1 2 8 1 3 9 /  
I 100 1 86 1 76 1 65 

.. . . . . . , . . . -. . -. . . . . . , 
Maximum wbvr ConDnl (Ye) 
Ildftime for w81a upakc Our) 
Slabllny m w  
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Appendix D: Users Manual for SINTEF OWM Version 3.0 
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1. InstaUation 
The SINTEF Oil Weathering Model ( O W )  is delivered on a single CD-ROM, containing the 
model computation engine. uscr interface and oil type database. It requires Microsofi Widows NT. 
Install the OWM from Setup.exe from the CDROM. and follow the installation insmctions. 

2. Running the SINTEF OWM under Microsoft Windows 
The S W F  Oil Weathering Model may be started from MimsoR Windows by double clicking 
either the icon inntallcd on the desktop by the scrup program, or the executable file 
C:X)WModel\OWModel.exc. 

3. Getting started: a simple scenario 
Whco the model is started using tbe procedure described above, the main window appears (Figure 
3.1). ~YIC main window contains a menu bar at the top, and dialog controls for a shon description of 
the scenario, oil typc and weather conditions. 

Figure 3. I. The main window of lhe S M E F  Oil Weathering Model. 

c ~ ~ p n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m o l d o ~ r t m ~ o ~ u i r e ~  w w m  -I 3 o-rm@do~ 

T o w  a scenario, first select an oil from the list in the Oil T p  dropdown-lisf. If there is a 
description available for this oil in the database, it will appear in the De~cripionjreld in the top of 
the dialog. If no description appws, or yw want to change the description. you can type a 
description yourself (for example 'Test case"). 

The model gives some default weather conditions, but one has also the opponunity to use the Add 
and Remwe burtons to alter the sea surface umperatums and winds speeds that arc required in a 
specific case. For example, a sea surface tempemure may bo added by typing the value in the blank 
field and clicking the Add button. The spec~ficd temperature will appear in the lisr to the left. To 
remow item in either the sea surface temperature or wind speed list, highlight itcms by clicking, or 
multi-select by <cfrb click. and tben click on the DeleIe button. Notice that a twun of the model 
computations will be necessary to see the effect of a change made in one of the lists. 

In the example above, we have selected to run the model for one sea surface tempcram (10 "C) 
and thne (constant) wind speeds (5, 10 and I5 m1.s). By clicking the Go bunon on the menu, we 
thus run 3 scenarios: I sea surface temperature, and 3 wind spads for this sea temperature.To save 
your cumnt scmario ssnmgs, choose F i l e h  A s  from the ma~n menu. 

3.1 Graphical output 
Graphics displays are obtained by choosing Ourpvr and Grclphies horn the main menu. This bnngs 
up a mmu containing the various properties calculated by the modcl (Figure 3.2). Click on om of 
hem for instance the evaporative loss, to display an x-y plot of the p r o m  as a hmction of time. 
Thco go back to the main window by using the W i h w  menu on top. choose one of the other 
propettics and you can study the gmphics by turn in the Window menu. Evaporative loss, water 
upsakc, viscosity of emulsiin, and mass balance are also available using bunoos on the tool bar. 

Figure 3.2 Graphical oulpur menu. 

C ~ ~ O I I I W I ~ ~ O i l W ~ M & l J D - k ( I P d ( d D C  
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Examples of the graphical output are shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4. 

Figure 3.3 Evaporative loss, IlOOCsen sur/ace temperamre and3 windspee&. 

Figure 3.4 Mass balance 10°C sea su&e ~empe~hcre and 10 m/s wind speed 

3.2 Ourput tertflles (.TXT. .TX2) 
The model produces a text file with a summary of input parameters, and a table with prediction 
results. To view this file, choose Output and Text from the main menu. As the output file shows, the 
model calculates several properties. These are listed in table form for the time cuts specified in the 
Time Curs form (Section 6). You can print hardcopy of the output file by clicking the Print button. 
When you are finished studying the output file, click on the menu File/Exiil to close the output 
window. 

An example of an output text file is shown in Figure 3.5. 

I *". nw"c 9 u-.=s far w.d.riaq "I" U "***"* 

SxUIXl Oil Wo&=* n(lIlod.1 : a . 0  
Oil IYP. : IDDIIM EL- 2000 
mi& m..4 : FQI IR .~  .IIO.~IS) 
Tmminml film c h i h s s  ( r l  r 1.000 
d o i l  mi11.d 1-1 : 9600.0000 
P.l.0.. D"rYioll I&> : 2 m . o  
P.1.0'. I"S..'t : 0.0 
O u - a i l - r d a  (0011) : 0.00 / 0.00 Nblc f-fbbl 
I.Ctol LOI 1.b ID fi.16 d s i t i c r s i o n  r u e  : 6.000 
D.lui$l o t  ram rr.r Ikp/a^3L : 1026.000 

&pch lr) : m.000 
I.%& 1.1 a: 100.000 s: 1oo.000 1: ~oo .000  1: 1oo.000 
IMrrion of d d  rCzongsb IN.) : 1440.ODD 

0 
: 0.000 
: IZlrZiC., 
: rn 
: so 
: Y.. 
: Y., 
: Us. ".th.rLng belor 

sa. 374. 1300. ssoo. 

Figure 3.5 Ourput rexrjile. 

For the purpose of giving the user the possibility of making h i s k  own graphs of prediction results, 
a -=scenario name.TX2 file is generated in the same directory as the scenario file (.OW-file); e.g. 
in the C:\OWodel3.0\SCENARIO directory. This file may be directly imported into Microsoft 
EXCEL simply by opening it from EXCEL, and clicking Finish (without having to do any further 
specifications). By this procedure, the dam table(s) "slides" directly into the actual worksheet, and 
the user is free to graph the fields in the preferred way. 

C ~ I l b g  m e - \ U a  GwwsNTEF OwMITImF Od W-8 Modal 3 0-rm pdr& 



4. Variable wind speed 
In the example above, constant wind speed was used in the predictions. In an acnral spill situation, 
however, the wind varies with time in a way thar may be specified fmm measurements or weather 
fomasts. Click on the mdio-bunon labeled "Read Wind Data fm Disk" to enable the dropdown 
wind speed file list. This list works in a way similar to the scenario list. The user may either spaify 
a new wind file in the edit box, or he may click on the Browse bunon to selec~ an existing wind file. 

A simple wind speed editor is included to create and edit wind filcs. Click on menu MdeI/IYind 
Editor to bring up the editor. Thc wind file editor is shown in Figure 4.1. To create a new file, it is 
suggested to use an existing file a s s  template. The fim five lines in the file arc h&r information, 
not used in the pnsent version of rhc O W .  Each subsequent line contains a time in hours from 
spill start, a wind speed in mctm per second, and a direction in compan degrees hom which the 
wind comcs. Thc wind dimtion thus follows maeomlogical urovcntion. with 0' being from the 
no~th towards rbc south and 90' being from the esst towards west. When one has specified the d 
data for the d e s i d  period, click on the Serve As or Saw bunon to save the wind file and close the 
editor. Select the new wind file in the Read WindDafa/Fom Dirk edir bax, and the model is ready 
to run. If you wish to r a f o w  existing wind files for use with the SINTEF O W .  either a tab or a 
blank spam between time. speed and direction in each mw will suffice. 

Note that the OWM cheeks the wind file for new values at each lime CUI, and uses Ihe previous 
wind values until a new lime cut is mcounmcd. To assure that all wind values an accounted for in 
a simulation, the time cuts (under the mmu itun Model) should match with the wind time intnvals. 

Figure 4.1 Ercrmple fjorm for in@ of time-variable wlnd. 



5. The graphics output window - - 
Examples of the graphical output window wen shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4. The menu bar 
of this window has several extensions in addition to the standard system menu items. 
These give the user the opportunity to: 

Edit the text in the graph, EdiI/SeIecI Coption Fvnt and Select label Font. 
manually scale the y-axis, ViewISet Sculing, 
put comments in the graph, ViewlEdil Comments, 
save the graph to disk, FildSaw us, 
get hardcopies of graphs FilelPrint, 
and load an old graph from disk FildOpen 

Choosing Edir/SeIect Coption Font, brings up the window shown in Figure 5.1. 

Figure 5.1 7he terr fonnating window. 

Choosing View /Set Scoling. brings up the window shown in Figure 5.2, where mtain settings may 
be a l t e d  in order to customize the y-axis scale. 

Figure 5.2 The scaling window. 

Choosing ViewlEdir Commen ts... brings up the window shown in Figure 5.3. 

Figure 5.3 The comments &or window. 

This window leu you rype comments that will be displayed beneath the graph. Text will 
automatically wrap to the next line when a line is too long. To force a line break, type Ctrl-Return. 



6. Changing the time window 
By default, predictions arr paformed for the time window ranging from fifteen minuts to 5 days 
after the spill. The wa may change thii time window by selecting Model and Time curs, in the 
main meou This brings up Ihe window shown in Figure 6.1. 

Figure 6.1 The time cuts window. 

In rhis window the uuscr may add and &lac time cuts in thc same m a w  as with sea tempemrum 
and wind speeds by using the edit box and Add and Delete buttons. A utility for quickly filling the 
time cue list box is also iacludcd. Hem, one typts the number of time wr, to we, the smn time, and 
the sscp rmcar scale) or facmr (logarithmic scale) buwm sumding cimc cue into the 
comspoodiug edit coomk, and then clicks on the Flll lisr button. Clicking on the Clear lirr burron 
empties the list of time cw.  Notiw that the time scale may be logarithmic a linear. The default 
time sa l e  is logarithmic in order to gel a h ighs  resolution in tbe d y  stages of a spill. The 
maximum time for which the model can perform predictions is ummtly set to 480 hours (20 days). 

Cam should be raLma when spcciqring the time cuts in orda to obtain smooth graphs. The time curs 
spffify for which dmes the weathering sate of the oil will be smnd under prediction, and for which 
rim- m put numbaing on the x-axis in paphs. Thus, a sufficient number of time cuts should be 
uscd to obtain a satisfactory mlution, while st the ssmc h e  not amking the graph crowded with 
numbers along the x-axis. A number of 13-20 lim cuts gives viAlally good mults. For time cuts 
ex&g 24 hours. tho numbering dong tbc x-axis is divided by 24 to give Uie time elapsed in 
days. Tbus, the time cuts exceeding 24 hours should be c h  st an c v c ~  6, I2 or 24 hours sa that 
ltLC numbaing along the x-axis bccomts easy to intcrpm (1.25 or 1.5 dsys insread of 1.208 days 
and the like). 



7. Changing model parameters 
In addition to oil type and weather conditions, the experienced user may change a number of model 
parameters. By choosing Model and Model Parameters from the main menu the window in Figure 
7.1 appears. 
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Figure 7.1 Thehfodel Parameters window. 

Terminal fdm lhirkncss (defaultfiom database) 
Specifies the minimum oil film thickness that the oil film will approach in the case of an oil release 
on the sea surfice. The default value depends on the oil product selected. The value specified refers 
to the terminal thickness of the thick oil, not the blue sheen that appears around the edga. In the 
case of some petroleum products such as gasoline, the terminal thickness may equal the sheen 
thickness. In the case of a seabed blowout (specified by Depfh greater than am) ,  the physical 
processes governing the film thiclmcss forming on the sea surface are not petroleum product 
specific. In the l a m  case, the terminal film thickness is set to m, and the respective field in the 
screen window is disabled. 

Depth gram where the oil release oeeum) 
The depth of the release, in the case of an underwater release, is specified in the Deprh field in the 
Relerrceproperties section of the s e m  window. By choosing a value greater than a m .  the model 
implicitly assumes an underwater release from this depth. This also activates the Gas-to-Oil ratio 
fielddescribed below. Note that Depth should not be set greater than Water depth described below. 

Gas-to-01 ratio (GOR) 
In the case of an underwater release (when the Deprh field is set to a value greater than zero), the 
Gm-to-Oil ratio (GOR)$eld in the Release properties section of the screen window is activated. 
The GOR is a petroleum well specific value, and may vary greatly from field to field. The values 
may be given as a pure ratio (without denomination) or m cubic f d b l ,  specifying the volume 
ratio between gas and oil in an underwater leakage. The OWM 3.0 implementation assumes a 
regime where the dominating force regarding surfacing of the oil is gas driven (dominating the oil's 
inherent buoyancy). For this reason a lower limit is set for GOR; at least 10 or equivalent 56.15 
cu.ft/bbl. 

Release amount and duration 
Amount spilled is specified in metric tons. barrels, cubic meters or liters. Duration is specified in 
minutes, hours, or days. The user may choose specifying either oil release volume and duration or 
oil release rate and duration. In the calculations, the program first calculates the rate of release in 
metric tons/minute, and uses this rare in all calculations. 

Dense of W e r  
Specifies the density of the water in which the oil is spilled. The default value is 1025 gmll, which 
is a typical value for seawaler. Water density affects spreading of both fresh oil and emulsion. 

Water deplh 
Specifies the depth of water at (and around) the spill location. The default value is 50m. This value 
is used by the model for calculating wave height, and needs to be changed to suit your area. Note 
that this value should be set greater or equal to the Depth of the oil release, described above. 

Fetch 
Spedfies the distance to shore (or an ice edge) in four directions: north, south. east and west. The 
default value is 100 Ian in all directions, which corresponds to a spill in open sea. These values will 
influence the build-up of waves and thus the rate of natural dispersion. They need to be changed 
only if the spill site is very close to shore or an ice edge. Appendix D shows equations for shallow 
water significant wave prediction curves as functions of wind speed, feteh length, and wind 
duration, and depth (based on the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers shore Protection Manual. 1984). 

Processes: natural dispersion, evaporation and emulsification 
These are onfoff buttons for the three processes calculated by the model. The Ewprutiiun button is 
always turned on (cannot be turned om, but the other two may be turned on or off to study their 
individual effects on the oil spilled at sea. By default. all processes except natural dispersion are 
turned on. 

Arctic condW01~1 
Data from a full scale field trial in the Arctic ice south of Svalbard (Spitsbergen) in the Barents Sea 
haw been used to calibrate spreading, natural dispersion. evaporation and emulsification in the 
presence of ice blocks, or thick (> 0.5 m) sheet ice. The presence of sea ice reduces the spreading 
rate of the oil, which in turn reduces the evaporation ratc (and increases the thickness). The ice also 
damps wave activity, which reduces both natural dispersion and emulsification. 



7.1 Vbving oil database contents 
The oil type database is designed to contain fresh oil pmpaties, boiling point curve. labomtory 
weathering data and properties of cuts for an arbitrary number of oil types. To load and view 
information on a specific oil type follow these steps: 

Select the oil type fmm the oil type drop down list in Ihe main window. 
Select Oil rypes and Oil Properies from the main menu (Figure 7.2). 
Select the type of information you want. 
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Figure 7.2 Oilpmper~ies window. 

The selected information is displayed in a dedicated text editor shown in Figure 7.3, and m y  be 
altered, copicd or printed. Altwations to Ibc text are made possible so that thc user may prepare 
printouts, fbr example a subsci of the information. These alterations wiU nor be stored in the 
database. The boiling point curve may k viewed in graphics as well by choosing the button labeled 
Grqphicr, in the editor window. 

Labommy weathering dam prsently exists for about 50 audcs and 15 refined products. However, 
predictions may k performed bared merely on the standard ~~KIc assay for an oil type. This allows 
predictions to be performed for all the oil typa in the oil datahe, but with m l t s  being lens 
accurate hr the oil types for which nn labomtory westhaing dam exist. 

Figure 7.3 Example of injormafionfmm the text editor. 

7.2SeWng filter8 on the oil database 
7he oil fype database contains abouf 200 crude oils and m~nedproducts. nmslly raken from the 
HPI Crude Oil Assay Handbook (1987). Alfhough these ore ordered alphabetic~~lly. the lisr is 
somerimes d~#culr to navrgnre. For this ream,  a da~obaefilter utility hai been included. 
Choosing Oil types and Oil database query,fron, the main menu, brings up the window shown in 
Figun 7.4: 

Figure 7.4 The oil d a t b e  quev window. 
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F i l m  may be set on seven different properties (and combinations of them): 

9 Datasource 
Geographical area 
Product type 
Existence of weathering data (laboratory analysis results) 
Pour point nnge 
APIgravityrange 
Specific gravity range 

A filtering by data source, geogmphical area and product type is set by clicking on a line of text in 
one of the list boxes. For example, if you click on Alaska. USA in the geographical area list box, 
only oil types from this location will be visible in the oil type dropdown list in the main window. If 
you also click on HPI Crude Oil Database in the data source list box, and CRUDE in the Product 
list box, only M d e  oils from Alaska and provided by the HPI Crude Oil Database will be visible in 
the oil type dropdown list. 

The film also gives the possibility of selecting oils within a specific pour point range andlor gravity 
range (either API or specific gravity). This is done, simply by putting a tick-mark in the box to the 
left of the according range box(es), and specifLing the h i r e d  rang+) in the Min and Mar fields. 
If the user funhermom wants to restrict the selection of oils to those with lab weathering data. this 
may be done by putting a tick-mark in the box to the left of the text "Oiltypes with lab weathering 
data only". 

If the user wants to The contents of the oil type dropdown list may be sent to a printer device by 
selecting Oil type and Oil type list from h e  main menu. 



8 Making graphics for standard SINTEF manuals 
A special tool for making graphics for the sceadsrd SINTEF Oil Weatheling Manuals is designed to 
quickly get printouts of all the propaties predicted by the model. The window for defining 
charaucristics of manual graphics is brought up by selecting Ourpur and Mrm~01.. fmm tbc main 
menu. This window is shown in Figure 8.1 

Figure 8. I The mmual window. 

The Manual window lets the user edit the header, customiu the y-axis, and add comments to the 
various oil pmpcrties calculated by the model. 

The dropdown list at the top of the window lets the ustr sslect one of the available -es. The 
graph header, y-axis scaling and comments for this property will then be loaded and displayed, and 
the user may alter lhea as he pleases. 

The utilities for customizing the y-axis and typing comments wok as deseri i  in Section 5. but 
some exha hilitice have k c n  added to the wmmenu editor. These are represented by the buttons 
along the right and Iowa edge of k. comments d i t  box. The two upper buttons let the user copy or 
par@ text to and from the Wmdows clipboard. The two lower buttons let the user save tbe text in 
the comments edit box to a text file, or load a text fik into the comments edit box. 

The edit box for the graph's header is similar to the wmmenu editor. except h t  words don't wrap 
m the next line wben tbe line is to long. lnnead the sxt automatically scrolls to the left. However. if 
the lines a n  too Ion& they will be clipped when sent to the printer for hardcopies. 

Although this ml is intended for creating standard SINTEF Manual graphics, which use four 
wostant wind speeds and two sea surface trmpcm~reg it may just as well be used for other 
mnfigurations, including variable wind spad. 

To prim graphics. select File and Print. Then select the specific pmpmies one wants to print. To 
create a gmphics file (Windows Maafik famat) for use in repolis or other documents, select File 
and Expon to Me~qiie .  
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9. Coupling the SINTEF oil weathering model to oil drift models 
It is possible lolink the SINTEF Oil ~ e a l h e r i n ~ ~ o d e l  to oil driA models through a common block 
that allows the programs to share information characterizing oil patches or spillets. This capability. 
described further in Aamo et al. (1993: Appendix E), requires some cooperative effort with the 
developen. Conlsct SlNTEF Materials and Chemistry. Marine Enviro~nenral Technology, for 
further information 

10. Editing oil database 
By using the oil database edit utility, OILDBED, the user may add. delete and change data on 
existing oil types as well as entering new oil types. The oil data base editor is started from 
Microsoft Windows by double clicking either the iwn installed on the desktop by the setup 
program, or the executable file C:\OWModel\OlLDBED.exe. The Main window is shown In 
Figure 10.1. 

blank data fields). The Main window includes fields for entering oil type descriptions, true boiling 
point curves, fresh oil properties and data from weathering analysis. Use Tab or lefr-click with the 
cursor to move fiom one field to another. Use period as decimal point. 

10.2.1 Fiefds Tor entering oil lype description and source 
Fields for entering oil type description and sources are listed below: 

Soorce: 
Select (laboratory) soum from the Source scmll mmu. If the relevant source does not appear in the 
list select Duta/Source on the menu bar. add the source name and eventual extra description in the 
Description field, and close the source window. Fig 10.2 shows the screen window for adding new 
source data. 

Figure 10.1 Main window ofoil database editor. 

10.1 Editing data on existing oils aod create new oils in the database 
To edit data on existing oils in the database. select Filc/Open and choose an oil from the list. The 
data for the selected oil type will appear in the main window and editing can be done. The editing is 
done in accordance with the description of how to add oils to the database (chapter 10.2) below. 
Choose File/Suvr before closing (and saving changes) of existing oils and File/Savr As and give 
new oil type name before closing (and saving) the new oil type. If the user wants to filter out a 
selection of oils just press the Filter button in the FildOpn screen window This will bring up the 
filtering menu for which the use is described in chapter 7.2 above. 

10.2 Add oil types to database 
To add oil types to the database select File/Nm~and type the new oil type name. This name will 
appear in the oil type selection list. The main window (fig. 10. I) will appear on the screen (with 

Figure 10.2 Adding new source data. 

Loration (region): 
S e l e  the region location from the scroll menu. If the region loeation does not appear in the l i s ~  
select DatdLocation on the menu bar. and add the new lcxation similar to the procedure described 
for adding new source data above. 

Produer: 
Select product (type) from the scroll menu. Selection of a product (type) will initialize the default 
terminal film thickness for OWM predictions using this product. If the relevant product does not 
appear in the list, select DaWrod~c t  on the menu bar, and add the new product similar to the 
procedure described for adding new source data above. 

Year: 
Enter the year the analysis has been prepared or added to the oil database. 



Description: 
Describe the history of the data l~ke e.g "'data from XXX 1999 have been updated wth TBP data 
fwm 2002". Dcscnpnons, that do not fit ms~dc the Dcscnpt~on field, may be added usmg the Info 
File button, whlch opens a descnpt~on text file for entenng 6ee textual informanon (e g oil 
company, date of samphg etc), to be saved together w~th the actual 011 type 

:WRSK BLENI =h*hRq** 

Rgure 10.3 Adding axm information for the actual oil rype. 
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12. Index 
Beaufort Wind Scale 
Duration of wind, 
Fetch. 
oraphics 
Initial film thickness, 
Installation, 
Manuals, 
Model panmeters, 
Natwal dispersion, 
Oil type database, 
oulpur, 
Setting filters, 
Terminal film thickness, 
Text, 
The main window, 
T i e  cuts, 
Variable wind speed. 
Viscosity, 
Weather conditions, 
Wind Data from Disk. 

13. Glossary 

Blur sheen 
The part of an oil slick that is vuy thin (just a few microns). 

The properties predicted by the model are those of the thick part of the slick. 

EmuMflcation 
The process of mixing waterdroplets into the oil, forming an emulsion. 
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Emulsion 
Refers to a water-in-oil emulsion. where water droplets of varying sizes are mixed into the oil. This 
waterloil mixture has properties that are quite different from the water-free oil. 

Evaporation 
The process of releasing lighter fractions of the oil to tha atmosphere as vapor. 

Natural dispersion 
The process of oil going into the water column as droplets of varying sizes. Induced primarily by 
breaking wave activity. 

Viscosity rntio 
A number giving the ratio bchKan the viscosity of the emulsion and the viscosity of the 
corresponding water-fke oil: 

where 
P = viscosity of emulsion 
k = viscosity of water-fme oil 

An emulsion is considered completely stable if no water sepovdas out after 24 hours of setting. The 
dehydration D of an emulsion is simply 

where WOR is the water-twil ratio in the emulsion, and the subscripts ref and 24 refer to the 
reference emulsion and the emulsion after 24 hours of settling, respectively. The stability S is then I 
- D, so that a stability of 1 corresponds to a completely stable emulsion (D = 0). 



Appendix A: Table of the Beaufort Wind Scale 

Beaufort Scale 
number 
0 

Dacription 

Calm 
Light air 
Light brwzs 
Gentle breeze 
Moderate breeze 
Fresh breszs 
Strong brwzc 
Near gale 
Gale 
Strong gale 
Storm 
Violent storm 
Hurricane 



Appendix B: Step-wine in~tructlon~ for running the SINTEF OU Weatberlng 
Model 

1. Doublo-click on tho SINTEF Oil Woathsring Modol i w q  or on tho executable file 
0WModol.oxo. Tho main window of tho model now appws. 

2. Type a description into tho description edit field. 
Choose an oil type by clicking on tho mow at tha right of tho oiltypo box. and then selecting 
from tho list that appears. 
Type a sea surf= tompmtum into tho tompontum edit box and click on tho Add button (or 
soloct and &lots one or mom default values) 
Typo a wind spccd into the wind speed edit box, and pmss tho Add button (or select and 
dolete existing valuon). 

3. Choose "Run" from the Modol manu to porfonn predictions. 

4. Choose "Graphics" and 'Evaporative loss" from tho Output menu to v i w  resulting graphics. 

5. Doublo-click on the icon in tho uppar-right-hand comer of the graphics window to close it. 

6. Repeat 6 and 7 for other lpspha of i n m s t .  

7. Double-click the icon in tho upper-loll-hand comer of the main window to close tho SINTEF 
Oil Weatbring Model. 



The latter may be expressed by the Blaussius formula for flow around a flat plate: 

Appendix C: Technical documentation 

The model calculates four physical processes; spreading, evaporation, oil-in-water dispersion and 
water-in-oil emulsion formation. 

C.1 Spreading of surface spills 

Force balance 
The force balance equations may be derived for an oil slick in a channel with a counter flow in the 
underlying water, i.e. corresponding to an oil slick confined by a boom (Figure CI). On this basis, a 
relationship is obtained between the density and volume of oil confined by the boom, and the 
strength of the counter current. 

u 
Figure CI. Idealised view ojoil spreading against 11 counterjlow in a channel. 

The pressure force Fp is due to the density difference behueen oil and water: 

where B (m) is the width of the channel, h (m) is the oil film thickness. p (kg/m3) is the oil density, 
and g' (mls2) is the reduced gravity: g'= g(A - p)/p,. 

The shear force F, is due to the friction between the oil and water in motion: 

where X(m) is the length of the oil layer, p, (Ns/m2) is the dynamic viscosity of water, U(rrds) is 
the warn velocity. and 6 (m) is the thickness of the boundaly layer in the water. 

where v, (m2/s) is the kinematical viscosity of water. v, = p, Ip ,  . 

Spreading equation 
By taking into account that the confined oil volume is V =  B Xh. substituting for the boundary layer 
thickness. and equating the two forces, the following expression is derived for the equilibrium 
length of the oil layer: 

If the oil is spreading on stagnant water, the velocity U may be presumed to represent the spreading 
velocity, i.e. U =  Wdf. Equation 4 will then be transformed into a separable differential equation in 
t with the solution: 

where q = YIB, i.e. volume of oil per unit width of the channel. 

By use of the mass conservation equation q = X h, equation 5 may alternatively be expressed in 
terms of the film thickness h, and be hansformed into a suitable differential form which may 
acwunt for changes in the oil properties with time: 

This differential equation may be combined with any oil mass conservation equation relating h and 
X to the oil volume, i.e. any equation of the type V = f (I, h, X). It should be noted that a . . .. - 
wwervation equation may also account for changes in the oil volume with time due to evaporation 
or emulsion formation. Excluding this forthe moment, we may illustrate the concept by a few 
examples: 

- For lateral spreading of a slick formed from a continuous surface leak with a discharge rate 
m (m3/s) in a steady surface current of velocity u (mls), the oil conservation equation may be 
written as y = m/rr = 2h X , where Xrepresenls the half width of the slick. 

- For an instantaneous spill, the conservation equation may be written as V = ?rX2h. where V 
(m" is the spilled oil volume and X represents the radius of the circular slick. 

- For a continuous leak on calm water, the same equation applies, but Vwill be increasing 
with time; V= m I, where m (m3/s) is the release rate. 
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For a continuous leak from a point wura in a steady current. tho oil volume will also incnasc in 
propollion with time. In this case, gravity spreading will take place along two axis (ass-stream 
and downstream), but the cross-sircam (lateral) component is conventionally presumed to dominate 
as the slick is extended downmeam due to advection with the cumnt. This assum~tion mav be 
valid in cases with relatively strong currents and moderate spill rates. For weak Nmnu and large 
spill rates, gravity spreading may have to be considered along both axis to get a realistic piciun (see 
Figun C2). . - 

Figure C2. Spreading of an oil slickjkm a continuous oil 1 4  in a deody current. The slick may be 
de/hed in terms of XI andXa representing havaris of an elliptical slick. with XI 
aligned in the dowllsmam dirction. The oil cotuewnon equation may then be 
erprersedm V = m f  = h z X ,  X,, where m (nr)/s) is tkspill  rate. 7hepmgression 01x1 
andXz may be conqwted by equation 6, while including an exrra downrhem 
elongation due to the current  XI = 0.5 u dt) in the period of time when rhe oil is 
lenking. 

The approach sketched in Figun CZ is in fact un@hg all the "classical" Fay spreading problem, 
from instantaneous spills, via continuous spills on d m  w s a  m conliouous spills in a swedy 
nurent (Fay 1969. Fannelep and Waldmaa, 1972). Figure C3 illusnates this concept for two cases 
Thc same amounrs of oil are released in both spills (2400 m3), but the duration of the release is 2 
hours in the first case (a), and 24 hours in the second case @). The oil density is 850 kg/m3 in both 
cases, and the surface current is pnsumcd to k moderare (I0 cmh) The results show that the 
calculations for the fm case. appmcha Fay's equation for radial spreading on calm water. while 
the second case approaches Fay's equation for lareral spreading of a continuous spill in a steady 
cumnt. 

- , I ,  
1 - 1  1 ' t - t  t - -+-+ 

Figure C3. Graviry spreading compurpdwith equation 6 for hw cases: 2400 m3 of oil released in 2 
hours (lop), and 2400 m b l e ~ r e d  in 24 hours fbottom). The cal~~Io~iolls ure made with 
an oil densib of 850 kg&. The mlovredlines depict the c ~ ~ ~ ~ p o n d i n g  results of 
spreoding equatimu&r illstantmeom releases ("Radial Fay '7). and lateral spreoding 
for mnrhuous releases in a &a& c m w t  ("Lateral Fay"). 

C.2 Surhce spreading o l r~~brea  blowo~~ts 

l l ~  surfscc spreading of oil from a subsea blowout is governed by the gmmtion of a rising gas 
bubble plume that enaaios ambimt water. Surfacing of the enbained wam produces a radial 
ourflow at the sca surfaa. Tbe oil will be camed to the surface as fine oil dmpla  dispened in the 
entrained water. A surface slick will form as the dispcrscd oil droplets settle wt of the radial 
ourtlow of enmined water. 
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According to F a ~ e l e p  and Sjmn (1980). the surface velocity distributim in the radial outflow can 
be approximated by a s o m e  flow equation: 

S 
U(r) = - 

2rrr 
(7) 

where S (m'ls) is the source sbmgth. 

Under sucb condition# - provided that all the oil comes to the surface, the oil film thickness h (m) 
may be estimated from the source strength and the oil spill rate m (m31s): 

h =  IS (8) 

Fannelep and S j m  (op cit) also show that the source strength S dcponds on the charactsristic 
radius b (m) and velocity w ( d s )  of the surfacing plume: 

where k = 4.86 is a constant. 

The same authon also presented a basis for establishing the characteristic plume radius b and 
velocity w in terms of a non-dimensional solution to the plume equations (Figure C4). 

Nondh8lOlmI  plunn ndlw. I NondknnlONl plum vwlodty, W 

Figure C4. Non-dlmensionalplume radius andplume velociry compuled for subsea gas blowou/s 
(Fannelsp and *en 1980). See lerl for dej7nilionr of the non-dimenriowl variables. 

The nondimensional variables ars defined M follows: 

X = z I H . B = b l 2 a H .  W = w l M .  

In these equations. H (m) is the pressure height. H = Ho + H, . w h m  Ho is the water depth and H. 

is the pressure height corresponding to I atmosphom (I0 m), qo = g V, I n  (m41s3) is the buoyancy 

flux at the exit. where Vo (m31s) is the exit gas volume flow rate, while a - 0.1 and A = 0.65 a n  
parametern relared to plume dynamics. 

The basic blowout specific variables in these equations are water depth Ho and the exit gas volume 
flow rate v0.  The latter may usually bo dorived from the oil discharge rats m (m31s) and the Oas-to- 
Oil Ratio, GOR. topresenting the ratio between the released gas volume and oil volume at normal 
conditions (I atmosphere and 15'C). Neglecting the minor correction due to the temperature 
difference, the ideal gas law given: 

The non-dimensional variable X at the sea surface is defined from the actual water depth, i.e. 
X = H. 1 H . The corresponding non-dimensional values B and W may then be found from the . - 
graphs shown on figure C4, or from curve-fitted functions based on the original data. The actual 
plume variables (b and w) may then be determined by rescaling B and W with known X and M. the 
latter calculated from the exit volume flux (see equation 10). 

It should be noted that this approach is valid under certain conditions that in general imply that 
effects of cross flow and stratification can be neglected. In practice. the concept should be limited to 
cases with significant gas volume fluxes (GOR > 50) from moderate water depths (< 300 m). 

The evaporative loss is computed based on a pscudo-component approach. where the composition 
of the fresh oil is given by it's distillation curve (Reinhart and Rose. 1982). The rate of evaporation 
for component i is given by: 

where 
Q,(t) is the mass per unit area remaining of fraction I (kg/m2) 
a(t) is a wind dspdadent maas transfer coefficient (mls) 
M(t) is molar weight of liquid mixture (kg/kmol) 
p,(t) is vapor pressure of fraction i (NIm1) 
p(t) is density of liquid mixture (kg/m3) 
h(t) is oil film thickness (m) 
R is universal gas comtant ( J h o l  K) 
T is absolute tmpmture  (K) 

The wind dependent mass transfer coefficient a(t) is calculated according to Amorocho and 
DeVries (1980): 

where 

Cd is an airlsea drag coefficient 
U(t) is wind speed ( d s )  

The airlsea b a g  coeficient 4 is itself dependent on the wind speed: 
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with 

I cU(1) for U(I) cul 

U' = CU, +(Du, - CU,) u ( l ) - u ~  /or u, s U(I) s u, 
"2 -"I 

DU(t) for U(1) > u, 

when 

C. D. UI  and ur arc constants (0.0323.0.0474.7 and 20 respectively). 

The model used for prodiction of entrainment of oil from the sea surface is dbecribed in Reed et al. 
(19921, and is based on the empirical formulation of Delvigne and Sweensy (1988): 

when 

Qdi is the entrainment rate per unit surface area of oil droplets with diameturs in the rungs 
dl - Ad to dl + M (kg/m2s) 

C* is an empirically derived entrainment coefficient 
D is dissipated wave energy per unit surface a m  (kg/s2) 
S is fraction of sea s u b  covemd by oil 
Fbr is fraction of sea surface covemd by breaking waves per unit time (11s) 
dl is mean diameter of particles in size class i (m) 
Ad is particle diameter interval (m) 

The empirical cwfficimt C* is a function of the viscosity of the oil: 

where 

v is the kinematic viscosity (mats) 

The dissipated wave energy D is approximated as: 

where 
pw is density of seawatur @urn') 
g is gravitational acwlsntion (ds') 
Hb is b r u k i g  wave height (m) 

The frsction F of sea surface covered by breaking waves is approximated as (Monahan and 
O'Muircheartaigh. 1980): 

F = 3.10dU(r)'.' 
whom 
U(t) is wind apssd ( d s )  

The fraction covered by breaking waves psr unit time Fbr (8.') is found by dividing F by the mean 
wave period: 

whom 
T, is the mean wave period (8) computed from wind speed, water dopth and fetch (Appendix D) 

Currently, no rise times are calculated in the model. Resurfacing of oil is assumed to happen 
instantaneously for oil dropleta with a diameter of more than a limiting value durn - 370 pm, while 
smaller droplets an assumed to be permanently entrained, or to resurface behind the slick, forming 
a blue-shwn. Droplets are divided into 10 groups between 0 and the limiting droplet size. 

C.5 Water uptake and surface oU properties 
The algorithm for water uptake and change6 in oil propertia are calibrated to laboratory 
weathering data. Laboratory weathering data relates the different oil properties to fraction 
evaporated. The following table shows an example of a lab data table for a North Sea crude 
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C.6 Water uptake 
Water uptake W(t) is calculated as a stopwise exponential: 

where 

Wm(t) is maximum water content (%) 
A(t) is the time-step (8) 
tI,> is a wind dependent half time for water uptake (8) 

The tin-value and Wm(t)-fiction am derived from laboratory data which relates rate of water 
uptake md maximum water content to fraction evaporated. Fmm this data, a re fancc  half time t,.~ 
for a nferonco wind speed of 10 d s  (in the field) is found as: 

whore 

t1.b is an avorage of half t i m  values found in the laboratory for artificially weathered oil samples 
(6) 

C is an empirical constant (4-6) 

This reference half time is used to adjust tin to other wind speeds based on data reported by 
Cormack (1983): 

t d  is found born oquation (22) (6) 
U.r is I0 ( d s )  
Uct, is wind s p e d  (mh) 

W, as a function of fraction evaporated is found From lab data by assuming that maximum water 
content is linearly dopendent on tho fraction evaporated and fitting a straight line to the available 
data. By applying the evaporative loss found from integrating equation (12) to this line. Wm(t) is 
found. 
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C.7 Surface oU propertlea 

Four oil properties are predicted in the modal. These are pour point, flash point, density and 
viscosity of water-he oil. These propenties vary as cuwe fits with laboratory measured values and 
fraction evaporated as shown below (Johansen. 199 I). 

Pour point PC): 

Flash point ("C): 

Density (gl): 

Viscosity (cP): 

where 

f is fraction evaporated (-) 
$, 4, ap, bp. ap. b,,. ap. bp are regression factors 

By applying the evaporative loss found by integration of equation (12) to equations (24)-(27). the 
wmsponding functions of time a n  found. 

The density of emulsion p(t) is calculated as: 

whore 

W(t) is water content (%) 

pw is density of seawater (#I) 
p.(t) is density of water-he oil (#I) 

Tho Mooney (1951) equation is used to calculate the emulsion viscosity p(t): 

when 

W(t)is water content (%) 
4 b are empirical constants 
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@ SINTEF 

The empirical constants, a and b. are aocording tn Mnckay (1980) a - 2.5 and b - 0.654. Theas am 
howevor in the mo&l found by fitting equation (29) to lab data, with tha optimal a betwm -10 and 
5 and b bstwssn -2 and 0.9. found based on n least aquarss criterion. 

C.8 Arcllc condlllonr 
The weathering of oil changes aignifimtly in the presence of sea ice. The p m m t  vmion of the 
SINTEF OWM contains field-derived algorithm adjusting spreading, ruhrnl dispsraion, and watsr 
uptake (emulsification) as fuoctionn of fractional shot-  or block-ioo cwsr  (Singsasr at al. 1994). 
Two new variablss aro introduced: 

I(t) is the p e n t a g e  of ice cover [O, 1001 
Gl(t) is the ice modification factor for spreading. 

These variables aro mlatod as follows: 

GI is applied as a reduction factor to the a p r d i g  length computed by the apreading algorithm (6). 
m d  was chown to obtain a rcaaonable fit to the Marginal loo Zone (MIZ) cvaporsrion data 
(Sentmm, 1993; Singsaas st al. 1994). 

One major impact of ice in water ia the damping of wave onsrgy. This entails a reduction in both 
oil-in-water dispsnion and water-in-oil emulsion ram. A pmpor arctic model should account for 
this effect directly by incorporating ice t o m  in the wave equation. Howevsr. w such modela are 
cumntly available; an indirect empirical approach ir required. Thus. in accordnnce with the MIZ 
data, we haw introduced an ice paramsta. Gt(t), into the dispsrsion and emulsion formulna. This 
cubic factor severely reduces dispsrsion in icainfestod waters. 

The sxprsasion for GI, chosen to fit the MIZ water cootout (in the oil) data. serves as a multiplier in 
both the nahval dirpmion and emulsification equations (16) and (21) reapsctively. 
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Appendlx D: US Army Corps of Englneen Shallow Water Wave Equatlon~ 

Following are the governing equations ud in the SMTEF Oil Weathering Modal to compute wave 
height (H) and period (T) as functions of wind sped (U3, dopth (d), fetch (F), and gravitational 
acceleration (g). These equations are taken from the U.S. Army Corps of Enginesrs Shore 
Protection Manual (1984), Volume 1. 
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Appendix E: Manuscript submitted to Journal of Environmental 
Software and Modelling: "The MMSISINTEF Oil 
Weathering Model, Further Development and 
Applications" by R. Prentki, C. Smith, 0. Johansen, P. 
Daling, M. Moldestad, K. Skognes, and M. Reed. 



Revlm ver~lon of paper praented at IMEMS 2004 

The MMSISINTEF OU Weatherlog Model, Further Development and 
AppUcatlon~ 

Richard Pmntki and Caryn Smith 
Alaska Regional Offlce 
U.S. Minerals Management Service 
Anchorage. Alaskn 

Software avallablllty 
The SINTEF Oil Weathering Model is available from 

SMTEF 
AHn. Mark Reed (merk.reed@sintef.no) 
Division of Marine Environmental Technology 
SP Andersonsvei 15A 
Trondheim 7465 
Noway 

Oistsin Johansen, Per Daling. Mmte  Moldeatad. Kjell Skognes, Mark Reed 
SMTEF Materials and Chemistry 
Trondheim. Noway 

1. Introduction 

Abatract 
The U.S. Minerals Management Service (MMS) is msponsible for the dsvelopment of 
environmental risk assessments, impact atatemonts, mviw of contingency plans. Md 
oil-spill rssponse for offshom and oil leasing. An Oil-Weathering Model ( O W )  
is heavily used to support fulfillment of these respo~ibilities. 

In the Alaska OCS Region. numerous estimates of oil-spill fnte and behavior are 
derived from the O W .  The model provides analysts with a common, quantitative 
sot of spill smarios. The O W  is wed to estimate whether State md Fedml water 
quality standards and criteria would be exceeded by a spill, over what am, and for 
how long. The model calculates the thickneM and persistence of a slick through time, 
and how long the lighter, but most toxic components -in in the oil slick. The 
model is used to distinguilh the effects of larger and smaller spills, for eumple 
between the effect8 of an avenge tanker spill v m s  an avenge pipeline spill. The in 
8im viscosity and &8me of emulsification providod by the model aro wed in 
assessing the mitigation by and effectiveness of oil spill couatsrmeaaurss such as 
mechanical recovery, disponants. and in sihr burning. 

In the Gulf of Mexico Region, the O W  is mom frsquently used in environmental 
awedments to evalute oil-spill contingency plans Md the mliability of a w i a t e d  
oil-spill mo&ls. The O W  is critical to the latter evaluation becaum, unlike most 
oil-spill models. the O W  inco~pontes specific chemistry of individul crude oils 
and petroleum products. 

This paper dsscribes experience with ssveral applications in both sub-arctic and sub- 
tropical regions of U.S. coastal waters. 

The U.S. Mincrals Management Service (MMS) is responsible for the development of 
environmental risk assessments. Environmental Impact Statements, review of 
contingency plans, and oil-spill response for offshok gas and oil leasing. The 
MMSISMTEF Oil-Wearherinp Model ( O W )  is a heav~ly used to support fulfillment 
of these responsibilities. 

In the Alaskn OCS Region, numerous estimates of oil-spill fate and behavior am 
derived from the O W .  The model provides analysts with a common, quantitative 
set of spill scenarios. The O W  is used to estimate whether State and Federal water 
quality standards and criteria would be exceeded by a spill. over what a m ,  and for 
how long. The model calculates the thickness and persistence of a slick through time. 
How long the lighter, but most toxic components remain in the oil slick is estimated 
from the evaporation rate. 

The model is used to distinguish the effects of larger and smaller spills, for example 
between the effects of an avmge tanker spill vmus  an avenge pipeline spill. The in 
dm viscosity and d e g m  of emulsification provided by the model am used in 
assessing the mitigation by and effectiveness of oil spill countemasura such as 
mschanical mcovsry, dispersants, and in dm buming. 

In the Gulf of Mexico Region, the O W  is mom frequently used in environmental 
asmssments to evaluate oil-spill contingency plans and the mliability of associated 
oil-spill models. The O W  is critical to the latter evaluation because, unlike most 
oil-spill models, the O W  incorporates specific chemistry of individual crude oils 
and petroleum pmducts. 

The SMTEF O W  is used by Nowegian authoritia and by Nowegian and 
intomstional oil companies to pmdict the weathering behavior of crude oils and fuel 
oils at prevailing conditions. The weathaing predictions are an useful tool in 
contingency analysis and planning for determining the mart effective msponse and for 
Environmental Impact Assessment studies. In case of an oil spill, the weathaing 
predictions form the basis for rapid and right daision-making during the combat 
operation. 



2. Overvlew of the model 

When a cmde oil is spilled at ma it is subjected to mveral processes which rapidly 
al ta its composition and thomfom physical proporties and behavior. The most 
important prowssos govming tho overall characteristics of oil spilled at sea am: 

sproading. 
evaporation of the mom volatile components. 
wata-in-oil emulsion formation. and 
natural dispersion. 

These processes occur simultaneously and the rate and extent to which they proceed 
dopond on the chamical composition of the oil and prevailing conditions such aa 
temperanvs and sea state. All these processes am inter-related. Other procesms such 
as photo-oxidation, dissolution, bio-dopdation and mdiientation also influnce the 
fate and behavior of spilled oil in the longa term. 

The chemical data generated through a SMTEF oil weathoring and dispsrsibility 
study am used as input to the O W ,  for predictions of the oil's bohuvior at sea undcr 
diffmnt weatha conditions. 

Tho wenthoring study will supply basic information usoPul for 
modeling the range of drifl and spading  of potential oil spills during different 
SeaSOIlS; 
evaluating the time window for and effectiveness of chamical dispsraant 
aoolication: . . 
planning and cdnying out mechanical oil spill msponse action#: 
quantifying tho environmental benefit of allsmative m s p o ~ e  sctivitim. 

Examples of addition information coming out of tho weathering studies, and useful in 
oil spill contingency planning, am: 

effectiveness of emulsion b d o r s ,  to assist in on-board separation of wata from 
oil; 
establishment of exclusion zones based on the ignition point of the oil an a finction 
of weathering time; 
chungsa in the viscosity of tho emulsion o v a  time, to achieve most effective oil 
recovuy. 

Oil weathering in tha laboratory wtuists of the following sub-activities: 
Artificial evaporation (topping) and photo-oxidation of the f m h  cmde oil to give 4 
d i f fan t  msidues. 
Watar-in-oil anulsification of the 4 residuoa to give a total of up to I2 diffemnt 
emulsified msidws (Figure I). 
Physical-chemical analyses of the artificially produced samples (oil msidues and 
emulsions) 

To isolate the influence of the different weathering processes (i.e, evaporative loss. 
photolysis and water-in-oil mulsification). the weathering of the oils are carried out 
using a systematic. step-wiw procedum established at SMTEF (Daling et al.. 1990. 
1997). Tho weathering process is illustrated in Figum I. 

I Evaporation \ I 

Figure 1 Flow chart for wsatherhg of a crude oU 

The O W  mlates oil properties to a chosen set of conditions (oiVemulsion fllm 
thickness. sea state and sea temporahire) and predict8 the changoa in these properties 
and behavior on the sea surface. The stluchlre of the O W  is schematically ahown in 
Figum 2. 



summa tempemture the other at the average winter temperature for the area of 
interest 

1 I -,--- 
Figure 2 Schematic dlagram of the input data to the SINTEF OWM and the 
predicted output oil properties 

User-debed Input to the SlNTEF O W  

A spill scenario (e.g. sub-sea or surface blowout, tanka spill, pipeline leakage etc.) is 
specified by entering the release rate (or total amount) and duration into the Graphical 
User Interface. For undewater releases the gas-oil ratio (GOR) is also nquired 
together with the discharge depth. 

Terminal oil Nm thickness 

In the SlEFTEF OWM the oils are categorized into condensates, low emulsifying 
crudes. emulsifying crudes, heavy bunker fuels or refined distillates based on 
experimental r&u& obtained in the bench-scale testing. A default for the terminal 
wlo-emulsion film thickness is given for each category of oil in the model. 

Sea temperature 

The prevailing weather conditions greatly influence the weathering rate of oil on the 
sea surface. Two sets of predictions are given in this report, one at the avmge 

Wlnd speed 

W~nd speed can be entered either as a set of wnstant values, for comparing situations, 
or as a variable time series. Wind is used in both the ewaporation and natural 
dispersion computations, the latter being dependent on the computed wave field. The 
user can enter wind fetch in the four primary compass directions. such that the model 
computations for significant wave height and peribd account for the presence of land 
or ice fields. The relationship Meen the wind speed and the significant wave height 
is based on the US Amy Corps of Engineers (1984) calculation prccedurts. Example 
values of wave heights for fully developed seas shown in Table 1. 

Table I. The relationship between the wind speed and the sipiticant wave 
heights (for fully developed sea) used in the SINTEF OWM 

Input data for the SINTEF O W  

In the bench scale laboratory testing, a systematic stepwise procedure developed at 
SINTEF (Daliig e~ a/., 1990) is used to isolate and map the various weathering 
processas hat take place when oil is spilled m the sea surface. 

The experimental weathering data obtained in the bench-scale testing are processed 
and used as input for the SINTEF OWM. The following oiVemulsion pmperties 
obtained in the bench-scale testing are used in the model: 

specific gravity 
pour point 
flash point 
viscosities of fresh and water-free rsidues (15O0C+, 2OO0C+ and 250°C+) 
viscositiss of the 50% and 75 % wlo-emuln'Mls 
water uptake (maximum water content, stability and half-lifetime) 

Weathering properties related to response 

The efficiency of various oil spill combat methods (e. g. mechanical rccovay. 
dispersion andlor burning) depends greatly on the physical and chemical pmpcrties of 



the oil at the time of aetion. When p l a ~ i n g  the most effective response the 
predictions charts provide imporrant information. 

Past experiences from Norwegian field trials have shown that the effectiveness of 
many mechanical clean up operations is reduced due to a high degree of leakage of 
the confined oil or wlo-emulsion from the oil spill boom (especially in high current). 
This leakage is especially pronounced if the viscosity of the oil or the wlo-emulsion is 
lower than 1000 CP at a shear rate of 10s-' (Nordvik era/., 1992). The lower viscosity 
limit for an optimal mechanical clean up operation has therefore been set to 1000 cP. 

The upper viscosity Umit for an optimal mechanical clean up operation depends on 
the type of skimmer used. For some disk-skimmen the collection capacity is r e d u d  
sign#mtly at wlo-emulsion viscosities exceeding 10 000 cP (ITO~~F, 1986), 
however ITOPF, 1986 does not state the shear rate. 

Recent tests performed by SMTEF using a weir skimmer show that the efficiency 
may be reduced for semi-solidified oils.;. e. oils with a large wax content and high 
pour point values, and for oils with viscosities between 15000 and 20000 cP ( k i ~ i k  

Chemical dispersion 

A disprsibility methodology. based on the viscosity increase due to weathering, was 
developed at SINTEF paling and S t m  1999) in order to determine the window of 
oppomnity for the effective use of dispmnts for different oils. Chemical 
dispedbility testing was not included in this study. General limits for dispersibility 
based on pour point values are given in 
Table 2. These values are not valid for all oils and situations, and should only be 
regarded as guidelines. 

Table 2 The chemical dipersibility criteria used in tbe SINTEF O W  based on 
pour points 

( > 15°C above the sea temperature I Not dispmiblt 

3. Recent model developments 

Version 3.0 of the OWM was completed at the end of June. 2004. In addition to 
numerous improvements in the user interface. this version includes the following 
improvements over 2.0: 

possibility for subsurface as well as surface releases; 
internal computation of inirial film thickness, based on release rate and 
duration; 
New spreading algorithm supporting both surface and underwater releases, 
with improved stability and better detection of erroneous input values; 
New oil type query filters in both OWM and the Oil Database Editor, allowing 
filtering on ranges of values for API gravity, specific density, and pour point: 
Capability to addldelete Data Sourcc, Geographical Area, and Product in the 
Editor as documented in the User Manual how to achieve this during editing of - - 

oil information: 
New *.TX2 data results file for easy EXCEL import: 
Enabled multi-selection capability in temperature and wind lists, and made 
Add and Delete buttons more dynamic to facilitate clearing the entire list at 
once; 
Revised Useh Manual for Version 3.0. 

The spreading mechanisms for instantaneous releases and continuous releases are 
different. Instantaneous releases will spread radially, while oil released continuously 
will spread laterally (i.e. cross-current). This difference In spreading behaviour will 
affect other weathering properlies e.g. evapmtion and natural dispersion. Version 2.0 
of the model only accounts for lateral spreading (i.e. all releases are treated as 
continuous), but in Version 3.0, the spreading of instantaneous and continuous spills 
is freated differently. Also, a calculation of the surface spreading for sub surface 
releasas in shallow to moderate water depths (depth less than e.g. 300 m) is included. 
This calculation q u i r e s  input of gas-twil ratio (GOR) and depth in addition to 
release rate 

The user may specify a surface or underwater release, the latter presumed to he a 
subsea blowout. where gas is released together with oil. In the former case. the 
spreading of the surface slick will be governed by gravity forces. while in the latter 
case the spreading will be governed by the radial surface flow induced by the 
surfacing gas bubble plume. 

Fonnulas for gravity spreading wen established in the 1980's by Fay and FaMelep, 
but these formulas distinguish between instantaneous releases and continuous 
releases. Since in practice it is difficult top make a clear distinction between such 
cases, a unified algorithm has been derived that works in the general case. The user 
simply specifies the spill in terms of duration and released amounts of oil (or release 
rate), and the model sorts out the dominating spreading case. This is done by 
introducing spreading along two axes; the major axis oriented in the wind direction 
and the minor in the cross-wind direction. Gravity spreading is supposed to act along 



both axes; while wind ioduced drift will cause an additional elongation along the 
major axis. The spreddii of strongly elongated slicks will appmaeh the spreading 
rates determined by Fay's formula for lateral spreading, while the spreading of a 
circular slick will approach the spreading rates determined by Fay's formula for 
instantaneous relcares, while more or less elongated slicks will spread at intermediate 
rats. This concept also produces an initial film thickness dacrmined by the relase 
me, eliminating the need for a default or user specified initial thickness in the former 
version of the O W .  

In ease of underwater releasus. the user must provide water depth and Gas-tdil  
Ratio (OOR) in addition to oil release me. This is used to calculate the velocity and 
radius of the surfacing gas bubble plume. and on that basis the source strength of the 
radial wtflow of water in the surface layer. The plume paramaas m computed from 
a mn-diimsional solution of the plume equations (Fannelap and Sjeen 1980). whik 
the source slrcngth is found by an cquatioo derived by the same autho~s. The film 
thickness is detemuned as the ratio knveen the oil release rate and the source 
smgth. This mahod is justified for blowouts with significant gas releases (GOR > 
50) from shallow to moderate water depths (< 300 m), whm the mass flow rate of 
gas may k assumed to bc unchanged during the rise to the s&. However, 
blowouts with small gas flow rates or blowouts from lsrgc water depths will be more 
sensitive to cross currents and stratification in the water masses. Gas bubbles may 
consequently leak out of the deflected plume andlor dissolve in the ambient water, 
causing a significant duction in the gas related buoyancy flux. 

The model calculates four physical T; spreading, evaporation. oil-in-water 
dispersion and water-in41 mulsion formanon. 

Force balance 
The force balance equations may k derived for an oil slick in a channel with a 
COIIUW flow in the underlying water, i.e. ~ m s p o n d i i  to an oil slick confined by a 
boom (Figure 3). On this basis. a relationship is obtained between the density and 
volume of oil confined by the boom, and the m g t h  of the counter cumnt. 

Figure 3. Idealised v i m  of oil spreading against a counter flow io a channel 

The pressure force Fp is due to the density difference between oil and water: 

when B (m) is the width of the channel. h (m) is the oil film thickness. p (kg/m3) is 
the oil dmsity, and g' (I&) is the reduced gravity: g'= g(p, - p)lp,. 

The shear force F, is due to the friaion k t w a n  the oil and water in motion: 

where X(m) is the length of the oil layer. j ~ ,  (?islm2) is the dynamic viscosity of 
wars U(mls) is the water velocity. and 6 (m) is the thickness of the boundary layer 
in the water. The latter may be expressed by the Blaussius formula for flow around a 
flat plate: 

whm v, (m2/s) is the kinematical viscosity of water. v. = p, Ip, 

Spreading equation 
By taking into account thm the contiu=d oil volume is V= B Xh. substimting for the 
boundary layer thickmm, and equating the two forces, the following expression is 
derived for the equilibrium length of the oil layer: 



If the oil is spreading on stagnant water, the velocity U may be presumed to represent 
the spreading velocity. i.e. U= dXldt. Equation 4 will then be transformed into a 
separable differential equation in t with the solution: 

where q = WE. i.e. volume of oil per unit width of the channel. 

By use of the mass conservation equation q = Xh, equation 5 may alternatively be 
expressed in tmns of the film thickness h and be transformed into a suitable 
differential fonn which may account for changes in the oil pmperties with time: 

This differential equation may be combined with any oil mass conservation equation 
relating h and X to the oil volume, i.e. any equation of the type V = /(r.h, X). It 
should be noted that a conservation equation may also account for changes in the oil 
volume with time due to evaporation or emulsion formation. Excluding this for the 
moment, we may illustrate the concept by a few examples: 

- For lateral spreadin of a slick formed from a contintlous surface leak with a 9 .  discharge rate m (m Is) In a steady surface c u m t  of velocity u (mls), the oil 
consemtion equation may be written as q = m / ~  = 2h X ,  wherexnpresents 
the half width of the slick. 

- For an inslantaneous spill, the conservation equation may be written as 
V = rr X'h, where v(m3) is the spilled oil volume and Xrepresents the radius 
of the circular slick 

- For a continuous leak on calm water. the same equation applies, but V will be 
incmsing with t im: V= m 1, where rn (m3/s) is the release rate. 

For a continuous leak from a point source in a steady cumot, the oil volume will also 
increase in proportion with time. In this case. gravity spreading will take place along 
two axis (cross-sIrcam and downsfream), but the -stream (lateral) component is 
conventionally presumed to dominate as the slick is wttended downsueam due to 
advcction with the cumnt. This assumption may be valid in cases with relatively 
strong currents and moderate spill rates. For weak currents and large spill rates, 
graviry spreading may have to be considend along both axis to get a realistic p i m  
(see Figure 4). 

Figure 4. Spreading of an oil slick frtlm a continuous oil leak in a steady current. 
The slick may be defined in terms of XI and Xa representing the half-axes of an 
elliptical slick, with XI aligned in the downstream direction. The oil conservation 
equation may then be expressed as V = mr = hrX, X,, where m (m3/s) is the spill 
rate. The progression 01x1 and XZ may be wmputed by equation 7, while 
including an extra downstream elongation due to the current (dX, = 0.5 u df) in 
the period of time when the oil is leaking. 

The approach sketched in Figure 4 is in fact unifying all the "classical" Fay spreading 
problems, from instantaneous spills, via continuous spills on calm water to wntinuous 
spills in a steady current. Figure 5 illustrates this concept for two cases. The same 
amounts of oil are released in both spills (2400 m3), but the duration of the release is 2 
hours in the fim case (a), and 24 hours in the second case (b). The oil densiry is 850 
kdm3 in both cases, and the surface cumnt is presumed to be moderate (10 cmls). 
The results show that the calculations fro the first case approaches Fay's equation for 
iadial spreading on calm water, while the second case approaches Fay's equation for 
lateral spreading of a continuous spill in a steady current. 
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Figure 5. Cravlty spreading computed with eqnntbn 7 tor two cam: 2400 mJ of 
oll d n w d  in 2 hours (tap), and UOO I$ released in 24 hours (bottom). The 
c d c u h t i o ~  are made wlth an oll demlty of 850 kglm3. The cnloured Unn deplcl 
the eomrponding results ofrrpndlng quations [or Inst.ntaneour releases 
( n W d  Fay"), and lateral spreading tor wntInuous reinsea in a steady current 
(('Lateral Fayn). 

Surface r p r e a d i ~  ot rubrn blowouts 

fine oil dmplns dispersed in the mwinedcdr .  A surface slick will form as the 
dispmad oil droplets seltle out of the radial outflow of entrained water. 

Aceording to Famelap and S j m  (1 980). the surface velocity dismhtion in the radial 
outtlow esa be appmxhatcd by a source flow equation: 

where S (m2/s) is the sourcc sbength. 

Under such eooditim - provided that all the oil corns to the surface, the oil film 
thickness h (m) may be estimated ftom the some  shm& and the oil spill rate m 
(m3/s): 

Famelep md Sjacn (op cir) also show that the source s~ragth Sdepends on the 
charatenstic radius b (m) and velocity w (ds )  of the surfacii plume: 

S = k x b w  (9) 

Figure 6. Nondlmendood plume radius and plume vcldty computed lor 
subsea gas blowouts (Fannelep and Sjsm 1980). See texl tor deenltlons nt the 
nond6ensiond varlnbla. 

'Ibe same authors also presented a basis for establishing the charactcrinic plume 
radius band velocity w in ramr, of a non-dimensional solution to the plume equations 
(Figure 6). The non-dimensional variables are defined as follows: 

The surface spreading of oil From a Subsea blowout is goveined by rhc g ~ e ~ a t i o n  of a 
risiig gas bubble plume that cnhllim ambient warn. Surfacing of the mhaioed warn 
produceo a radial outflow at the sea surface. Thc oil will be canicd to the surface as 



In these equations, H(m) is the pressure height, H = H, + H, , where Ho is the water 
depth and H. is the pressure height corresponding to I ahnosphere (10 m), 
p0 = g Vo I n  (m41s3) is the buoyancy flux at the exit, where Vo (m31s) is the exit gas 
volume flow rate, while u = 0.1 and 1 = 0.65 are parameten related to plume 
dynamics. 

The basic blowout specific variables in these equations are water depth HD and the 
exit gas volume flow rate v ~ .  The latter may usually be derived from the oil discharge 
rate nr (&IS) and the Gas-to-0il Ratio, GOR, representing the ratio benveen the 
released gas volume and oil volume at normal &nditions<l atmosphere and lS°C). 
Neglecting the minor correction due to the tempemture difference. the ideal gas law 
gives: 

The non-dimensional variable X is defuted h m  the actual water depth. The 
corresponding nondimensional values B and W may then be found from the graphs 
shown on Figure 6, or 'om cuwe-firtcd functions based on the original data. The 
achlsl plume variables (6 and w) may then be determined by rescaling B and W with 
known X and M, the latter calculated from the exit volume flux (see equation 10). 

It should be noted that this approach is valid under amin conditions that in general 
implies that effects of aoss flow and stratification can be neglected. In practice, the 
concept should be applied to cases with significant gas volume fluxes (GOR > 50) 
from moderate water depths (< 300 m). 

4. Example applications within MMS 

The Alaska OCS Region uses the oil weathering model to set up g m l i i  
weathering scenarios in environmental impact statements to guide the impact 
assessment. To judge the effect of an oil spill, the model is used to estimate 
information regardiig how much oil evaporates, how much oil is dispersed, and how 
much oil remains a h  a anain time period. Weathering estimates are derived from 
modeling results h m  the SNTEF Oil Weathering Model (OWM) for time periods up 
to 30 days. Below a n  presented the assumptions uscd to set up the m t h e ~ g  
scenario, the uncenainties and the results from an oil spill scenario for the Cook Inlet 
Planning AM Oil and Gas Lease Sales 191 and 202 Environmental Impact Statement 
(USDOI. MMS 2003; ). 

The following assumptions are made regardii oil weathering in a Cook Inlet cruds 
oil spill: 

The cmde oil properties will be similar to Cook Inlet crude. 
The size of the spill is 1,500 or 4,600 barrels. . The wind, wave, and temperaM wnditions are as described. 

Melt-out spills occur into 5% ice cover. 
The properties predicted by the model are those of the thick part of the slick 
The spill occurs over a shon period of time. 

Actual conditions in a real spill event will of course be different from those assumed, 
but these scenarios provide our best estimate of the behavior and fate of potential 
releases. 

Figure 7 Map of Cook Inlet ln the Gulf of Alaska 



Table 3 through Table 6 show the results for Cook lnlet crude-oil spills using the 

S M T E F  model. The S M T E F  O W M  changes both o i l  properties and physical 
properties o f  the oil. The o i l  properties include density, viscosity, pour point. flash 
point. and water content. The physical processes include spreading, evaporation, oil- 
in-water dispersion. and water uptake. The STNTEF O W  Version 2.0 performs a 
30-day time horizon on the model-weathering calculations but w i th  a warning that the 
model is not verified against experimental field data for more than 4-5 days. The 
SINTEF O W M  has been tested extensively wi th  results f rom three full-scale field 
trials o f  experimental o i l  spills (Daling and Strom, 1999). 

The S M T E F  O W  does not incorporate the effects o f  the following: 
beaching, 
containment, - photo-oxidation. 
microbiological degradation, 
adsorption to particles. and 

encapsulation b y  ice. 

W e  simulated three general scenarios: two i n  which the o i l  spills into open water 
during summer o r  winter and one i n  which the o i l  spills into 50% ice cover during 
winter. We assume open water can occur year-round depending on the area o f  lower 
Cook Inlet, and we also assume that winter occurs October to Apri l .  For  open water 
and ice, we model the weathering o f  the 1.500- o r  4,600-barrel spi l l  as if they are 

instantaneous spills. W e  report the results at the end of 1,3. 10, and 30 days. Table 3 
through Table 6 summarize the results w e  assume for  the fate and behavior o f  Cook 
Inlet crude o i l  i n  our analysis o f  the effects o f  o i l  on environmental. economic and 
socio-cultural resources. I n  our analysis, we assume the fol lowing fate o f  the cmde 
o i l  without cleanup. Af ter  30 days i n  open water o r  ice: 33-36% evaporates, 13-62% 
disperses. and 5 5 2 %  remains. 

Tab le  3 Fate and  Behavior o f a  Hypothetical Open-Water Oil Spill, 1,500 Barre ls  
in Size, f r o m  a P la t form i n  L o w e r  Cook l n l e t  

Notes: 
Calculated wth lhe SINTEF o~llvealhenng model Venlon 2.0 of Reed el al. (2000) and assuming a 
Fook Inlet Crude (S L. Ross. 2001) 
Summer (ApnlSeplembw). 11.5 knd rvlnd speed. 8.8 T. Imetsr-wave heighl. Average Wealher 

Manne A m  A. Brarrer el al. (1988). 
'Winler (October-March). 16kml wind sped. 4.76 OC. 1 Bmsler-wave height Average Wealhw 
Manne Area A. Brawr elal. (1988). 
'~alculaled lrom Equabon 6 of Table 2 in Ford (1985) and is the dismnbnuous area of a continuing 
spill or lhe area swept by an InsIanlaneous spill ofa given volume. 
'Calculaled from Equabon 17 of TaMe 4 In Ford (1985) and 1s the msult 01 stepwise multiple 
regressmn for lenglh of histonal masUine allected. 

Table 4 Fate and  Behavior of a Hypothetical Broken-Ice Oil S p i l l  1,500 Barre ls  
i n  Size, f r o m  a P la t form i n  L o w e r  Cook l n l e t  

Noles: 
~ a l i l a t e d  wth lhe SINTEF 011-westhenng model Venion 2 0 of Reed et al. (2040) and assuming a 
Cwk lnlet Crude (S.L. Ross. 2001). 
lW!nter (Oclober-March), 16-knot wind speed. 4.76 oC. 1.Emaler-wvs heighl. Average Wealher 
Manne Area A. Braver el al. 119881 
2 Calmlaled fmm Equalion 6'01 e able 2 in Ford (1985) and IS Lhe d~smnl~nuous area of a mnbnuing 
spill or the area swepl by an inslanlaneous spill of a given volume 
3Calculaled from Eaual'on 17 01 Table 4 in Ford 11 9851 and is lhe result of steawire mulbole . , - - ?  

regression for lsnglh of historical mastline affected. 



Table  5 Fate and Behavior of a Hypothetical Open-Water Oil Splll. 4,600 Barrels in Size. 
fmm a Offshore Pipelme in Cook lnlet 

1 I I 1 

. . . . . . . 
Cnlculated wilh the SINTEF oil-mthering model Version 2.0 of Reed el al. (2MM) and assuming a 
Cook lnlel Crude (S.L. Ross, 2001). 
?Summer (ApnlSeplsmber). 11.5 knol wind speed. 8.8 oC. l-meler-wave heighl. Average WeaIher 
Manne Area A. Bmwer st al. (1988). 
2Winler (Oclober-March). 16knot wind speed. 4.76 oC. 1.Bmeler-wave heighl. Average Weather 
Marina Area A Rmwer PI .I 119RRI . .. .. .. - . . . . . . . - . \ . . . , . 
3 Calculaled from Equabon 6 of Table 2 in Ford (1985)and is Ihe discontinuous area of a mnlinuing 
spill or Ihe area swepl by an instanlansous spill ofa g'mn mlume. 
4 Calculaled from Equalron 17 of Table 4 in Ford (1985) and is the result 01 stepwise mulliple 
regression for lenglh ai historical maslline aflecled. 

Tab le  6 Fate and Behavior of a Hypothetical Broken-Ice Oil Spill. 4.6W Barrels in Size, from 
a Offshore Pipeline in Cook Inlet 

I ~ssertat~an 

. . - . - - . 
Cal~laled AIh the SINTEF oiCweaIharing model Version 2.0 of Reed et al. (2WO) and assuming a 
Cook lnlel Crude (S.L. Ross. 2001). 
lWnter (October-March), l6knot wind speed. 4.76 oC, l.Bmeter-wave heighl. Average Weather 
Marina Arr. A R m w m  rl al 119RRI 

(Tlme after splll lr; days 
1 1 %  I ,n I- 

011 Remainmg (%) 
011 Dlspcrsed 1%) 
011 Evaporated (?lo) 

Thickness (mm) 
Discontinuous Area (km')' 
Estimated Coastline Oiled (km)' 

- - , - - - - - \ ---, 
2 Ca cdlaled lrom Equal on 6 oi Table 2 ~n Ford (1985) and s Vle a scon ln~a~s area of a arnl nu ng 
sp I 01 Ihe are. swo~ l  by an fnslanlaneaus rp I1 a ia  gwen w "me 
JCalculaled from Fquaton 17 a1 Table 4 n Ford (1985) and s Ine resu I of r tewse mdll p e 
regression for lenglh oi hislorical coaslline affeded 

79.3 
0.6 

20.1 
5.6 
13 

M M S  is  working to improve dam and algorithms for cold climate weathering. Using a 
range of  Alaska o i l  types, looking at: 

Evaporation rates down to very cold temperatures (-40). 
Evaporation rates i n  snow cover 
Spreading o f o i l  under and above ice and equilibrium thicknesses 
Brine channel migration 
Water-in-Oil emulsification in broken ice wave field 

These and other improvements are anticipaled i n  future versions o f  the o i l  weathering 
model described here. 

28 

73.6 
1.6 

24.8 
3.3 
33 
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Comparisons. Spill Science and Tech. RIIII.. 5 (1). 63-74. 

Daling, P. S., 0. M. Aamo, A. Lewis, and T. Stmm-Kristiansen. 1997: S M T E F n K U  
Oil-Weathering Model: Predicting O i l  Properties at Sea. Proceedings 1997 O i l  Spi l l  
Conference. A P I  publication No. 4651. Washington D .  C.. pp 297 - 307. 

65.9 
4 

30.1 
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Daling. P. S.. P. J. Brandvik, D. Mackay and 0. Johansen, 1990: Characterization o f  
Crude Oi ls  for Environmental Purposes. O i l  and Chemical Pollution, Vol.  7, pp. 199 - 
224. 
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Fannelep. T.K. and K. Sjeen, 1980: Hydrodynamics o f  underwater blowouts. 
Norwegian Marit ime Research. No.  4. 1980, pp. 17-33. 

ITOPF 1986. Fate o f  Marine O i l  Spills. Technical information paper no. 11/86. The 
IntemationalTankers Owners Pollution Federation Ltd., London. England. 

Leirvik, F.,Moldestad. M.0.. Johansen. 0.. 2001 : Kartlegging av voksrike do l jers  
tilflytsevne ti1 skimmere. S M T E F  report STF 66FO1157. 

Nordvik. A,. B.. Dal ing P.. S. and Encelhardt, F. R.. 1992: Problems i n  the 
interpretation o f  spi l l  response technology studies. In: Proceedings o f  the 15Ih AMOP 
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Research Center, Vicksburg. Missippi. 2 vols. 

5. Conclusions and possible future extensions 

I n  general, the M M S  has a relatively long timeframe of interest regarding o i l  
weathering, through at least 30 days o r  as long as a slick persists. Funhermore. there 
is surprisingly l i t t le empirical data for how long a spi l l  persists as an identifiable slick. 
W e  would l ike to see this end point better tracked and reported i n  real spi l l  events. 
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